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Abstract
This thesis is concerned w ith an experim ental study of a novel microwave 
oscillator which is based on quasi-optic principles ra ther than  more conventional 
closed cavity techniques,
A quasi-optic open cavity resonator is used in order to  combine and s ta ­
bilize the frequency of m any solid sta te  source modules. At m m  wavelengths, 
the small physical size of the open resonator, (127 m m  d iam eter m irrors at 
Q-band) enables the fabrication of m edium  power oscillators w ith dimensions 
suitable for in tegration w ithin a practical system.
A self-oscillating m icrostrip patch antenna, m ounted conformally w ith the 
resonator m irror surface, is developed as the basic source module. A suitable 
m ethod of coupling m any of these modules efficiently to a beam  mode sup­
ported  by the open resonator is discussed, together w ith the dependence of the 
preferred active cavity mode upon the array geometry.
Initial experim ental investigations have been undertaken at J-B and (12 — 
18 G H z )  yielding techniques th a t have been successfully applied at Q-Band 
(26 -  40 GHz) .
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CHAPTER (1 ) 
Oscillator Concepts
§1.1 Introduction
Fundam ental oscillators are available up to frequencies around 300 GHz.
Laser sources produce sizable ou tpu t powers at even higher frequencies. The 
disadvantage with these systems is th a t they are all either extremely expensive 
(eg. Carcinotrons) or excessively large (lasers). There is a need for more pow­
erful solid sta te  sources operating at higher frequencies than  those currently 
available. The m ajor advantage of the solid sta te  source over vacuum tube de­
vices is th a t it requires only a relatively cheap power supply and a m ajor part 
of the original cost is recoverable when the solid sta te  element becomes defunct.
This is not true of K lystrons, M agnetrons and Carcinotrons. W hen defunct, 
the only recoverable component is the m agnet. In the case of the Klystron 
the entire unit m ust be discarded and this represents a considerable loss as a 
220 G H z  K lystron at present day prices will cost around £12 K . The cost of 
replacing a m illimetric Gunn or Im patt diode is very low in comparison (say 
around £0.2 K ) .  Hence there are real economic advantages to developing solid 
state  oscillators further, particularly  if the emphasis is on the development of 
high power or very low noise sources. It is precisely in these two areas where 
the quasi optic configurations shows some promise.
The proposed geometry is based upon the open resonator principle shown 
in Figure (1.1), which has many properties in common with a reflection am ­
plifier. Each resonator m irror may contain an active ‘gain elem ent’ which in­
troduces sufficient negative resistance to overcome the ohmic dissipation and 
diffraction loss associated w ith m ultiple reflections. The oscillator is tunable 
merely by changing the mechanical length of the cavity. Owing to the very high 
unloaded Q values th a t can be achieved by careful design w ith this configuration 
we expect the system to yield a very low F.M . noise content. As the frequency 
of operation is raised to around 95 G H z  the structure will become less unwieldy 
and the problem  of dimensional stability will become more tractable.
§1.2 Survey of Oscillator Configurations
In this brief review the discussion is restricted to solid state  sources. At 
the outset it is clear th a t no simple design will satisfy all requirem ents. Broadly 
speaking we can categorize oscillators in two groups viz:- Low-noise low power
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configurations and high power devices. Low-noise devices are of great interest 
in communications systems because the u ltim ate sensitivity of any receiver is 
partly  determ ined by the receiver noise. Every resistive element injects addi­
tional noise into the system and the most critical com ponent in any receiver 
is the first mixer and its associated local oscillator. In millimetric radar sys­
tems we are concerned with carrier frequencies in the range 35 — 220 G H z  for 
example and at the top end of this range we might adopt a first interm ediate 
frequency in the region of 1 — 10 G Hz.  The local oscillator is therefore required 
to be a millimetre-wave device where the same emphasis has been placed on 
the requirem ent for its low-noise operation as for other oscillators required to 
fulfill this role within a receiver.
At millimetric wavelengths high powers (for solid sta te  sources) may be 
achieved by combining the outputs of a large num ber of separate devices. This 
may be achieved at the chip level at the low end of the frequency scale, but at 
high frequencies it is no longer possible to m ount m ultiple devices in a common 
fundam ental mode closed cavity resonator. The only rem aining solution is to 
combine the outputs of a num ber of separate oscillator modules. Since each 
element m ust be effectively isolated this approach is very costly in microwave 
hardw are. At 220 G H z  for example this technique is frustrated  by a lack of 
commercially available circulators and isolators w ith quality isolation perfor­
mance. Hence there is considerable scope for technological im provements at 
the high frequency end of the scale. A review of power combining techniques 
follows later in C hapter 2.
§1.3 Solid State Devices
Here we are exclusively concerned with G unn and Im patt devices. Their 
equivalent circuits are complicated by parasitic elements introduced by the type 
of packaging employed. A lthough both  m ust exhibit negative conductance, the 
susceptance may be either positive or negative and is known to be a complex 
function of the R .F. current in the device. In some instances the susceptance of 
a given device may actually change sign under extreme operating conditions.
The noise performance of negative conductance has been analysed by 
Kurokawa.^‘^ d-2 p^om his work it is possible to obtain simplified expressions 
for the A.M. and F.M. noise. It is im portan t to know what influence circuit 
param eters have on the noise performance. There are two chief contributions 
to the to tal observed noise :
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(a) Noise due to am plitude fluctuations (A.M. Noise)
(b) Noise due to  frequency fluctuations (F.M . Noise)
The to tal noise is characterised in term s of two ratios 
namely the F.M . noise power to  carrier power N p / N c  and A.M. noise power to 
carrier power N a / N c - The device noise is represented by an equivalent noise 
generator
e l  = 4kToMB\R\
where for typical G unn devices M  ^  25 db and for Im patt devices M  % 35 db, 
also k=  Boltzm anns’ constant, Tq =  Absolute Tem perature, B =  Bandw idth, 
R =  negative device resistance, M ~  Noise m easure of the device which is a fac­
tor th a t determines to what extent the noise power of the device exceeds tha t 
expected from a pure resistance of m agnitude R.  The equivalent noise circuit 
is given in Figure (1.2).
jX
IRI
=6kT^MBlRl 
I-------------------o o-
L
Figure (1.2)
In this circuit we assume th a t |_R| is somewhat larger than  the load resistance 
R l in order to account for the observed output power Pq at resonance. Thus
|P | = R l - 8 R
From the equivalent circuit we see
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I • | 2  Pn =
At resonance, the ou tpu t power P q is given by
U J ' r l  = {SRy
So
{ S R f  = ^
near the carrier frequency a;o i.e. w =  Wg ±  ljm we make the approxim ation
OJ Wg \  2u)m
Wg w y  Wg
Then the power at a frequency lom from the carrier is
e lR L
P{ w m ) =
where
ëi = 4^TgMPPL
Thus
P { ^ m )
Po
kT oM B  )
fo Y  kT oM B
Q e x t f h ' I  )  P q
where
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Q  e x t  —
üJqL
is the circuit Q external to the device. The above expression includes the noise 
power in both  F.M . sidebands so the single sideband noise figure is half of tha t 
given above. The noise sidebands are shown in Figure (1.3).
F.M. c a s e A.M. c a s e
ÎR.F. ; R.F.
m
m,  = ^  = m o d u l a t i o n  i n d e x  
'  fm
m =  m o d u l a t i o n  i n d e x
m , P e a k  f r e q u e n c y  d e v i a t i o n  ,  r . m.S. f r e q u e n c y  d e v i a t i
' m o d u l a t i o n  f r e q u e n c y
Figure (1.3)
on
Thus for F.M . case
sidebandpower  TUy A / ' A 7 '
carrier power 
and for the A.M. case
4&  2/,
sidebandpower  
carrier power  4
The im portan t results to be summarized are:
Single sideband Edson noise formula
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N f 1 M k T o B  / / o ' "
C 2 Po V < 3-t/r
Single sideband A.M. noise formula
N a 1 M k T o B  1
f o
where N f =F.M.  noise power, iV^==:A.M. noise power, C = carrie r power
§1.4 Stabilization of Oscillators
The equivalent circuit shown in Figure (1 .2 ) is the simplest possible be­
cause the device reactance is tuned out at resonance by a single external 
reoictance element. In addition to this external Q, Qext
_ 0 ^
we have a device Q given by Q #
Qd UJqR C
where we have taken
jCufQ
Clearly, since no other susceptance is involved and R l ~  |jR| we have Ç p  
Qext^ and so for the most basic circuit we have
N f 1 M k T o B  / / o ' "
C 2 Po \ Q D f ,
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Since, by definition the m inim um  possible Q is Q d  we can write Q =  
Q e x t { m )  the m inim um  external circuit Q. It is now possible to see how the 
noise perform ance of this oscillator may be improved by providing additional 
susceptance in such a way th a t the frequency of resonance is unchanged. This 
can be achieved in the series equivalent circuit given above by adding series 
inductance Lg  and capacitance Cs  as shown in Figure (1.4).
i ï -
jx
-o o-
■LS
Figure (1.4)
If we write S L  = L s  the new external Q is now given by
Q e x t  =  Q e x t { m ) { S  +  1 )
and so
C
1 M k T o B  f  fo
(5'  + 1 ) 2  2 f o
It may be preferable in some cases to work in term s of the equivalent parallel 
resonant circuit given in Figure (1.5). If this circuit is to have the same overall 
Q as the series equivalent circuit then the dam ping resistor m ust be increased 
by writing R i p  = Q'^^^Rps- This follows because
Qs  =  =  ^ qC R p  — Qp
R s
In addition R s  must be changed io R p  where R p  — Q'^^^Rs
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Figure (1.5)
It can be shown th a t the circuit w ith enhanced Q is less prone to load ‘pulling’ 
effects and to changes in frequency due to the variation of the device susceptance 
w ith tem perature w ith external Q ’s% 100 ,000  the frequency stability is almost 
completely determ ined by therm al expansion effects.
It will be seen from the above considerations th a t it is desirable to have a 
large external Q. As has been dem onstrated the Q can be readily increased by 
simultaneously adding inductance and capacitance to the circuit in such a way 
th a t the resonance frequency is unchanged. In practice this may be achieved by 
adding a further passive resonant circuit which possesses a much higher value 
of Q th an  Q d as shown in Figure (1.6).
The relative m erits of each configuration are discussed in Reference (1.3) 
where it is shown th a t each arrangem ent can be reduced to a common equiva­
lent circuit. For example, if we suppose this basic oscillator consists of a post 
m ounted diode in a rectangular cavity, then the following equivalent circuit is 
obtained:
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I s o l a t o rDevice  c a v i t y
R e a c t i o n  s t a b i l i s i n g  c a v i t y
I s o l a t o rD e v i c e  c a v i t y
T r a n s m i s s i o n  s t a b i l i s i n g  c a v i t y
Devi ce  c a v i t y Isol  a t  or
R e f l e c t i o n  s t a b i l i s a t i o n  c a v i t y
F i gur e  (1*6) B a s i c  c a v i t y  s t a b i l i s e d  o s c i l l a t o r  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s .  Re a c t i o n ,  T r a n s m i s s i o n  
a n d  R e f l e c t i o n
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T r a n s m i s s i o n  ca v i t y
An /2
DiodeB a c k
s h o r t
Matched l oa d
Da mpi ng  
r e s i s t o r
Gi,=\osid conductance, 5 =:conductance of stabilizing cavity,
Gi = Gm  ^conductance of main cavity, (5i)=diode conductance, 
G 2 =  l/rd = d am p in g  conductance.
From the equivalent circuit it may be seen th a t the circuit im pedance of 
the cavity in the plane of the coupling is very high for a high-Ç cavity. Since 
the coupling iris is placed half a guide wavelength from the diode conductance 
the diode sees the same load as it would if m ounted in the plane of the iris. 
Thus with this arrangem ent the cavity loading of the diode circuit is m inimal at 
resonance and very large off resonance (i.e. inductive loading above resonance; 
capacitive loading below resonance). The purpose of the dam ping resistor in 
this circuit is to minimize the effect of m ultiple reflections between the diode 
and the stabilizing cavity. The transm ission line still behaves as an im pedance
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transform er bu t the elim ination of reflections due to the im pedance m ism atch 
between the waveguide and cavity iris ensures th a t the dom inant low-Q cavity 
is due to the short circuiting plunger. In the absence of a dam ping resistor the 
length of the transm ission line coupling the diode to the stabilizing cavity would 
behave as a series resonant circuit shown dotted in the equivalent circuit. The 
dam ping resistor inevitably dissipates R.F. power and consequently reduces the 
available ou tpu t power as well as the circuit Q. It should be noted th a t the 
equivalent circuit given above has been simplified through the omission of the 
aperture coupling transform ers. If these are included the stabilizing cavity and 
its load would be represented as follows:
Rl  Li ir
o ! 'o  
o o
o
o(
o o
n
l :ni
n
n^l
i«L
and viewed from inside the cavity this becomes
-MW-
Hie ©
L
-MW -MW
The input im pedance of this cavity viewed from the waveguide side of the input 
coupling iris is given by
Zin = j X i  +
R s  +  j  (io, -
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In this expression we have assumed zero output coupling, thus
(Mio;) 
R s
w
which when w ritten in term s of a tuning param eter 6 = 1 — ujq /u} becomes
Z q Z q 1 2 j6Q u
where
when 8 is small. The input coupling factor /3i has the following meaning : It is 
the ratio of the coupled prim ary resistance {M iujY / Z i to the cavity resistance 
Rs-  It can be seen from the above expressions th a t the input im pedance viewed 
from outside the cavity in the plane of the iris is a m axim um  at resonance.
A num ber of cavity stabilized designs have been discussed in the literature. 
The most notable of these is the sophisticated design produced by the Philips 
g r o u p . T h i s  employs a very high-Q T E M  mode cylindrical co-axial cavity 
w ith an unloaded Qu =■ 5000. W ith small coupling % 0.5 a loaded Q, Q l = 
2000 can be obtained, the arrangem ent is shown in Figure (1.7) and achieves 
an F.M . noise of 1.5 H z  in 100 m easurem ent window centred at 100 K H z  
from the carrier centre frequency. W ith bim etallic length com pensation this 
oscillator achieves a frequency stability of better than  1 p p m / ° C .
Performance of Unstabilized Oscillators:
By way of comparison with the above results it is useful to quote some 
d a ta  given in Reference (1.5).
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A , ou t pu  t
coax cavi tygap
d a m p i n g  
1 r e s i s t o r
d i ode
coa x  l ine
c o u p l i n g  e l e m e n t s
i nvar  s t r i p
I
I
A ‘
The c o a x i a l  c a v i t y  s t a b i l i z e d  o s c i l l a t o r  w i t h  i mp r o v e d  c o u p l i n g  
a n d  t e m p e r a t u r e  s t a b i l i z e d  c a v i t y -
A'. 
I I
I I
B
A s i m p l i f i e d  v e r s i o n  o f  t h e  o s c i l l a t o r  c i r c u i t  w i t h  t w o  
c o u p l i n g  e l e m e n t s .
Z a - j Z o i t a n ^  Z / 2  
Z b  = i Z o l ' a n p  Z / 2  
Z c  = 1 Z o i t a n f Z / 2
C'. R'
Z 03
M
xSlàSlSüLf -(SdM SL rw-i— lyinmtry"
Zc
Ï
M2
Zoi
E q u i v a l e n t  c i r c u i t  of  t he  d o u b l e  c o u p l e d  c i r c u i t .
F i g u r e  (1-7) P h i l i p s  c a v i t y  s t a b i l i z e d  o s c i l l a t o r
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C a v i t y
t y p e
Loaded
Q l
F r e q u e n c y
s t a b i l i t y
A. M.
n o i s e
F. M. 
n o i s e
Varactor
tuning
r ange
Mechanical
t uni ng
r a n g e
%g/2  coa x i a l 50 to 150
a p p r o x  
1 M H z / ' C
Very
good
Fai r up to 
700MHz
al mos t  
one 
oct ave
Xg / 2  Waveguide
approx
1000
appr ox
180 K H z / ' C  
l i mi t ed  by ca v i t y  
e x p a n s i o n
Very
good
Ver y
good
approx 
20 MHz
approK 
30 V.
A g /2  Microstrip 50 to 150
a ppr ox  
1 MH z / ' C
Very
good
Fa i r
up to 
700MHz
None
Table (1 .1 ). Performance of X-band Oscillators
§1.5 Quasi Optic Oscillators
Since a quasi optic oscillator bears a close resemblance to the cavity stab i­
lized arrangem ent described above, much of the general theory already given is 
equally applicable to this device. Clearly there is no need for a coupling tran s­
mission line because with suitable design the negative resistance element can be 
integrated into the surface of the mirror. Thus in the vicinity of the conformai 
‘exciter’ the m irror surface will have an enhanced susceptance in addition to a 
negative conductance. The active m irror will have many properties in common 
with a reflection amplifier. The quasi -optic resonator can be described in term s 
of a transm ission line model in which an initial wave launched from the exciter 
is reflected many times between the m irrors. At each incidence with the active 
m irror the signal is amplified and this process continues until the ‘gain sa tu ra ­
tion ’ occurs. The open resonator cavity may be thought of as behaving like an 
air filled waveguide term inated at each end by reactive surfaces. Diffraction and 
ohmic losses which occur at each reflector may be described in term s of a lossy 
transm ission line model. Thus in this phenomenological theory, the diffraction 
and ohmic loss is taken into account by a small increm ent in the surface resis­
tance of each m irror which is proportional to the length of the resonator when 
the resonator is excited by a planar self-oscillating antenna. This is due to the 
source radiating characteristics; more coupling and hence less loss is expected 
when a greater solid angle of transm itted  power is captured by the secondary 
mirror.
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§1.6 R esonator Mode S tructure
Two approaches have been used in the l i t e r a t u r e ^ t o  find the mode 
structure of a Fabry-Perot resonator. In the first m ethod the aim is to find 
solutions to Maxwells’ equations which take the form of wave beams. The 
other m ethod is to use the scalar form ulation of Huygens’ principle to determ ine 
the mode patterns and the diffraction losses. For the purpose of the present 
discussion let us consider approxim ate solutions to the scalar wave equation 
4- k ^ E  = 0 where k = 2’k/ \ .
Assume a travelling wave beam  solution of the form
E  ~  'ip(x,y, z) exp —j k z
W here -0 is a complex function which varies slowly with z i.e. we neglect 
d^'ijj/dz'^ in comparison to kdip/dz.  We obtain the following equation
The solution to this equation for the fundam ental Gaussian beam  mode is given
by
U \ ^ 0= ^ e x p
2R
Consequently the fundam ental Gaussian beam  can be w ritten  in the form
WoE{r ,z )  =  —  exp
In this expression r  is the radial distance from the z-axis and (f){z) is an addi­
tional phase shift due to the geometry of the beam. The radius of the beam 
waist is W {z)  at which the field am plitude falls to 1 /e and the radius of curva­
ture of the phase front at z is R{z).
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The beam  geometry is shown in Figure (1.8) where the G aussian beam  
has a m inim um  diam eter 2W q at z =  0 where the phase front is plane. As the 
beam  propagates it expands according to a hyperbolic law
1 +  I -  
0^
where Z q = / \  i.e. half the m irror spacing of the equivalent confocal
resonator. The radius of curvature of the phase front is given by
R  = z
and the additional phase shift is
1 +
(j) = tan   ^ I —
Z q
Also
Az nFF:  ^ Z)
the beam  waist W q  in the centre of the resonator is given by
= - ^ D ( 2 R o - D )
and so
=
7T
D
2Rn - D
Figure (1.9) shows how the beam  radii vary with the distance between 
the m irrors. W q { c )  is the beam waist for a confocal resonator {D = R q ) .
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F i g u r e  (1-8) B e a m  c o n t o u r
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F i g u r e  (19)  V a r i a t i o n  o f  b e a m  r a d i u s  w i t h  d i s t a n c e  of 
se  p a r  a t i on
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If we assume the field is plane polarized, then with g = 1 /W ^  j k / 2 R  we 
get the result
= ^  exp [ - j { k z  -</ >) -  gr" ]^
From Maxwells’ equations
^  w^o dz
The solution to the wave equations for the higher order modes has been derived 
in Reference (1.8) and is given by
where are generalized Laguerre polynomials and p, I are the radial and an­
gular mode num bers. The phase shift ÿ(p, Z, z) is now given by
(^(p, Z, z) =  (2p +  Z +  1 ) tan  ^
Resonance occurs when the phase shift from one m irror to the other is a m ultiple 
of 7T . From the above this condition can be w ritten as
kD  — 2(2p +  Z +  1) tan   ^ ^ ^  =  (g -f 1 )7t
where (g +  1 ) is the num ber of half wavelengths in the axial standing wave 
pattern . Since the frequency spacing of the longitudinal modes is /o =  c/2H , 
the resonant frequency of a mode may be w ritten as
f_
fo
=  (g +  l )  + ^ ( 2p +  / +  l ) c o s - '  ( l - ; £ )
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Here
7T V  Ro
is the frequency separation between adjacent azim uthal modes. It is clear tha t 
for a given q, all modes with 2p +  /= constan t are degenerate. If the resonator 
is confocal, then D = R q and
so all modes with the same {2q +  2p +  Z) will be degenerate.
§1.7 The Excitation Element
Obviously the best exciter would comprise completely non-resonant sys­
tem  such as some form of travelling wave antenna for example a long wire 
antenna or an axial dielectric fibre. However it is possible to design a planar 
low-Q antenna (eg. a m icrostrip patch antenna) such th a t its m ounting may 
be conformai to the surface of a m irror in order th a t the the adjustm ent of 
cavity length is not restricted in any way. A nother im portan t consideration is 
the geometry of the exciter. Clearly, for a resonator w ith cylindrical sym m etry 
it would be desirable to use a cylindrically symmetric excitation element. The 
reason for this is th a t a careful preservation of sym m etry throughout the system 
would be less likely to excite the higher order modes of the open resonator. It 
is also fairly clear from Figure (1.10) th a t an off axis arrangem ent would favour 
the excitation of the TFJMoig, T E M n q  and T E M 2 iq modes.
From a theoretical standpoint the input im pedance of the resonator when 
viewed from the antenna will act as an additional load. Since the input im p­
edance of the resonator is reactive close to a natu ra l cavity resonance we expect 
(and observe) th a t the resonant frequency of the excitation element is ‘pulled’ 
by the resonator loading. It can be shown th a t the input susceptance of the 
open resonator varies quite dram atically close to the natu ra l cavity resonance 
as shown in Figure (1.11).
As far as the equivalent circuit of (say) the m icrostrip patch antenna is 
concerned, the resonator adm ittance will shunt load the antenna adm ittance.
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Consequently the antenna susceptance B  in Figure (1.12) will be changed to a 
new value B ' . Likewise the antenna aperture conductance G will be changed 
to  G ' .
N a t u r a l  c a v i t y  
r e s o n a n c e  ) 3L=t r
Ca v i t y  l e n g t h
Figure (1.11) (Not to scale)
Antenna
Resona t o r
a d m i t t a n c e
Figure (1.12) Patch equivalent circuit.
Re s on  a t o r  
a d m i t t a n c e
The input adm ittance of the antenna at the feed point is given by
G '+ i (5 '  + F„ tan/3ip)
Y i n  = G' + j B '  + Yo
Y o + j { G '+ j B ' ) t B . n / 3 L
The resonance condition for the composite system is defined by 
A little analysis reveals th a t this condition is satisfied if
tan/3Tp =
G '2 +  B '2 -
and under these conditions the antenna conductance is given by Re{Y^iN) =  2G'.
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Not all of this conductance is radiative, as is normally the case, because part 
of it is due to the imposed open resonator load.
§1.8 M easurem ent of Oscillator Noise
There are two contributions to the to tal noise of an oscillator and in the 
case of solid sta te  sources the F.M. component is dom inant. The classic works 
on oscillator noise are the papers by Ondria^'^ and Ashley, Searls and Palka.^'^^ 
In order to m easure oscillator noise a very high quality carrier suppression 
filter is necessary. The system employed by O ndria and Ashley makes use 
of a circulator to achieve carrier suppression of better than  60 dh. Ashley’s 
system is shown in Figure (1.14). For the measurem ent of F.M . noise the 
discrim inator cavity is tuned to the centre frequency of the carrier. At the 
cavity resonance this absorption of R.F. power is a m axim um  and with careful 
adjustm ent of the cavity coupling factor, critical coupling can be achieved. 
Under these conditions the cavity is perfectly m atched (at resonance) to the 
input waveguide and consequently there is no reflected signal. However, slightly 
off resonance, e.g. as for the case of the F.M. sidebands, reflection does occur 
and the signal is m easured in a balanced homodyne detector w ith anti-parallel 
diodes in the magic tee. This form of balanced homodyne receiver in addition 
suppresses the A.M. noise of the local oscillator signal introduced into the E- 
plane arm  of the magic tee. The function of this discrim inator cavity is to 
convert the F.M . noise into A.M. noise which is then passed by the circulator 
into the H-plane arm  of the tee and is therefore not suppressed. In order to 
measure the A.M. noise content the reference signal to the phase detector is 
disconnected and the discrim inator cavity is detuned. The simplified circuit 
may be seen in Figure (1.13).
In order to achieve good carrier suppression a discrim inator Q of around 
30,000 is required (utilizing a T E qh cylindrical cavity) and this would be dif­
ficult to engineer at 95 G H z  for example. In fact at high frequencies E arth  et 
aU'^^ have reported on the use of a high-Q % 30,000 open resonator as a fre­
quency discrim inator. However, other methods exist for suppressing the carrier 
which depend on the availability of one specialized com ponent - a magic tee. 
The system used by Esdale, Howes et a F ’^ ^d-i3 -g gj^own in Figure (1.15) and re­
lies upon the dispersive characteristics of a rectangular waveguide transm ission 
line. If the four port junction is accurately m atched the com bination of magic 
tee and adjustable short circuit behave as a dispersive Michelson Interferom eter, 
the properties of which are well known to Fourier Transform  Spectroscopists. 
Clearly, this technique is relatively cheap to im plem ent because no circulator is 
required and is the favoured system for the frequency range of interest here.
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CHAPTER (2)
Review of Solid State 
Power Combining Techniques
§2.1 Introduction
M illimetre-wave system  applications include:
(1 ) R adars/m issile  seekers
(2) Fuses
(3) A ltim eters
(4) P rojectile  guidance radars
(5) Line of sight com m unication equipm ent
(6 ) Space com m unication equipm ent
(7) E.W . receivers
(8 ) T ransponders
The developm ent of these millimetre-wave systems has become increas­
ingly im p o rtan t in recent years to meet the operational requirem ents of tran s­
m ission th rough smoke, dust, fog, haze and clouds with small apertu re  antennas 
th a t have wider bandw idth  and b e tte r resolution than  microwave system s. This 
increasing dem and for millimetre-wave systems has created the need for high 
power solid sta te  transm itters.
Solid s ta te  devices eg. G unn and IM PA TT devices are chosen as they offer 
the  po ten tial for orders of m agnitude im provem ent in reliability and reduction 
in size, weight, and low voltage power supply requirem ents. In addition to 
IM PA TT and G unn devices, the development of o ther power generating devices 
is currently  under way and includes F E T  devices. I n P  m aterial may also be a 
viable m ateria l for millimetre-wave devices.
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Low noise F E T ’s and High Electron Mobility Transistors (H EM T’s) are 
very likely to become the favoured solid state device for combiners of the future 
as the frequencies to which they work are rapidly being increased together 
w ith an improvement in their efficiencies.^'^ These devices are already finding 
large scale applications in many sub-system designs and phased a r r a y s . T h i s  
increasing use will inevitably have the effect of reducing the unit cost and make 
the multi-element power combining oscillator increasingly cost effective.
The ou tpu t from a single solid state device is lim ited by fundam ental 
therm al and im pedance problems. To meet many of the previously m entioned 
system requirem ents it is therefore necessary to combine several discrete de­
vices in order to achieve high power levels required. An im portan t feature of 
a sub-system  which comprises many fundam ental sources is th a t it would ex­
hibit a graceful failure characteristic. This is particularly  useful in a radar or 
com munications system requiring high reliability.
Millimetre-wave device technology has reached the level where frequency 
agile coherent radars can be developed at least through the 100 G H z  range. 
An example of a 94 G H z  solid state coherent front end with frequency agility is 
described in Reference (2.2). W ithout doubt further development of structures 
th a t use m ultiple solid sta te  devices will be made and these sources are sure to 
play key sub-system roles into the 90's and beyond.
Various techniques for power combination have been investigated in the 
last 20 years. Power from separate devices may be combined at the chip level 
or at the circuit level or even after the wave has been launched into free space. 
Each type of combining practice has its advantages and disadvantages, therefore 
in order to yield a system with the best overall spacihcations the complete sub­
system may be expected to consist of several different combining techniques.
Straightforward combining at the circuit level may be carried out w ith res­
onant or nonresonant type circuits. Resonant combiners include rectangular- 
and cylindrical-waveguide resonant-cavity combining techniques, to  which is 
now added the quasi-optical open resonant cavity technique. The nonreso­
nant combining techniques include hybrid-coupled combiners, conical waveg­
uide combiners and W ilkinson type combiners.
The electrical nature of the particular combining circuit has to a large 
extent determ ined the most suitable application area. Broadly speaking the 
resonant-cavity combiners have tended to find narrow band applications and
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the nonresonant combiners wide band applications.
The rest of this chapter summarizes the essential features of each type 
of combining, together w ith performance of actual devices and their a ttendan t 
advantages and disadvantages. The review includes and extends of the work of 
both  RusselP'^ and Chang and Sun '^"^.
§2.1 Chip level combining
Chip level combining is acccomplished by clustering the devices in a region 
whose extent is small com pared to a wavelength. The overall num ber of devices 
combined in this way is lim ited to a small num ber by the rapid reduction in the 
combining efficiency of the elements which occurs when the circuit size becomes 
electrically large.
Chip-level combining has been investigated for many years. The concept 
was devised by Josenhaus^*® in 1968 when he combined three IM PATT diodes 
electrically in series and therm ally in parallel on a diam ond heat sink. The ar­
rangem ent gave a high overall electrical im pedance and low therm al resistance.
He reported an ou tpu t power of 4.5 W  C.W. at 13 G H z  w ith a D.C. to R.F 
conversion efficiency of 6.4%.
Rucker et al. in 1977 '^® carried out some experim ents w ith four mesa IM­
PATT diodes. These experiments showed th a t power saturation  and reduced 
efficiency occurred when the devices were connected and packaged in electri­
cally asym m etrical configurations. The effect of the asym m etric layout was 
discovered during an experiment which was originally undertaken in order to 
study the effects of circuit im pedance on overall efficiency. The need for elec­
trical sym m etry was illustrated by these experiments where seemingly trivial 
asymm etries caused severe saturation  of the power ou tput. This effect was a t­
tribu ted  to the mesa spacing as in this instance the mesa spacing was large 
enough to perm it resonance in the bond wires at the th ird  or fourth harmonic.
It was therefore suggested th a t the effects observed were probably a result of 
harm onic currents flowing among the devices via their interconnecting wires, 
however, these harmonics were not observed in their output.
Clearly there is a requirem ent to cluster m ultiple devices w ithin a region 
whose extent is small compared to a wavelength. It is the feature of bond wire 
resonance which generally limits the num ber of devices which can be combined 
efficiently by this m ethod. Rucker et al.^'^ in a sum m ary of m ultichip IM-
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PATT power combining in 1979 showed th a t IM PATT chips could be efficiently 
combined in a variety of configurations once instabilities were elim inated. P ri­
m ary emphasis was placed on chips connected electrically in series on diamond. 
Figure (2.1) shows the several possible geometries for such devices.
The early experiments were performed using two silicon IM PATT chips on 
a single diam ond heat sink m ounted in a conventional diode package shown in 
Figure (2.1a). O ther experiments used the unpackaged configuration of Figure 
(2.1b). Neither of these arrangem ents provided stable addition to the respective 
chip powers except at very low current density. To correct this problem  quartz 
capacitors were placed in parallel w ith each diode chip as shown in Figure (2 .1c 
and d). The parallel capacitors across the individual chips greatly reduced the 
possibility of param etric type instabilities. Furtherm ore bias circuit oscillations 
and related failures were considerably reduced and often elim inated entirely by 
the use of these capacitors.
Twelve, three chip series connected devices were fabricated using small 
capacitors w ith a relative perm ittivity  of 64 and Varian active devices from 
two lots. Ten of the twelve provided Pq — 45 — 50W  peak w ith an efficiency 
from 16 to 20% and fo = 10 G Hz.  In two additional three chip devices chips 
from two lots were mixed. Both devices operated efficiently but satu rated  at 
relatively low power outputs 34 and 43 W  respectively. This work highlights 
the requirem ent for com patability between the various devices in one multi chip 
assembly for its efficient operation.
A two mesa device was fabricated with less than  one mesa diam eter spac­
ing and from this basic arrangem ent a six device series-parallel com bination was 
assembled resulting in a peak power of 53.2 W .  These techniques were applied 
to a large enough sample to dem onstrate both  repeatability  and practicality.
Extending this work Rucker et al. in 1981 '^® have obtained 82% m axim um  
combining efficiency at 40 G H z  w ith a device configured similar to th a t shown 
in Figure (2.2) however at the time of report the combining efficiency was not 
repeatable, and was a ttribu ted  to the low-Q of the stabilization capacitors.
Suzuki et al.^'^ examined a 70 G H z  two diode array. An ou tpu t power 
of 380 m W  at 70 G H z  was achieved from two silicon double drift IM PATT 
diodes, this was 1.7 times th a t of a single diode.
As the frequency of operation at which this type of combining is carried
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out continues to increase the lateral interactions among diodes will tend to limit 
the num ber of diodes to be combined. Chip level combining may therefore be 
best utilized in the first stage of a possible m ulti-stage combiner.
§2.2 Circuit level combining
Resonant and nonresonant circuits may be used to combine powers of 
many discrete devices. Nonresonant combiners are arranged in either a chain 
(serial) or tree (corporate) structure, or an N-way structure th a t combine N 
devices in a single step. Resonant combiners are usually based upon cavity 
structures where the diodes lock together due to the interm odule coupling pro­
vided by the resonator. Resonant combining has conventionally used closed 
cavities including rectangular and cylindrical cavities. Now the technique has 
been extended by using the quasi-optic open cavity which is particularly  su it­
able for m illimetre wavelengths as previously discussed in C hapter 1 .
§2.2.1 Chain combiner
A typical example of a chain combining structure is shown in Figure 
(2.3), proposed by Nakajima^'^® in 1973. For a N-stage serial combiner of this 
type each successive stage or coupler adds l/Æ  of the output power to the 
output. The num ber of the stage determines the required coupling co-efficient 
for th a t stage as seen in the figure. The choice of coupling co-efficients is also 
affected by the loss in the coupler. Neglecting losses the necessary coupling 
co-efficient for the stage is lOLogioN  in decibels. In principle w ith the 
chain combining approach any num ber of devices could be combined, however 
losses in the couplers reduce the combining efficiency and bandw idth with this 
approach. These problems become more severe as the frequency is increased 
into the millimetre wave region. The principle of power com bination occuring at 
a single coupler is similar to the principle for the basic element of the corporate 
combiner considered below.
The main elements needed for this type of combining are directional cou­
plers (and isolators) and the phase adjustm ents may be carried out by selecting 
the proper line lengths. This circuit may be assembled in a compact form u ti­
lizing MIC technology and find its direct application in F.M . amplification as a 
solid sta te  travelling wave tube replacement. However at high frequencies the 
incorporation of various couplers and phase shifters is quite difficult.
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§2.2.2 Corporate combiners
Figure (2.4) shows a 3 dB  quadrature directional coupler as the basic ele­
ment of this combining system in which two identical oscillators are combined.
Ports 1 and 2 are conjugate. W hen the phase of the input signal at port 1, V\ 
leads th a t of the same am plitude at port 2 by 90° the summed ou tpu t power is 
delivered to the m atched load connected to port 4 and no signal appears at port 
3. However when either of the am plitudes of the input signals are not equal or 
the phase difference is not exactly 90° an unbalanced signal appears at port 3.
By mism atching port 3 (open circuited in Figure (2.4) it is possible to reflect 
all or part of the unbalanced signal back to the oscillators through the coupler 
as phase locking signals. It is noted here th a t the oscillators are coupled only 
when required. This as well as the fact th a t only a travelling wave exists and 
hence there is no resonance in the combining circuit, serves to minimize the 
complication due to  moding.
The common forms of 3 dB  couplers are shown in Figure (2.5). The two 
way W ilkinson combiner, branch line coupler, and ratrace coupler are more 
conveniently built in m icrostrip or millimetre-wave integrated circuits. The use 
of the rat-race coupler has been dem onstrated at X-band^'^^ but has not been 
applied to millimetre-wave frequencies.
E ither 90° short-slot hybrids or 180° m atched magic-tee hybrids may also 
be used. The short-slot hybrid is more popular in waveguide form. Magic- 
tee’s have a lower insertion loss but also a narrower voltage standing wave ratio 
bandw idth, while 90° hybrids have the advantage th a t the input and output 
ports of the hybrid coupled combiner are separate, which allows the use of 
ferrite isolators instead of circulators. This is advantageous because isolators 
can be built with full waveguide bandw idths in E -band while circulators have 
m axim um  bandw idths of 3 G H z  in the 60 G H z  range. In addition circulators 
have high out-of-band VSW R’s, which cause stability problems in reflection 
amplifiers. For these reasons the short-slot 90° hybrid coupler is the favoured 
waveguide combining circuit element.
In sum m ary the advantages of the corporately coupled combining scheme 
are as follows;
(a) Design is straightforward with little circuit development and simple con­
struction.
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(b) It has wide bandw idth potential larger than  5%. The u ltim ate band­
w idth depends upon the diode module bandw idth and phase/am plitude 
imbalance of the coupler.
(c) It has high port to port isolation, therefore the interactions among the 
devices are minimized. The isolation depends on the coupler type and is 
generally over 20 dB.
(d) It can be used as a second level combiner to combine m ultiple diode 
modules.
The disadvantages of the corporate coupled combiner are as follows:
(a) A maxim um  of four modules can be combined due to loss and phase 
problems.
(b) The combiner is relatively large compared to other combiners.
(c) The upper frequency limit for waveguide corporate combiners is about 
140 G H z  due to the loss of the coupler. However th  dielectric waveguide 
coupler can be used for frequencies up to 300 GHz .
(d) it  has path  loss.
The output power from three Gunn oscillators was combined by M izushina 
et al. in 1980^'^^, and used short-slot couplers in conjunction w ith high-level 
injection locking to dem onstrate a power combining efhciency of about 100% 
at 9.7 GHz .  Using a three-oscillator structure as the building block, a 9- 
oscillator corporate and 9 and 13-oscillator tandem  structures were built and 
dem onstrated power combining efficiencies of 92, 95 and 93%, respectively at 
9.6 GHz .  The difference between corporate and tandem  structures is shown 
in Figure (2.6). M izushina et al. in 1982^'^^ summed powers from a to tal of 
up to 120 G unn diodes at 23 G H z  by combining three, five or seven 12 or 24- 
device Kurokawa oscillators (described later under resonant cavity combiners) 
through short slot couplers in conjunction with high level injection locking. 
Overall power combining efficiencies of 76 to 91% were reported.
Rubin in 1982^'^^ developed a two-stage (four diode) hybrid coupled am ­
plifier th a t was fabricated on microstrip using Indium  Phosphide Gunn diodes. 
A minim um  of 5 dB  gain was achieved over 33 — 38 GHz .  Kuno and
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E n g l i s h ^ i n  1976 developed a two-stage millimetre-wave IM PATT power am ­
plifier/com biner. The driver stage consisted of a two-diode hybrid-coupled am ­
plifier and the ou tpu t stage consisted of a four diode combiner (a pair of hybrid- 
coupled amplifiers). An output power of 1 IT was achieved with a 22 dB  small- 
signal gain and a 6 G H z  bandw idth in the 60 G H z  range. M a et al.^’^ ® in 1980 
developed a high power T -band  IM PATT com biner/am plifier. The amplifier 
consisted of two stages with an overall gain of 50 dB.  The maxim um  output 
power was 2.5 W  at 61 G H z  with overall D.C. to R .F. conversion efficiency of 
3.7%.
Figure (2.7) from Reference (2.3) contrasts the theoretical combining ef­
ficiencies for various num bers of devices for both  the chain and corporate com­
bining structure. The family of curves are produced when various loss values 
are ascribed to each coupling stage.
§2.2.3 N-Way Combining structures
The N-way combining structure sums the power of N-devices directly in 
one step w ithout having to proceed through several combining stages. This 
opens the possibility of such structures having high combining efficiencies since 
the power generated does not have to pass through several stages of combining. 
A num ber of techniques have been proposed. One of the oldest and best known 
of these structures is the W ilkinson N-way combiner^'^^. The concept for the 
combiner is illustrated  in Figure (2.8). The input ports (of im pedance Z q) 
feed into N output lines of characteristic im pedance y / N Z q which are one- 
quarter-wavelength long. Isolation between the N-ports is accomplished by 
means of a resistive star connected to the N-ports. The principle problem  with 
the W ilkinson approach at high frequencies is th a t it is generally not possible 
to connect sufficiently powerful isolation resistors in the m anner shown when 
N  > 2. Nor can the resistors be connected as shown when planar circuits are 
used (except for the two way W ilkinson).
Green et al. in 1982 '^^® describes the combining of power for J-band 
pulsed I n P  locked oscillators via a Wilkinson coupler giving a useful operational 
bandw idth of 1 — 2%, for a 1 dB  variation in the output power. The m axim um  
combining efficiency which could be obtained was approxim ately 90%, but over 
a relatively narrow band, approxim ately 100 M H z .
The performance of the W ilkinson coupler is sensitive to the phase and
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am plitude im balance at the input ports, hence to obtain maxim um  power combi­
nation, both  oscillators should track with equal phase and am plitude across the 
required bandw idth. A new N-way broadband planar power com biner/divider 
was reported by Yau et al. in 1986^'^®. The com biner/ divider was developed 
for u ltra-broadband MMIC applications using a transm ission line taper. The 
distinguishing feature of this approach is tha t the isolation resistors connect 
between adjacent coupled transm ission lines, as opposed to a common floating 
node. In addition the tapered transm ission line can perform power combining 
and im pedance transform ing at the same time. Phase m atching at each port 
is also provided to ensure efficient power combining. The com biner/divider 
dem onstrated a 5 to 18 G H z  band w idth with an insertion loss of less than  
0.2 dB  and an input VSW R of no more than  1.35.
A compact radial divider/com biner was described by Belohoubek et al. 
in 1986^’^ ®. th a t combines 30 m iniature GaAs  F E T  power amplifiers, within 
a very small volume with good heat dissipation capability. A power ou tpu t of 
26 W  has been achieved at 11.3 G H z  w ith a 0.5 dB  bandw idth of 600 M H z .  
The overall combining efficiency for a 30-way combiner was approxim ately 90% 
including the power dissipated in the isolation resistors. A design has been 
realized in waveguide by Chen in 1986^'^^ and its design also allows a flexible 
num ber of output ports and uneven power distribution. Since the power divider 
is in waveguide form, its application may be extended to higher frequencies of 
over 100 GHz .
Another combining technique was described by R u c k e r ^ a n d  later ana­
lyzed by K u r o k a w a ^ T h i s  technique illustrated in Figure (2.9) for a 5-diode 
oscillator, has a num ber of coaxial transm ission lines, each approxim ately one- 
quarter-wavelength long term inated by a device and arranged radially about a 
common bias network and a common output network. A resistor Rs  is incor­
porated into each coaxial centre conductor to eliminate instabilities commonly 
observed with multiple oscillator arrangem ents. The capacitance Cc between 
the output coupling disk and each coaxial centre conductor provides the nec­
essary coupling to the common load R l . The bypass capacitor in the bias 
network is located approxim ately one-quarter-wavelength from the central hub 
of the oscillator. The 5-diode oscillator operated over a 7 — 9 G H z  range of 
frequencies. M aximum bias to R.F. conversion efficiency was approxim ately 5% 
using diodes which approached 10% efficiency in single diode circuits. No effort 
has been reported to generalize this circuit to millimetre-wave frequencies.
Figure (2.10) illustrates a X-band 8-diode conical waveguide combiner, 
which uses a conical transm ission line to affect the power com bination/ division.
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This combiner has a coaxial transm ission line which makes the transition  to a 
conical transm ission line. IM PATT diodes are symmetrically placed in a circle 
about the end of and near the end of the conical line. This combining technique 
is presently under development and may have potential for the lower millimetre- 
wave range up to 60 GHz .  A lthough the conical combiner has the advantage 
of wide bandw idth, it has the following disadvantages:
(1). It has moding problems and requires mode filters
(2) It has isolation problems with active devices
(3) I t ’s structure is difficult to design and construct for frequencies above 
60 GHz.
At X-band an 8-diode combiner using IM PATT devices has dem onstrated 
a 15% bandw idth (1 dB  down) with 6 dB  gain.^'^^ At ifu -b an d , an eight diode 
combiner has been constructed using GaAs  IM PATT diodes to generate 17.9 W  
of ou tpu t power at 14.6 GHz.^'^^
§2.2.4 Resonant Cavity Combining
Waveguide Resonant Cavity Combining:
Kurokawa and Magalhaes^'^® first constructed an IM PATT oscillator u ti­
lizing a cross coupled coaxial to waveguide structure, shown in Figure (2.11). 
The cross-coupled coaxial-waveguide configuration is one of the earliest m eth­
ods in providing a transition  from coaxial line to waveguide.^'^^ The IM PATT 
diode was m ounted in a coaxial line coupled to a waveguide cavity, which in 
tu rn  coupled to the load through an iris. To properly couple to the waveguide 
cavity, the coaxial circuit m ust be located at the m agnetic field maxima. A 
tapered absorber was attached to the other end of the coaxial line for stabiliza­
tion purposes. The im pedance m atching to the diode was provided by adjusting 
the length of the coaxial section, and tuning could be accomplished by mov­
ing the sliding short at one waveguide arm. This configuration has been used 
very successfully for numerous applications in the design of IM PATT or Gunn 
oscillators and amplifiers. Many combiners use this circuit as the basic module.
The outputs of 12 packaged IM PATT diodes were successfully combined 
in a waveguide cavity by Kurokawa and Magalhaes.^'^® The resulting oscillator 
gave 10.5 W  C.W. output power at 9.5 GHz.  The oscillator was free from
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moding problems. K u r o k a w a ^ p r e s e n t e d  the oscillator circuit theory which 
provides the basic analysis of the essential features of this type of oscillator. A 
simple m odular approach for combining many Gunn devices has been developed 
by Ma and Sun.^’^ ® By cascading the two diode wafer modules, an ou tpu t power 
of 1 W was achieved in the 45 G H z  range from eight G unn devices w ith a 
combining efficiency of >  90%. The overall D.C. to R .F. conversion efficiency 
of the eight diode combiner was about 2%.
Chang and Ebert^'^^ developed a TF-band combiner using double drift 
IM PATT diodes to generate high pulse power. The cross-coupled coaxial to 
waveguide diode mounting structure forms the basic module of the combiner. 
Peak ou tpu t power of 20.5 W  for a two diode combiner and 40 W  for a four- 
diode combiner has been achieved. The combiner dem onstrated over 80% com­
bining efficiency and 6 % D.C. to R .F. conversion efficiency.
C.W. combining of two, three or four I n P  G unn devices was achieved at 
90 G H z  by Sowers et al.^'^° greater than  0.25 W  was obtained from four I n P  
devices.
Power combiners have also been developed at centre frequencies of 140 
and 217 G H z  w ith peak output power of 9.2 and 1 W  respectively, and are 
discussed by Chang et al.^'^^
The above resonant waveguide combining examples are similar to the idea 
first proposed by Kurokawa. Hamilton and Fish^'^^ extended the original design 
by placing more than  one coaxial transm ission line symmetrically about the 
magnetic field m axim um  in the cavity and thus showed th a t the diode density 
could be m ultiplied by either 2, 4 or 6 w ith >  80% combining efficiency. The 
single and dual diode arrangem ent is shown in Figure (2.12).
It was shown by M adihian and M i z u s h i n a ^ t h a t  active devices could 
be coupled to both  the electric and m agnetic fields w ithin the waveguide cav­
ity. The structure, shown in Figure (2.13), employs probes for m agnetic and 
electric coupling respectively. Up to 18 Gunn diodes have been combined with 
combining efficiencies higher than 96% at X-band.
Cylindrical Cavity Combining:
Perhaps the most successful cavity combiner and therefore the most widely 
used for combining large numbers of devices for the microwave frequency range
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is the cylindrical cavity combining technique invented by Harp and Stover^ 
in 1973. The technique can be explained by reference to Figure (2.14). In 
this technique a num ber of coaxial modules, similar to those described above 
for the waveguide cavity combiner of Kurokawa, are placed around the circular 
periphery of a cylindrical cavity resonant in a T M q^ q mode (for simplicity the 
figure shows a TMqio mode excited by a single module). However for all the 
TMono modes the magnetic field is a m axim um  at the cavity wall and couples 
to the centre conductor of the coaxial modules inducing a high im pedance in 
series w ith the coaxial line. The coaxial modules incorporate quarter-wave 
transform ers at the diode end (to m atch the low im pedance of the IM PATT 
diodes to the cavity im pedance) and are term inated in a m aterial th a t serves 
as a microwave absorber and a D.C. insulator. The coaxial module centre 
conductors furnish bias to the IM PATT diodes. The TMono modes have a 
maxim um  of the electric field at the central axis of the combiner, and output 
is obtained from the combiner by placing a probe (which is an extension of the 
output coaxial transm ission line) at this point.
An im portan t feature of the cylindrical resonant cavity combining tech­
nique is th a t since the cavity fields are azim uthally symmetric, there is no 
m inim um  spacing between the coaxial modules. Therefore, the limit on the 
num ber of devices th a t can be placed around a given cavity is determ ined by 
the diode size.
However at higher frequencies the cylindrical resonator is less desirable 
for the following reasons:
(1) Moding limits this approach to the combination of a small num ber of 
diodes at high frequencies because the diam eter of the resonator affects the 
num ber of diodes in a cylindrical combiner. By increasing the resonator 
diam eter to accommodate more diodes, the num ber of modes in a given 
frequency band increase rapidly.
(2 ) Inpu t-ou tpu t coaxial probe is difficult to fabricate in high frequencies 
and it can limit the operating bandw idth and combining efficiency if not 
accurately designed and fabricated.
Harp and stover^'^"^ described a power combiner containing 16 commercial 
IM PATT diodes nominally rated  at 500 m W .  An ou tpu t of 13 IT at 9.3 G H z  
with an efficiency of 6.2% was obtained. The loaded cavity Q of the 16 diode 
power combiner was approxim ately 200. The large Q represents the bandw idth
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lim iting factor in its design. The coaxial modules (which couple the diode 
ou tpu t to the cavity) are themselves capable of operating over a considerably 
broader range of frequencies. This feature was observed by Harp and RusselH'^® 
in their efforts to improve the bandw idth of the combiner, when a cavity tuning 
plunger was incorporated.
Several steps were taken to lower the Q and improve the bandw idth w ith­
out large penalties. By moving the coaxial modules further from the cavity wall, 
the m agnetic flux linking the centre conductor was increased. This arrangem ent 
had a drawback in th a t a severe discontinuity is created in the coaxial module 
im pedance and this can lead to instability. It was found th a t the discontinuity 
could be reduced by reducing the cavity height. It was proposed th a t moving 
the coaxial modules away from the cavity wall elim inated the shielding effect 
between modules and reduced the cavity Q by a factor of four. It was also 
proposed th a t reducing the length of the coaxial modules by half a wavelength 
reduced their frequency sensitivity by a factor of three.
An eight diode power combiner was constructed with the above considera­
tions and operated as an amplifier. This configuration produced a 12 IT output 
with 3 dB  gain and 400 M H z  bandw idth .lt was found th a t the gain-frequency 
curve was considerably broader than  the original 16 diode combiner.
Russell and Harp continued on to show the circuit worked effectively with 
pulsed devices. The combiner was operated as an oscillator and an Injection 
locked oscillator. O perating as an oscillator the combiner has developed over 
90 IT peak power with 8 diodes at 10.3 GHz.  A 1 fis pulse w idth with a 25% 
duty cycle was used in the measurement. As an injection locked oscillator it 
produced over 100 IT peak power.
It was the objective of Dydyk’s paper in 1980^’^ ® to establish an under­
standing of this type of circuit used as a combiner, the inform ation presented 
in the paper is of a theoretical and experim ental nature and presents enough 
inform ation to design single as well as N-diode, efficient and stable microwave 
oscillators. In the same year Dydyk^'^^ proposed the higher order mode reso­
nance combiner w ithout using mode suppressors th a t operated with the T M 020 
mode. Using this approach, 12 GaAs  IM PATT diodes have been combined to 
generate 100 IT peak at Ku~hand  w ith 16.7% duty factor and 125 n S  pulse 
w idth under injection locked conditions.
baton  et al. '^^® described a unique design for doubling the num ber of
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IM PA TT diodes com bined in a T M 020 m ode cavity com biner w ith  im proved 
efficiency and  bandw id th . T he p a ten ted  concept is shown in F igure  (2.15), the  
diodes are placed opposite  on ano ther on the  top  and  b o tto m  of the  cavity 
and  is referred to  as the  dual diode com biner. T he 83% m axim um  com bining 
efficiency represents approxim ately  8% im provem ent over conventional T Mq 2q 
cavity power com biner a t X -band. No degradation  of th is  figure was expected 
as the  num ber of diodes was increased from  approxim ately  8 to  64. T he 64 
diode com biner was being evaluated at the  tim e of the  article.
D rub in  et al.^ ®^ repo rted  a T M 020  resonan t cavity com biner w ith  32 
double drift IM PA TT diodes yielding 313 W  average and  1043 W  peak at 
X -band  when in jection locked.
Q uasi-optical R esonant Cavity Com biner:
The quasi-optical com biner uses a open cavity resona to r th a t  is form ed by 
two spherically  profiled m irrors or a piano-spherical a rrangem en t. Q uasi-optical 
open resonators are sim ilar to  laser resonators. T he m ultip le  m ode problem s 
com m on to  electrically large closed cavities are alleviated  by the  open sides, 
w hich lim it the  possible m odes to  those which have a T E M  n a tu re  along the 
axis of the  resonator. T he transverse  field d istrib u tio n  of low order resonant 
m odes is closely confined a round  the  axis of the  resonator. T he fundam en ta l or 
lowest order m ode is of gaussian  shape and  represents the  m ode w ith the  lowest 
loss. H igher order m odes have a field d istrib u tio n  ex tending  fa rth e r from  the 
resonato r axis thereby  resu lting  in grea ter diffraction loss.
W adinger and Nalbandian^*'^® rep o rted  a m illim etre-w ave power com biner 
which used a quasi-optical open resonato r to  effectively com bine the  power o u t­
pu t from  two I n P  G unn oscillators a t 60 GH z .  A schem atic of the  experim en­
ta l arrangem ent is shown in F igure (2.16). A com bining efficiency of 52% was 
achieved in the  in itia l m easurem ents. T he oscillator in p u ts  were located  near 
the  resonato r axis on one of the  m irrors and were sim ply waveguide apertu res  
loaded w ith  dielectric rods to  couple energy in to  the  system .
A theore tical tre a tm e n t of power com bining using a quasi-optical open 
resonato r is p resented  by Mink^'^^ and  showed th a t  very efficient power com ­
bining of solid s ta te  m illim etre-w ave sources is theoretically  possible and  de­
pends on the  num ber of sources and the ir spacing. M ink also showed th a t  for
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identical sources within a properly designed quasi-optical power combiner the 
output power tended to increase faster than  the num ber of source elements. His 
proposed resonator source array configuration is shown in Figure (2.17).
P lanar self-oscillating patch antennas, m ounted conformally w ith one of 
the m irrors, were first shown to couple to a mode supported by an open res­
onator at J-band  by Frayne and Riddaway.^’'^  ^ The near optim um  design of the 
basic self-oscillating element for this power combining oscillator has been re­
ported by Frayne and Riddaway.^'^^ The work was then extended to Q-band by 
the same a u t h o r s ^ w h e r e  the need for slot-coupling, in order to strongly ex­
cite the fundam ental Gaussian mode, was first dem onstrated. The latest article 
on the subject considers power combining to the higher order modes supported 
by the open resonator and suitable array geometries.
The advantage in utilizing the higher order modes is th a t a reduced source 
packing density is possible, which alleviates the requirem ent for a physically 
small source size and also leads to an increased rate of heat rejection from 
the active elements to the resonator mirror. All three papers by Frayne and 
Riddaway are considered in detail within this thesis.
Young and Stephan^ in their work on power combining of p lanar m i­
crowave oscillators showed tha t the energy stored in the cavity leads to improved 
oscillator stability and lower noise sidebands, with most of their work reported 
at X-band. Using two quarter wavelength patch antennas each incorporating 
a 10 m W  Gunn diodes, they found th a t for each antenna 2 — 3 m W  could be 
obtained from the quasi-optic oscillator ou tput before oscillations ceased due to 
overloading. The output was effected by surface coupling of the patch fringing 
fields to the coaxial output connector. However 13.3 m W  was obtained from 
bo th  sources by taking the output from a modified patch antenna m ounted 
between the two active sources via a capacitively coupled probe.
Stephan and Young^’^ ® give an expression for the external Q of a piano- 
spherical open cavity resonator when input and output is taken from the ends 
of a section of microstripline on a dielectric substrate supported by the flat 
reflector. W here the ends of the m icrostripline are term inated at {x i , yo ,h)  
and {x2 ,yo, h) by coaxial probes of the same characteristic im pedance Zq of the 
microstrip. The flat reflector is in the x — y  plane with the resonator axis as 
the origin and /i= substra te  thickness, w o=G aussian mode beam  waist radius.
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Xl
Er=relative perm ittivity  of the substrate m aterial, Up=propogation veloc­
ity of the m icrostrip, A;=free-space wavenumber, where k = 27t/A, /z^^^dielectric 
wavenumber^/sy/e^, kc — A^c/up^microstrip wavenumber, fiQ is the perm eabil­
ity of a vacuum and the variables Ifi and I I  result from integrations along the 
microstripline. An effective Q of several thousand is expected well into the 
millimetre-wave range.
§2.3 Spatial Combining
Most of the combiner research presented so far has concentrated on closed 
structures, such as transm ission lines or cavities, the diodes are coupled to this 
closed region and the summed power is extracted at a single output port. If the 
power combiner ou tput is ultim ately radiated by an antenna array then a closed 
combiner structure must be followed by a feed network for routing the signals 
to the array elements. Since the closed combining region and the feed network 
are efficiency reducing sources of dissipative loss, for radiation applications it 
would be desirable to locate the diodes directly at the term inals of the array 
elements and combine the output power of the diodes in ‘free space’ i.e. in 
the far field of the array. This type of array is referred to  as a space power 
combiner.
A 35 G H z  active aperture is discussed by Durkin et a l . ^ a n d  a schematic 
of their arrangem ent is shown in Figure (2.18). Injection locked pulsed IM- 
PATT oscillators providing 36 W  peak transm itter power are integrated with
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a stripline fed image array having a gain of 29 dBi .  The image array con­
cept greatly reduces the num ber of radiators required and simplifies the array 
network. The image effect is created by placing a partially reflecting planar 
surface above the plane of the array and parallel to it. Energy reflected from 
this surface is again reflected from the antenna ground plane. These multiple 
reflections form a series of images in the ground plane th a t are phased in accor­
dance with the spacing between the reflecting layer and the ground plane. The 
radiation pa tte rn  formed for each element is th a t of an end fire array phased 
for radiation along its axis.
S t e p h a n ^ p r e s e n t e d  a circuit topology particularly suitable for spatial 
power combining and phased arrays, where each oscillator is connected only to 
its two nearest neighbours, the scheme is thus very well adapted to integrated 
planar construction. Furtherm ore phase control of only one injection power 
source can control the phases of all oscillators in the system.
Dinger et al. '^'^® described a 10 G H z  space power combiner consisting 
of an array of three microstrip patch antennas each connected by a m atching 
network to an IM PATT oscillator, shown in Figure (2.19). Coherent radiation 
from the array was obtained at 10.23 G Hz  by feeding only the centre element 
with an injection locking signal, which then appeared at the input to the other 
two elements by free space m utual coupling. An R.F. combining efficiency of 
90% and a bandw idth of 30 M H z  was measured.
§2.4 M ultiple Level Combining
A logical sequence of multiple-level combining is shown in Figure (2.20) 
and a conceptual four level large scale combining sequence is shown in Figure 
(2 .21 ). As shown the chip level combiners serve as the first level combining 
technique. The resonant combiner can be used to combine several chip-level 
combiner modules and serves as second level combining. The resonant com­
biner modules can then be joined by nonresonant combining techniques such as 
hybrid-coupled combining or conical waveguide combining methods. The last 
level, or spatial combiner, combines several nonresonant combiners, thus, power 
outputs of hundreds of diodes can be combined together. The frequencies of 
combiner modules have to be aligned or injection locked to achieve a coherent 
output. Some examples together with other less well established examples of 
power combining may be found in Chang and Sun’s review of millimetre-wave 
power combining techniques.
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CHAPTER (3)
Source Module for a Quasi-Optic Oscillator 
§3.1 In troduction
This chapter is prim arily concerned with the initial choice of antenna and de­
vice mounting geometry, suitable for producing a self-oscillating source module 
which exhibits a radiation pa tte rn  with a broadside maximum. It is im portant 
th a t the source geometry is suitable for integration into a quasi-optic resonator.
It m ust be sufficiently simple to enable large numbers to be integrated into the 
m irror surface at low cost. The prim ary requirem ent is to develop a device 
coupling geometry which enables the circuit to oscillate efficiently and produce 
something approaching its full rated  output power. The investigation of the ba­
sic source module presented in this chapter, was carried out w ithout resonator 
feedback. Further developments of the chosen antenna however are required 
in order to specifically improve the coupling to the resonator and these are 
considered in Chapters 4 and 5.
Section 2 discusses the relative merits of various planar antennas geome­
tries. Section 3 summarizes the basic formulae relating to the design of patch 
antennas. Section 4 discusses an early type of self oscillating antenna in which 
the active device is directly coupled into a m icrostrip patch. Section 5 discusses 
experiments which were carried out in order to investigate the effect of changing 
the device feed point location. Section 6 presents a low frequency experim ental 
analogue of the same investigation in section 5. Free space radiation patterns 
are introduced in section 7. Section 8 is concerned with the development of a 
simple model capable of describing the effect of changing the feed-point location 
of the active device. Section 9 presents experim ental evidence for the mode of 
oscillation of of a simple active patch antenna, as derived from observations us­
ing the scanning network probe for antenna mode analysis. Section 10 discusses 
a modification of the direct coupled design which enables a more classical type 
of excitation to be obtained which results in an improved radiation pattern . 
Section 11 is concerned with measurements of the power necessary in order 
to produce frequency locking, and the bandw idth over which locking may be 
m aintained.
§3.2 Source Modules: General Considerations
The success of a practical quasi-optic power combiner is largely determ ined
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by the design of the source module array. The antenna array should satisfy a 
num ber of basic requirements:-
(a) The antenna geometry should be tightly coupled to a fundam ental gaus- 
sian cavity mode.
(b) The geometry should be capable of being scaled to much higher frequen­
cies, around 95 GHz, where the quasi-optic combining principle is much 
more appropriate than  at lower frequencies, around X-band for example.
(c) The array geometry should be cheap and easy to construct.
(d) The antenna geometry should be capable of being optim ally m atched to 
the active devices. Ideally it should be a low Q circuit in order to obtain 
a wide electronic and mechanical tuning range.
An obvious location for the active module or array is on the surface of one 
or both resonator m irrors. Clearly, the plane m irror of a semi-confocal open 
resonator is particularly convenient for a range of planar antenna geometries. 
An added advantage of this configuration, is th a t the m irror surface would 
provide not only a ground plane for the antenna module, but also a good heat 
sinking capability for a relatively large num ber of devices. The ideal feed-point 
location for the active device, is at the input term inals of the antenna, thus 
minimizing transm ission line losses and the need for connectors.
A range of low cost antenna geometries such as stripline slotline and image 
line configurations are shown in Figure (3.1). Gunn diodes, have been success­
fully coupled to image line, Potoczniak et al.^'^ in 1982 developed a circuit to 
combine two Gunn diodes to a common dielectric resonator at X-band, and 
Horn et al.^'^ in 1984 developed a tunable 60 GHz oscillator, where the active 
device was contained in a small coaxial cavity w ith image line ou tput. Contact 
to the device, was via an adjustable centre conductor th a t gave 10% tuning 
range. Both these modules may form the basis of an effective launch structure. 
Image guide launchers have been used in the power combining quasi-optic oscil­
la tor of Wan dinger and Nalbandian,^'^ but from a practical standpoint etched 
m icrostrip or slotline structures are more appropriate for this particu lar appli­
cation.
A slotline antenna has a lower Q than  a m icrostrip antenna. This is 
due to the fact th a t the maximum electric field is located in the plane of the
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slot. Hence less electromagnetic energy is stored within the dielectric. The 
slot antenna, however, has no ground plane and is therefore bi-directional in its 
radiation characteristics, furtherm ore the integration of packaged devices with 
effective heat sinking is difficult to achieve with this type of system. The slot 
antenna may be confined to radiate into one half plane by closing off one face 
with a cavity which could form part of the device m ounting structure. However, 
w ith this arrangem ent device biasing and integration are not straightforward.
Self-oscillating patch antennas, were first constructed by A.F.Fray^ *^ in 
1980, Thom as, Fudge and Morris^'^ in 1985, reported a Gunn device integrated 
with a rectangular patch. Later an Im patt device feeding a circular patch was 
reported by Perkins^'® in 1987. Each antenna had a similar construction where 
the circuit and ground plane had been machined to accept the packaged device 
at the most appropriate feed location, and direct connection was made between 
the patch m etallization and ground plane.
At high frequencies, around 95 GHz  or higher, the use of chip technology 
would be necessary in order to achieve circuit dimensions small in comparison 
to th a t of the antenna. The ultim ate in m iniaturization can only be achieved 
with monolithic technology. However this form of construction is very special­
ized and does not allow easy experim entation and really is only likely to be 
justified for large scale volume production. Furtherm ore it does not perm it de­
vice replacement in the event of a failure, so th a t construction using a separate 
packaged device has an added advantage in this particular respect.
Clearly, if an appreciable fraction of the m irror surface is covered with 
source modules, the patch m etallization m ust be in the same plane as the sur­
rounding reflector, otherwise serious detuning of the quasi-optical resonator 
will take place. This consideration led to the idea of the ‘shrouded pa tch ’ ge­
om etry where additional metallization in the same plane as the antenna was 
brought into close proxim ity with the patch. The various types of shrouding 
are discussed later in C hapter 4.
§3.3 Basic design equations for m icrostrip patch antennas.
Two models are commonly employed to describe the properties of a m icrostrip 
patch antenna. These are the transm ission line model of Derneryd®'^'® ® and the 
cavity model of Lo et al.® ® The antenna feed-point is normally located at one 
end of the patch where, owing to the open circuit term ination, a voltage maxi­
m um  is obtained. In this input plane the antenna may be viewed as a parallel
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resonant circuit which exhibits an im pedance m axim um  at resonance. W hen 
viewed one quarter wavelength away from the voltage maximum , the antenna 
behaves as a series resonant circuit which exhibits an im pedance minim um  at 
resonance. Owing to the fact th a t Gunn and Im patt diodes are low im pedance 
devices, this feed point location is more appropriate provided th a t it exhibits 
the correct type of radiation pattern . The cavity model and transm ission line 
model are shown in Figures (3.2) and (3.3).
The basic assum ption of the cavity model is th a t there are no variations of 
the electric field along the w idth W ,  and height h of the cavity. Radiation is due 
to the longitudinal component of the fringing field at the open circuit edges of 
the top conductor. The open circuit term inations behave as two radiative slots 
or apertures. In the far field, the direction of m axim um  radiation is normal 
to the plane of the antenna when the apertures are excited tt out of phase. 
At high frequencies the radiative loss is much larger than  the conductor and 
dielectric losses. The patch antenna is essentially a leaky resonator in which 
the radiative losses can be controlled by changing the cavity dimensions and 
substrate perm ittivity. The radiative loss is increased when relatively thick low 
perm ittivity  substrates are employed. This effect is clearly dem onstrated by the 
com parative data  given in Table (3.1) for a simple Q-band rectangular patch 
antenna.
The design equations for rectangular microstrip patch antennas have been 
compiled by Bahl and Trivedi^'^^ 1977 and Bahl^'^^ 1979 and a comprehensive 
treatm ent may also be found in References (3.12) and (3.13).
In the following section some of the more im portan t results are sum m a­
rized. A practical w idth for an efficient rad ia tor w ith a dielectric substrate 
of thickness fi, relative perm ittivity  e^ ., operating at a frequency /  is given by 
Equation (3.1):
( 3 .1 )
W here c is the free space velocity. The resonant length is calculated from 
Equation (3.2) where:
^  -  2 f ^  (3.2)
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Frequency = 35.00 (GHz) 
S u b stra te  th ick n ess  = 0.510 ( m )
Line metal = Cu 
D ie le c tr ic  constan t = 2.20
Line metal th ick n ess  = 17.00 (um) 
D ie le c tr ic  Tan d e l ta  = 0.0010
la width & e f dL ( X g / Z - 2 J L )  Or Oc Ot Loss
(ohms) (mm) Imm) (mm) (mm) (dB/mm)
120. 0.761 1.92 6.178 0.215 2.659 11.6 136.3 10.7 0.0037
118. 0.807 1.93 6.166 0.217 2.649 11.3 136.0 10.4 0.0038
116. 0.855 1.94 6.154 0.219 2.639 11.0 135.7 10.2 0.0038
114. 0.907 1.95 6.142 0.221 2.628 10.7 135.4 9 .9 0.0038
112. 0.962 1.96 6.130 0.223 2.618 10.4 135.0 9 .6 0.0038
110. 1.019 1.96 6.118 0.225 2.608 10.1 134.7 9 .4 0.0038
108. 1.077 1.97 6.106 0.227 2.599 9 .8 134.4 9.1 0.0038
106. 1.146 1.98 6.094 0.229 2.588 9 .5 134.1 8 .8 0.0038
104. 1.220 1.99 6.081 0.231 2.578 9.1 133.7 8 .6 0.0039
102. 1.298 2.00 6.068 0.233 2.568 8 .8 133.3 8 .3 0.0039
100. 1.382 2.00 6.055 0.235 2.558 8 .5 132.9 8 .0 0.0039
98. 1.470 2.01 6.042 0.237 2.548 8 .2 132.5 7 .7 0.0039
96. 1.563 2.02 6.030 0.238 2.538 7 .9 132.1 7 .5 0.0039
94. 1.664 2.03 6.018 0.240 2.529 7 .6 131.7 7 .2 0.0040
92. 1.769 2.04 6.006 0.241 2.520 7 .3 131.3 6 .9 0.0040
90. 1.881 2.05 5.994 0.243 2.511 7.1 130.9 6 .7 0.0040
88. 1.996 2.05 5.983 0.244 2.503 6 .8 130.5 6 .4 0.0040
86. 2.124 2.06 5.971 0.245 2.495 6 .5 130.1 6 .2 0.0040
84. 2.254 2.07 5.960 0.247 2.487 6 .3 129.7 6 .0 0.0041
S u b stra te  th ick n ess  = 0.380 (mm)
94. 0.777 1.92 6.190 0.170 2.756 130.4 . 0.0039
92. 0.827 1.93 6.177 0.171 2.746 130.1 0.0039
90. 0.883 1.93 6.163 0.173 2.736 129.8 0.0039
88. 0.948 1.94 6.147 0.174 2.725 129.4 0.0040
86. 1.013 1 .95 . 6.133 0.176 2.715 129.1 0.0040
84. 1.087 1.96 6.117 0.177 2.704 128.7 0.0040
82. 1.161 1.97 6.103 0.179 2.694 128.3 0.0040
80. 1.249 1.98 6.087 0.180 2.683 127.9 0.0040
78. 1.344 1.99 6.071 0.181 2.673 127.5 0.0041
76. 1.445 2.00 6.055 0.183 2.663 127.1 0.0041
74. 1.555 2.01 6.040 0.184 2.653 126.6 0.0041
72. 1.673 2.02 6.025 0.185 2.643 126.2 0.0041
70. 1.800 2.03 6.010 0.186 2.633 125.7 0.0042
68. 1.937 2.04 5.995 0.187 2.624 125.3 0.0042
66. 2.093 2.05 5.980 0.188 2.614 124.8 0.0042
64. 2.261 2.06 5.965 0.189 2.605 124.3 0.0042
S u b s tra te  th ic k n e ss  = 0.254 (mm)
68. 0.753 1.92 .6 .192 0.120 2.856 30.9  1 24.7 0.0041
66. 0.809 1.93 6.176 0.121 2.846 29 .6  1 23 .8 0.0042
64. 0.871 1.94 6.159 0.122 2.836 28.3  1 23.0 0.0042
62. 0.941 1.95 6.142 0.123 2.826 27.0  1 22.1 0.0042
60. 1.017 1.96 6.125 0.123 2.816 25 .7  1 21 .2 0.0042
58. 1.106 1.97 6.106 0.124 2.805 24 .3  1 20.2 0.0043
56. 1.203 1.98 6.088 0.125 2.794 23.0  1 19.3 0.0043
54. 1.309 1.99 6.070 0.126 2.783 21.7  1 18.4 0.0043
52. 1.439 2.01 6.049 0.127 2.772 20.3  1 17.4 0.0044
50. 1.578 2.02 6.030 0.127 2.761 19.0 1 16.4 0.0044
48. 1.736 2.03 6.011 0.128 2.750 17.8 1 15.5 0.0044
46. 1.917 2.05 5.991 0.128 2.739 16.5 1 14.5 0.0045
44. 2.126 2.06 5.971 0.129 2.728 15.3 1 13.5 0.0045
42. 2.357 2.07 5.952 0.130 2.717 14.1 1 12.6 0.0045
Table (3.1) M icrostrip data  for various substrate thicknesses
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In the above expression A l  is the line extension due to the fringing fields as­
sociated with one of the radiating apertures and e^ff  is the effective substrate 
perm ittiv ity  corresponding to the width w of the top conductor. In the tran s­
mission line model the line extension A l  is w ritten in term s of an equivalent 
susceptance B  given in Equation (3.3):
A l  =  , (3.3)
«0 V^e/7
Hence the fringing capacitance C  is given by:
_ A l ^ C e f f
cZ q
The line extension is calculated from the formula given in Equation (3.4):
( e , f f - 0 . 2 5 S ) { W / h  + 0.8) ^
where:
+  1 , Gr — 1 ^
^ef f  -  % I- ;  1 + w
and h= su b stra te  thickness
The most straightforward model for describing the radiative properties of the 
patch antenna is the transm ission line model given in Figure (3.3). The ra ­
diation is assumed to originate from a narrow slot located at each end of the 
transm ission line which is represented by the shunt capacitive and resistive 
elements shown in the equivalent circuit. The shunt resistance, or radiation 
resistance as it is commonly known, accounts for the averac^e power dissipated 
by the antenna prim arily in the form of radiation losses. The to tal power dis­
sipated by the antenna must also include the ohmic heating as an additional 
factor. The heating effect is only im portant in large low frequency arrays used 
for broadcast purposes where the R.M.S. current am plitude may run into many 
tens of amperes. The average power handling capability of m icrostrip lines has
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been studied by Bahl and G u p t a . O h m i c  losses may be neglected in mi­
crostrip patch antennas, and the following expressions are commonly quoted 
for the radiation resistance in term s of the w idth to wavelength ratio:
R r  =  1 2 0 ^  TV >  Ao
where Aq is the free space wavelength.
The slot model is only an approxim ation and in reality radiation leaks 
from the entire perim eter of the microstrip cavity giving rise to a substantial 
am ount of cross-polar radiation.
An accurate prediction of the lowest order resonant frequency may be 
found from Equation (3.5):
^  2{L + 2Al) ,/ë7JJ
The to tal antenna Q, Qt can be evaluated from Equation (3.6):
where:
i f h
Qr is the quality factor associated with the radiative losses and Qc the circuit Q, 
is determ ined by the copper and dielectric losses. The percentage of a m icrostrip 
patch antenna defined in term s of the feed line V S W R  is given by Equation 
(3.7):
B W %  =  (3.7)
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where s is the maximum acceptable input feed line V S W R .  For a perfectly 
m atched patch antenna at resonance the feed line V S W R  =  1. This value will 
increase as the frequency of excitation is tuned from resonance for the ideal 
case.
§3.4 Practical self-oscillating patch antennas
W ith a conventional patch array, some form of transition  is required to m atch 
the m icrostrip assembly to the feed system. Typical feeder systems include 
coaxial or trip late lines. The feed geometry m ust be com patible w ith the overall 
system requirements and produce a negligible am ount of spurious radiation. A 
self-oscillating patch is relatively simple to construct because the active device 
may be directly integrated into the resonant transm ission line as shown in Figure 
(3.4). This type of construction was first reported by Fray.^ '^  The original 
antenna was constructed using an alum ina substrate and the top metallization 
was a thick film, screen printed, deposit of gold. The reverse side of the substrate 
was metallized with silver so th a t it could be soldered onto a brass ground plane. 
A thick ground plane is necessary in order to achieve effective heat sinking and 
mechanical support for commercially packaged devices.
Alum ina is a hard  ceramic m aterial which is commercially available in thin 
sheets suitable for substrate fabrication. It is mechanically stable and has a high 
relative perm ittivity  of 10.2. A m ajor disadvantage of this type of m aterial is 
th a t it is difficult to machine. Current processes th a t are used include diamond 
drilling, grinding, and laser cutting. The la tte r technique is the most effective 
process for machining precisely located and dimensioned holes, bu t is also the 
most costly. Laser cutting was used to produce the small hole required to accept 
the head of the active device.
Assembly is quite straightforward. Firstly the substrate is soldered to the 
ground plane which had already been counterbored and tapped so as to accept 
the double threaded bush containing the pre-packaged device. The head of the 
device package is then bonded to the patch conductor using conducting epoxy. 
Finally, the D.C. connection is made to the patch antenna circuit via a high 
im pedance microstrip line connected to the R.F. null which exists at the centre 
of the patch (when oscillating in the correct mode). The high im pedance line 
is connected to an insulated wire which passes through the ground plane to the 
rear of the antenna. In the original design the location of the device feed point 
is chosen to be close to the current m axim um  in order to m atch the low source 
im pedance to the antenna. This aspect of antenna design will be discussed
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more fully in section (3.8).
An alternative substrate m aterial is RT DUROID. This is a soft m aterial 
th a t is available in a range of thicknesses and relative perm ittivities. Owing to 
the fact th a t it may readily be drilled and machined, it is the preferred m aterial 
for the construction of self-oscillating antennas. W ith the use of this m aterial, 
the fabrication procedure is essentially unchanged.
§3.5 Experimental investigation of a self-oscillating antenna with a contin­
uously variable feed point
§3.5.1 Jig description
W hen a generator is coupled to a patch antenna the output power is determ ined 
by the m atch between the source and the load. The classic radiation patterns 
for patch antennas reported in the literature are assumed to have been ob­
tained under nominally matched conditions for a resonator which is elTectively 
half a wavelength long at the frequency of operation. The antenna feed point 
im pedance varies from a maximum at the edge to a minim um  located at the 
mid point of the upper conductor as shown in Figure (3.5). In a self-oscillating 
system, the requirement for achieving a conjugate m atch, autom atically be­
comes the conditions for self-oscillation and resonance of the antenna. The 
active device must be capable of adjusting its operating point so as to cancel 
the circuit dissipation and reactance at the operating frequency and power level.
In a good design this cancellation occurs at a power level close to the device 
maximum. The functional dépendance of the antenna feed point conductance 
on the tapping point is well documented in the literature, Bahl 1979,^'^^ Bahl 
and Bhartia^'^^ and has been independently calculated using the com puter pro­
gram , program m e (1), listed in Appendix (1). The circuit param eters used in 
the calculation are given in Figure (3.5) together with a graph of the result.
The variation of the output power and resonance frequency with tapping 
position may be investigated experimentally using a specially designed jig as­
sembly where the principle of operation is shown schematically in Figure (3.6).
The jig enables the device head to be mechanically contacted at any point 
along the length of the microstrip line. In order to arrange for a continuous 
adjustm ent capability, the antenna circuit can no longer be m anufactured in 
the conventional manner. Instead, the patch and bias track were etched on an 
additional sheet of dielectric, and brought into mechanical contact w ith the sub­
stra te  th a t supports the device head and spring loaded D.C. bias contact shoe.
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The additional sheet when assembled becomes, in effect, a fixed superstrate 
whilst the substrate  carrier is capable of being translated  in two orthogonal 
directions by means of micrometer screw actuators. Thus, continuous ad just­
ment of the device position within the jig was possible while the circuit was 
oscillating. The m aintenance of continuous oscillation was essential in order to 
obtain  consistent results. A minor disadvantage of the jig design was th a t the 
rad ia tion  had to pass through the superstrate layer. It was assumed however 
th a t this feature would not significantly modify the gross behavior and could 
subsequently be taken into account if necessary.
Circuit alignm ent and assembly procedure:
The jig assembly was designed to allow relative movement to occur between 
the circuit and the active device. It was im portant th a t the precise location of 
the head of the device with respect to the circuit was known. However, since 
the patch  and active device are hidden from view it was necessary to carefully 
align the two parts  of the jig during assembly. The disassembled jig is shown 
in P late  (3.1) and consists of two main parts these are:
part (i) The antenna carrier
part (ii) The microm eter driven X-Y platform  which allows precise relative move­
ment between substrate and diode.
Both the substrate  and superstrate were cut from 0.5 m m  RT DUROID 5880 
which was metallized on one side only. The DUROID sizes were 50 x 50 m m  
for the superstrate  and 20 x 20 m m  for the substrate.
Circuit alignment:
Care was required when cutting the superstrate because accurate location in 
the carrier part (i) was essential. The carrier was machined to accept the 50 m m  
square of RT DUROID so th a t it was held centrally with respect to the circuit 
support aperture. It was also essential th a t the antenna circuitry was etched 
so th a t its centre coincided with tha t of the DUROID superstrate and also 
th a t the principle direction of scan was accurately aligned with one edge of the 
dielectric m aterial. The superstrate was retained in the carrier with four set 
screws, w ith the circuit side facing inwards. The flange of the carrier which 
both  located and supported the patch was m anufactured from SRBP (a resin 
bonded paper m aterial) in order to minimize the possibility of exciting cavity
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P late  (3.1) M icrostrip patch antenna test jig (shown disassembled)
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resonances w ithin the enclosure.
Substrate alignment:
Both the ground plane and substrate were each drilled with a pair of accurately 
located holes. The holes in the ground plane were both  threaded so th a t the 
height of the active device and bias probe holders can be adjusted to achieve the 
best overall contact with the superstrate once the jig was assembled. The holes 
in the dielectric substrate were made just large enough to allow the head of the 
active device and contact pad of the D.C. probe to pass through as shown in 
Figure (3.6) (cut away drawing). After the dielectric substrate had been bonded 
to  the ground plane, the diode and D.C. probe holders were assembled in such 
a way th a t the contacts were just below the surface of the substrate. This 
technique was adopted in order to prevent any possibility of circuit damage on 
assembly.
Assembly of the jig:
The superstrate  carrier was assembled to part (ii) in such a way th a t the su- 
perstra te  and substrate contact one another w ith the patch m etallization sand­
wiched between the two dielectric sheets. The relative orientation of the sheets 
of dielectric was determ ined by a dowel pin on the lower rim  of the carrier which 
engaged in a hole in the base of part (ii). The dowel pin ensured th a t the edges 
of the superstrate  dielectric were always orientated so th a t they were parallel 
to the X and Y micrometer axes. The principle scan can be actuated  by the 
ad justm ent of a single micrometer. The device position can now be adjusted 
coincident w ith the centre of the antenna with the help of the two micrometers.
The pressure between the two layers may be adjusted by screwing the 
clamp ring down to a pre-determ ined level which may be set by a lock nut on 
the body of the jig. Just sufficient pressure is used so th a t the two layers will 
slide w ith respect to one another when the micrometers are adjusted. The diode 
and probe heights are now adjusted in order to contact the circuit. Extrem e care 
is necessary to establish a contact without excess pressure otherwise superstrate 
deform ation and damage to the copper tracks may result on adjustm ent. It is 
now possible to move the carriage from the central position by a known am ount 
in order to locate the diode at one end of the patch. As can be seen in Plate 
(3.1), precise adjustm ent of the device head to any co-ordinates within the range 
of ± 5  m m  on both  axes could be made with the help of the micrometers.
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§3.5.2 Experim ental section
It was now possible to investigate the patch antenna output power as a function 
of device feed location, and also to determine the effect of altering the feed 
location on the frequency and radiation pattern .
The original purpose of the experiments reported in this section was to 
identify the feed location tha t yielded the highest power and best broadside 
rad iation  pattern .
The following investigations were carried out with the help of the jig 
using a J-band  Gunn diode (DC1272G) and a A^/2 patch nominally resonant 
at 16 GHz. Both substrate and superstrate were 0 .5m m  5880 RT DUROID.
These investigations were:
(a) Relative output power in the broadside direction as a function of tapping
point.
(b) Frequency of oscillation as a function of tapping point.
(c) R adiation pa tte rn  measurement as a function of tapping point.
Investigations (a) and (b) are reported in this section whereas the radiation 
p a tte rn  m easurem ent is reported in section (3.7).
The experim ental arrangem ent for the investigations (a) and (b) above is 
shown in Figure (3.7). A nominal bias voltage setting of 8.0 v was used for the 
active device. Typical power supply circuits for the Gunn diode may be seen 
in Figure (3.8).
The jig was mounted within an R.F. absorbing enclosure which provided 
sufficient access for adjustm ent to be made to the micrometers. The radiation 
was received by a 20 dB  standard  gain horn located approxim ately one metre 
vertically above and on axis with the self-oscillating patch. The variation of 
the ou tpu t power in the broadside direction was m easured by a separate crys­
ta l detector. Simultaneous frequency and relative power m easurem ents were 
also m ade w ith a spectrum  analyser. Both the crystal detector and spectrum  
analyser form part of the horn circuit together with the wavemeter and sep­
arate  detector for reliable frequency calibration purposes. In order to display 
a J-band  signal on the spectrum  analyser it was necessary to use an external
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mixer and J-band klystron. The spectrum  analyser used had a m axim um  R.F. 
input power level of -30 dB m ,  however the self-oscillating antenna under test 
was expected to have output power levels several orders of m agnitude higher 
than  this. Therefore when the analyser was used it was necessary to incorporate 
ex tra  a ttenuation  into the circuit. Signal powers were reduced to a safe limit for 
the spectrum  analyser by including absorber in front of the horn. This location 
was chosen in order to reduce the effect of the back reflected signal from the 
horn on the self-oscillating patch, otherwise undesirable feed back would occur. 
Once the jig had been correctly set up, the crystal ou tput was charted against 
diode offset from one end in steps of 0.1 m m .
Due to the lack of an input preselector filter for the analyser, it was nec­
essary to first measure the absolute frequency of both the L.O. and the initial 
frequency of self-oscillation. This was accomplished with the use of the cal­
ib rated  wavemeter in the horn circuit. The difference signal or interm ediate 
frequency, could then be correctly identified on the analyser. Once the correct 
analyser signal had been located, any frequency variation with changing feed 
location could be directly measured from the analyser trace. Also when oper­
ating in its square law mode, the analyser yielded a signal am plitude directly 
proportional to the power of the incident signal.
The frequency and relative power were measured as the feed location was 
increm ented in steps of 0 .1m m  along the entire length of the patch. Accurate 
relative frequency measurements could be obtained using the spectrum  analyser 
and it was obviously more convenient to simultaneously determ ine the power 
from the same instrum ent. Figure (3.9) shows the power ou tpu t of the crystal 
detector on a dB  scale against diode feed position. It is seen th a t the output 
power characteristic is roughly symmetrical and showing a m arked dip in the 
broadside direction when the diode is at the mid-point of the patch. A broadside 
m axim um  occurs either side of the centre point at approxim ately ±1.0 m m  
offset. The power then falls off by W  dB  until the device is located at either 
end of the patch, where an im mediate improvement of 5 dB  is observed. Figure
(3.10) shows the relative power detected by the spectrum  analyser. The m axim a 
and m inim a are seen to occur in very similar positions to those shown in Figure 
(3.9) but they are more pronounced. Clearly, there is more fine detail shown 
than  is apparent in the results recorded by the crystal detector. The fine detail 
takes the form of ripples of the order of 10 dB  in m agnitude where approxim ately 
10 of these variations occur for every 1 m m  change in diode position. Figure
(3.11) shows the frequency variation with feed-point position. It may be seen 
from this figure tha t the maximum frequency of oscillation occurred when the 
diode was central. The frequency then progressively decreases in a symmetrical
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sense about the centre point, until the ends of the patch were reached. However, 
sometimes frequency instability was observed when the diode feed-point was 
close to the centre of the patch. Under these conditions the characteristic 
became discontinuous as shown in Figure (3.12). The analyser signal would 
suddenly disappear at about 13 GHz and could not be found anywhere within 
the range of the J-band wavemeter (12.3 GHz to 18 GHz). However a real signal 
could be found with a spectrum  analyser usually around 19 GHz, depending 
upon where the diode was located when this phenomenon occurred.
§3.6 Low frequency experim ental model for a Xg/ 2  patch antenna
At this stage of the research, the behavior of the microwave circuit was not 
fully understood, particularly the variation of the frequency of oscillation with 
the position of the feed-point.
A valuable insight into the resonance modes supported by the m icrostrip 
resonator may be gained from the study of an equivalent lum ped param eter 
transm ission line which is Xg/ 2  long at a low audio frequency. An A.F. oscil­
la to r was used to excite the lum ped element line at any selected tapping point 
along its length. In many respects this circuit simulated the effect of sliding 
the active device along the self-oscillating microstrip antenna. At low audio fre­
quencies the measurem ent difficulties are considerably reduced and it is a simple 
m a tte r to display the symmetry of the excitation at the ends both in am plitude 
and phase, on a conventional twin beam oscilloscope. Accurate frequency mea­
surem ents of any resonances may be made with a frequency counter. Many of 
the basic ideas for the self-oscillating patch antenna were drawn from these low 
frequency modelling experiments. However, there is no im plication here th a t 
the observed behaviour was an exact model for an active patch, but there are 
m any striking similarities between the two systems as will be dem onstrated by 
the experim ental data  subsequently presented.
A diagram  of the experimental arrangem ent is shown in Figure (3.13). 
The transm ission line was constructed from 40 low pass 7r-section L-C filter 
elements. W ith L = 63 n H  C = 1000 p F  this line was A/2 long at 518 H z.  40 
sections were considered adequate to allow sufficient variation in the location 
of the feed-point.
It was possible to simulate both the effects of aperture susceptance due 
to  the fringing fields and also the antenna radiation resistance by the addition 
of a shunt connected capacitor and resistor to each end of the transm ission
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line. The am plitude and phase of the excitation at both ends and also at the 
feed-point were m onitored with oscilloscopes, and the frequency was accurately 
m easured by a frequency counter.
Three properties of the low frequency line were investigated as a function 
of the position of the oscillator tapping point along the line. These were:
(1) Frequency of any resonances of the transmission line.
(2) A m plitude of excitation at each end of the line at resonance.
(3) Phase difference between the aperture excitations at resonance.
One of the main objectives was to discover a line resonance where the frequency 
varied with the tapping point. This investigation was inspired by the results 
obtained w ith the help of the microstrip jig arrangem ent where such a resonance 
was in fact observed at the microwave frequency.
It was found tha t the resonance behaviour of the low frequency modelling 
circuit could be conveniently deduced from the line loading effect on the oscil­
la to r ou tpu t as the frequency of the oscillator was increased. One type of reso­
nance observed was associated with a local am plitude m inimum and the other 
w ith an am plitude maximum. This oscillator loading behaviour corresponded 
to  series and parallel resonances in the circuit. Many higher order harmonics of 
bo th  types of resonance were observed as the frequency was increased, however 
the investigations were confined in general to the lowest frequency fundam ental 
series and parallel resonances. Figures (3.14) and (3.15) show the frequency 
locus for the fundam ental /  and second harmonic 2 /  parallel resonance. The 
figures show th a t the circuit exhibits approximately constant resonant frequen­
cies of 518 H z  and 1036 H z  respectively, independent of feed location. Figure 
(3.16a) shows th a t the frequency locus for the fundam ental series resonance 
changes markedly with oscillator feed location. As may be seen from this fig­
ure, the locus has a frequency maximum at 518 H z  when the oscillator feed 
location is at the centre of the line. The resonant frequency then monotoni- 
cally decreases to half the maximum value when the oscillator feed location is 
at either end of the transm ission line. Figure (3.16b) shows by way of com­
parison the variation in the observed resonance frequency with feed location 
of the  self-oscillating patch antenna. The two graphs have very similar form. 
The behaviour shown in Figure (3.16b) strongly implies th a t the active device 
prefers to  oscillate at a frequency corresponding to the fundam ental series res-
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onance at the patch antenna feed point. However the classical patch resonance 
corresponding to the frequency at which the transm ission line is A/2 in length 
is shown by Figure (3.14) to be at a frequency corresponding to parallel reso­
nance. This mode (which is designated the 7r-mode of oscillation) yields a local 
im pedance m aximum , this is seen by the variation in the oscillator loading as 
the frequency is varied slightly. The magnitude of this im pedance maximum 
decreases rapidly as the tapping point is moved from one end towards the cen­
tre  of the transm ission line. This effect is clearly seen from the loading effect 
on the oscillator ou tput, and is the same effect as described by the result in 
Figure (3.5). However, for all feed-point locations a series resonance may also 
be found which generally provides a lower circuit impedance than  is obtainable 
for parallel resonance.
In the case of the low frequency modelling circuit the lowest frequency 
observed on the frequency locus for the fundam ental series resonance, occurs 
where the feed-point was at one end of the transmission line. The electrical 
length of the transm ission line for fundamental series resonance at this location 
was approxim ately A/4. As with the case of the microstrip patch, the effective 
length is slightly longer than the physical length when term inating capacitors 
are added. This is clearly shown in Figure (3.17).
In the low frequency modelling experiment the frequency of resonance 
doubles as the feed-point moves from one end to the centre as seen in Figure 
(3.16a). It should be noted, however, tha t in the microwave case the frequency 
does not double going from the edge to the centre. In reality we expect the 
frequency range to be slightly greater than an octave owing to the finite size 
of the diode top cap. This, in effect, lengthens the line by the stud diam eter 
when the device is at either end. An explanation for the discontinuous behavior 
observed in Figure (3.12) is tha t another mode had been selected by the active 
device where the circuit had a more favourable input impedance. This possi­
bility is borne out by the low frequency modelling experiments with 0.2 
term inating  capacitors shown in Figure (3.17). Here, a transition to a second 
frequency locus is seen to occur at feed locations close to the centre of the tran s­
mission line. This frequency ‘hopping’ behaviour can readily be induced when 
the diode is located close to the line centre by a small change in the D.C. bias 
voltage as shown in Figure (3.19). Figure (3.18) shows the imbalance of the 
apertu re  excitations of the low frequency circuit with term inating capacitors 
as a function of feed location. This result is indicative of the effect of loading 
the line w ith the source impedance of the oscillator. W ith a line im pedance 
of Z q = \ / l ]C  = 2.5 K Ü  and an oscillator impedance of less than  100 0 , the 
dam ping effect due to the oscillator is clearly visible. In the case of active self-
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oscillation the net resistance at the feed-point due to the shunt com bination of 
the antenna circuit and device, in accordance with the Barkhausen criteria for 
oscillation, is always zero. The active device essentially behaves as a pure cur­
rent generator. The im plication of this idea is th a t when the patch is fed from 
one end, the aperture im balance is even greater than  in the case observed for 
low frequency passive excitation of the modelling circuit. Consequentially there 
is only one radiating aperture in the active system because in effect the feed- 
point is short circuited. The rapid variation in the centre of the characteristic 
of Figure (3.18) is connected with the locus swapping effect shown in Figure 
(3.17). Though the explanation was not clear at this stage, it appeared th a t the 
aperture usually receiving the strongest excitation became the weakest of the 
two ends for this alternative resonance condition. The relative phase difference 
between the aperture excitations for the fundam ental parallel resonance mode, 
where the transm ission line is always electrically A/2 long, is shown in Figure 
(3.20) as a function of the feed-point location. The phase difference clearly 
changes more rapidly near the centre of the line and theoretically the rate  of 
change of phase is strongly dependent upon the V S W R  in the line which is re­
lated to the Q of the mode of oscillation. In the case of a very low Q,  the rate of 
change of phase along the line is almost linear. For a small reflection co-efficient, 
say 0.01, it would be cosinusoidal, and for 0.99 it would be virtually
a step discontinuity at the centre of the line i.e. at a current maximum.
An interesting observation from Figure (3.20) is th a t in order to excite 
both  apertures w ith a true tt phase difference, the source should ideally be 
located at one end of the line. Figure (3.21) depicts the phase difference between 
the radiating ends for the second harmonic 2 /  of the parallel resonant mode. 
The transm ission line is now approxim ately a wavelength long, so with the 
feed point at one end the other end lags in phase by 27t. Of course there is 
always a zero phase difference between the ends when the feed-point is at the 
centre of the line. The positive sign for the phase difference indicates th a t end 
2 leads, conversely the negative sign indicates th a t end 1 leads. The arb itrary  
end designations are clearly shown in Figures (3.20) and (3.21).
§3.7 Radiation p a tte rn  measurem ents
In the classically excited patch antenna the 7r-mode of resonance produces a 
broadside maxim um  when the electrical length is exactly Xg/2.  The fringing 
E-fields which give rise to the radiative loss at each end of the patch may be 
split into components perpendicular and parallel to the ground plane. The 
components parallel to the ground plane are in-phase when viewed from the 
broadside position and combine constructively when viewed from this direc-
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tion. The components at each end perpendicular to the ground plane however 
are in anti-phase as one might expect from the 7r-mode of resonance and have 
no com ponent in the broadside direction. However when the antenna is long 
and the m icrostrip cavity is viewed from one end the cavity fields at the two ends 
differ in phase by 2%. W hen viewed from the broadside direction the horizontal 
components of the fringing field are in m utual opposition. Consequently, when 
viewed from the broadside direction the antenna p a tte rn  would exhibit a m in­
imum. Therefore, for a self-oscillating antenna with any arb itrary  feed-point, 
it may be possible to investigate the phase difference between the excitation at 
each end aperture of the patch from the general form of the E-plane radiation 
distribution.
The radiation patterns for the A^/2 J-band patch with a direct-coupled 
G unn diode, were m easured in an anechoic cham ber for various device feed 
locations. The jig containing the antenna was fixed to a com puter controlled 
ro tary  table in such a way th a t the antenna plane was vertical.
The boresight direction was along the longest dimension of the chamber 
and the antenna radiation was sampled by a small horn located in an aperture 
in the far cham ber wall 3 metres distant. This distance was adequate to ensure 
th a t the Fresnel num ber for the experim ental set up was less than  1 to satisfy 
Equation (3.8) for the far-field:
iV =  g  (3.8)
where a= an ten n a  region and b= an tenna  to receiver spacing.
For the far-held region N < 1
For the near-held region N > 1
The receiving horn was coupled to a power m eter and the detected power was 
stored by the com puter for each angular increm ent of the ro tary  table. Due to 
the repetitive nature of this experim ent, the jig and horn hxtures were arranged 
to allow rotation about the boresight axis. Hence the relative orientation of 
the scan plane and horn polarization could be changed easily between scans. 
Once adjusted, the hxtures may be clamped so th a t a scan could proceed. 
During the scan, a real time display of the radiation pa tte rn  was shown on the
114
com puter m onitor in graph form. This provided a useful way of checking th a t 
the experim ent was running correctly.
All four scan planes for each diode position were investigated once the 
diode had been energized to 8 u. Negative scan angles were measured clock­
wise and positive scan angles were m easured anticlockwise from boresight when 
viewed from above the ro tary  table. The repeatability  of the radiation pattern  
m easurem ents were investigated when different Gunn diodes were fitted to the 
jig. The results shown in Figures (3.22) to (3.26) are for device 1, and those in 
Figures (3.27) to (3.31) are for device 2. The feed-point locations for each set of 
scans are given at the base of each figure. Each diagram  showing the location 
is drawn from an observation point on boresight, when the jig is orientated for 
the E-plane scan. The jig was ro tated  90 degrees anticlockwise from this ori­
entation for the H-plane scan. All four scans for each diode position are shown 
with 10 dB dynam ic range, except Figure (3.31) where slight overrange for the 
cross-polar E scan did occur. For this scan, the scale is not calibrated above the 
norm al 10 dB  range even though the axis has been extended. However the form 
of the graph is still clear. Early radiation patterns were at first sight complex 
and difficult to understand. It was thought th a t the design of the jig itself might 
be affecting the radiation pattern  due to possible internal cavity resonances in 
the housing.
Originally, when used with alum ina substrates, the jig had a brass antenna 
support w ith a large antenna aperture. However, w ith the flexible substrates, 
the large aperture allowed the superstrate to bow slightly when the device was 
brought into contact w ith the patch metallization. Two expanded polystyrene 
disks were clamped to the jig in such a way to reduce this effect. One disk 6 m m  
thick was equal in diam eter to the antenna aperture of the jig and rested on 
the superstrate surface. The other disk was 25 m m  thick and had a diam eter 
equal to th a t of the complete jig assembly. The second disk was stacked on top 
of the first and retained around its periphery by a thin wooden annulus secured 
trough the polystyrene to the jig by long bolts. Pressure was then applied to the 
surface of the superstrate via the polystyrene when it was clamped to the jig by 
adjustm ent of the retaining bolts. The effective perm ittivity  of the polystyrene 
was sufficiently low % 1 not to significantly alter the radiation patterns obtained 
in this way. This modification did not significantly change the original results. 
It was also considered possible th a t the brass antenna m ounting flange did not 
have sufficient clearance from the antenna and was causing unwanted cavity type 
reflections. Therefore a second modification was carried out to m anufacture 
the antenna m ounting flange from S R E P . This arrangem ent was used for the 
results presented here. The antenna aperture could now be reduced as the
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lossy S R B P  m aterial was tapered in thickness towards the inside diam eter 
of the aperture, and would appear as a resistive load to any incident energy. 
The polystyrene support could now be removed altogether as there was now 
less chance of the superstrate bowing due to the reduced aperture. Again this 
modification did not significantly affect the radiation patterns. Confidence in 
the observed results had now improved and it was thought th a t the radiation 
patterns were unaffected by the proximity of the jig structure.
A general explanation is now presented for the ra ther unexpected rad i­
ation patterns shown in Figures (3.22) to (3.31) when the device was directly 
connected to the patch antenna at any arb itrary  feed location. This collection 
of ideas is presented as a possible explanation for the observed results.
The general shape of the co-polar E scans in all cases appears to be a sum 
of three main effects of which the first two are largely independent of the diode 
position.
1 Two lobes at ±50 degrees are nearly always seen. These may be caused by 
radiation em anating directly from each patch aperture when considered 
to act independently of one another.
2 In addition, a broadside m axim um  is also nearly always seen which may 
be due to the integrated effect of all current elements in the plane of the 
conductor.
3 The th ird  effect is the form ation of a localized peak possibly due to the 
constructive addition of the radiation from both apertures. This lobe is 
seen in Figures (3.22) to (3.26) to be effectively steered from ±50° to 
— 50° by varying the diode position. The feature possibly due to this 
constructive addition is identified by the arrow in each figure. This beam 
steering effect is probably due to the variation in the relative phase of 
excitation between the apertures as the diode position is altered.
If these three individual effects are simply added together the to tal ra ­
diation p a tte rn  produced, to a first order, is similar to the observed pattern  
for all diode feed locations. Figures (3.22) to (3.31) show th a t cross-polar H 
is a m axim um  approaching 50° from Foresight. This effect may be due to the 
current element in the device alone. This current element, orientated normal 
to the ground plane, has the greatest m agnitude when viewed at slant angles 
to the substrate surface. It may be seen from Figure (3.25) and (3.30) tha t a
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high co-polar E signal occurs when the diode position is around 1 .1m m . This 
location corresponds also to the highest co-polar H signal and lowest cross-polar 
E response indicating the best location for maximum broadside radiation. The 
lowest co-polar E and H excitation occurs when the diode feed location is ap­
proxim ately central w ith respect to the patch antenna.
§3.8 Analysis of feed point im pedance
The sim ilarity between the frequency variations for both the microwave patch 
and the low frequency analogue with feed location, seen in Figures (3.16a) 
and (3.16b) of the last section, strongly implies th a t a single m athem atical 
expression might serve to describe both  systems. An expression is now derived 
for the input im pedance of a patch antenna with a variable feed offset from the 
centre using transm ission line analysis. The theoretical analysis is carried out 
w ith a view to identifying physically meaningful factors which might appear 
in the expressions for line input conductance and susceptance which might be 
in terpreted  in term s of the experimentally observed behaviour. The equivalent 
circuit used for this analysis is shown in Figure (3.32).
G and B  represent the effective aperture conductance and susceptance, 
where L  is the overall length and z is the feed location offset from the centre. 
For clarity, this circuit is first analysed in the conventional way with the feed 
located at one end. Here the input adm ittance of the transm ission line is 
calculated and the factors th a t give rise to the resonances are identified. The 
adm ittance of each type of resonance is also calculated. Later, a more general 
expression is calculated for the input adm ittance at any arb itrary  feed-point. 
The resulting expression is factorized in such a way th a t each factor corresponds 
to an identifiable resonance mode.
W hen viewed from one end:
=  G 4- 4- Tin (3.9)
where:
- [{G + j B )  + jYoUnl3l]  
° Y o + j ( G  + jB ) tB .n 0 l
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L / 2
J
F i g u r e  ( 3 32 )  E q u i v a l e n t  c i r c u i t  of o f f s e t  fed p a t c h
o
-o
A'
F i gur e  (3-3S) E q u i v a l e n t  c i r c u i t  of p a c k a g e d  d e v i c e
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therefore:
y  . (G +  jB)[Vo +  j ( G  +  j B )  tan/3f]+ Fp [(G +  j B )  +  jVp tan  /SI] 
^  V o + j ( G  + jB ) ta .n 0 l
which becomes after a little m anipulation:
F t  =  G +  I [G(yo -  B tan /9 !) +  j (2BYo + (r„" -  B^)ta.njdl)] (3.10)
X  [(Yo — B  tan/3l) — j  G tan/3l] (Yo - 5 t a n / ? / ) 2  +  G2tan2/9/ 
Now selecting the im aginary components to find the conditions for resonance:
B t  = [2BYo +  (Yo^  -  {B^ +  G ^)) tan^ l]  [Yo ~ B  tan/3l] = 0 (3.11)
therefore:
2BYo +  (Yo" -  (B" +  G^)) tan (31 =  0 (3.12)
or:
Y o - B t a n / 5 / - 0  (3.13)
Thus from Equation (3.12):
tan 01-  y ^ 2 _ ( ^ 2 + ( 3 2 )
which is the well known primitive resonance condition usually quoted for the 
TT-mode of resonance. Equation (3.14) reduces if B  tends to zero:
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ian(3l = 0 (3.15)
therefore: (3L = mv when, Z ^  0, A oo 
or: L = nX/2
Clearly resonance occurs where L is an integral num ber of half wavelengths. 
However, if we now look at the other factor of Equation (3.11) i.e. Equation 
(3.13), this gives another possible resonance condition when:
tan (31 — (3.16)
B
we can see if B  tends to zero:
tan/31 = GO (3.17)
and:
=  (271 +  1 )^
L = [2n-\- 1 ) -
which may only be physically approached when one end of the transm ission line 
is allowed to be a short circuit. Now selecting the real components of the input 
adm ittance:
0 (^0 -  B t a a P l f  +  {2BYq +  {Yp -  tan01){G t a n 01) .
G t - G +  { Y o -  B t a n 0 l f +  G 2 tan^ 0 L
For:
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L = —  (SL = nn
G t  = G y  
Gt  = 2G (3.19)
This result corresponds to a conductance minimum for parallel resonance. This 
is acceptable for the model with open-circuited ends i.e. G is low. This mode 
of resonance is usually excited by a high impedance source located at one end 
of the transm ission line.
Now for:
L = {2n - \ - l )~  /3L = { 2 n I )  —
Divide Equation (3.18) top and bottom  by t":
where t = tan  /3l:
Gt  — G
G(yo A -  +  (2BYo/< +  To" -
(Y o A -B )2  + G 2
(3.20)
In. the lim it as t approaches infinity:
Gt  = G +
therefore:
(3.21)
Now if B  —> 0:
y2 
G r  =  G +  - ^
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and;
If G is typically 1/1000 mho, Gt goes to a value larger than  2G, therefore 
the conductance value increases as tan/3L approaches infinity and in effect 
series resonance is occurring. This resonance may be excited by either a low 
im pedance source with the driving point located at one end or a high im pedance 
source located at one end with the other end short circuited. E ither way, the 
line is now A^/4 long and the resonance frequency is almost half th a t of the tt- 
mode. The quarter wavelength resonance will be referred to as the quadrature 
or Q-mode.
The circuit adm ittance will now be determ ined for the case of an arb itrary  
feed point location with a general offset z from the centre of the patch as shown 
in Figure (3.32).
The to ta l adm ittance at the feed point is given by:
Yt  = Yi +  Y
where:
[{G + j B )  + jYo U n 0 { L / 2  + z)]
^1 — ^0 Fo + j { G + j B ) t a n 0 { L / 2  + z)
and:
l(G + j B ) + j Y o  t a n 0 { L / 2 - z ) ]  
'  ° Y o + j ( G + j B ) t a n 0 { L / 2 - z )
Now let;
A = 0 ( L /2  + z) C r = 0 ( L / 2 - z )  (3.24)
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_  yo[G +  i (B  +  yo tanA )] Yp [G +  j (B  +  Yp tan  G)]
^  Y o + j(G  +  ;B ) ta n A  Y o + ;(G  +  ;B ) t a n G  ^
In order to select the real and im aginary components, Yt  is arranged in the 
form:
a +  jb  
c + j d
therefore: ‘
From the final expression for B t  it should be possible to factorize out the term  
corresponding to parallel resonance which is usually quoted in the literature, 
namely:
2BYo +  ( Yo" -  (B" +  G" )) tan  /?/ =  0
it may be found:
CL — 2GYq (1 — tan  A. tan  G) — 2G B Y q (tan  A  +  tan  G)
(3.27a)
6 =  2BYo"(l - t a n A t a n G )  +Yo(Yo^ - B "  Y G ^ )(tan A  +  ta n G ) 
c =  Yo^  — BYo(tan A  +  tan  G) — (G^ — B") tan  A  tan  G
(3.276)
d = YoG(tan A  +  tan  G) — 2GB tan  A  tan  G
Now:
he — ad
Bin — .2
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and dividing a,b,c  and d by (1 — tan  A tan  C) gives:
be
(1 — tan  A  tan  C y =  [2BYo + Ko(Yo - B ^  + G^) tan 01]
X
(1 — tan  A tan  C)
- B Y o t a n ^ / - ( G "  - B " )
(3.28a)
tan  A  tan  C 
1 — tan A  tan  C
ad
(1 — tan  A  tan  C y
=[2GY^ - 2 G B Y o  tan 01] (3.286)
Yq G tan  (31 —
2GB  tan  A  tan  G 
1 — tan  A  tan  C
Finally w ith some careful m anipulation:
B,
(1 — tan  A  tan  C y [2BYo + (Fo" -  (B" +  G ^)]tan^ l] (3.29)
[f„2(F„ -  B  ta n 01) +  i ^ ^ & F o ( F , 2  + B^ + G^)]
+ d^
Clearly 2BYo +  [Y^ — (B" +  G "))tan /9L  is a factor as expected. Arranged 
in the above form it is interesting to note th a t if Equation (3.29) is set equal 
to zero for parallel resonance, the resonant frequency of this particular mode 
appears to be independent of source feed location. This result agrees w ith the 
approxim ately constant resonance frequency with feed location obtained earlier 
in Figure (3.14) when a parallel resonance condition was m aintained for the 
A.F. transm ission line. Equation (3.29) is consistent with this result as long as 
the denom inator, c" +  d", does not also contain the same resonance condition 
as a factor. This is checked as follows:
+  d"
(1 — tan  A  tan  C y
=  [F„2 +  (F„  ^ + B^ -  G^)y -  YoB tan/3/]
Y G^{Yq tan (31 — 2ByY (3.30)
where:
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y = l - l a n T u n C
after some m anipulation:
-2 _L
- ^ 2 n T 2 / i  ,  2 / d t \  j .  t j  , n ^ 2  /  r ) 2  , / - » 2(1 -  t a n .4 tan  C)^ =^« ^ ( 1  “  ta n ' 0 L )  -  U n0 l (2Y oB  + [Y„' -  (B ' + G ')] tan/3/)] 
+  2Yoy [Fo(F„' +  B ' -  G ')  -  B(y„' +  B ' + G ') ta n ^ / ]
+  y'[(Fo^ +  B ' - G ' ) '  +  4 G 'B ']  (3.33)
2BY„ +  (Y^  — (B^ +  G ') ) t a n /3 i  is therefore not apparent as a factor in this 
expression.
The second term  in the num erator of in Equation (3.29) may now be 
solved to yield further conditions for resonance:
F„'(F„ -  B tan/3/) +  +  B ' +  G ')  =  0 (3.34)
It can be seen from the above expression th a t when feeding the patch from 
either end:
tan  A  tan  C
y =    =  0
1 — tan  A  tan  C
Clearly becomes zero if:
tan/5/ =
B
as B —^ 0 tan/5/ —> oo:
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L = (2n +  1) —
Hence the previous result quoted earlier in Equation (3.17). Now when L =■ 
(2n Y l)A /4  and Equation (3.34) is divided by tan  A tan C  the following expres­
sion is obtained:
Y o "(Y o -B ta n ^ /)  1 .
t a n A ta n C  + ï ' - " t a n A t a n G ^ ( ^  + G  ) _ 0
The above expression holds if tan  A tan  C tends to infinity (assuming ian(3L 
does not go to infinity).
Therefore Bir,. = 0 if:
which occurs if:
tan  A or tan  (7 —> oo
1 +  z =  (2n +  l ) y
— -  z -  {2n + 1 ) - ^
(3.35)
Clearly for each offset z there are two fundam ental frequencies plus their odd 
integer harmonics where Equations (3.35) are true and Bi^ = 0 for resonance.
Now:
tan A tan  G 1
1 — tan  A  tan  G 2
cos 2/5z 
cos (3L
(3.36)
Thus from Equation (3.34):
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cos (3L _  2(Yq" -Y p B ta n /? /)  
Yp" +  B2 +  G2
= cos 2/3z (3.37)
Clearly for a given z , Y q, B  ,G  and L  values for (3 may be found where the 
equality is satisfied from which both fundam ental frequencies may be found. 
Program m e (2) of Appendix (1) calculates both  sides of Equation (3.37) so 
th a t the results may be plotted on one graph, one as a function oi /3L the other 
as a function of 2(3z where (3 is the variable. Resonances occur where both 
functions intersect. Program m e (3), given in Appendix (1), calculates both 
fundam ental resonances for each z. It m ust be pointed out th a t programm e 
(2) and (3) assume th a t B  and G rem ain constant over the frequency range 
of interest, and also th a t they are not dom inant features in the expression. 
Program m e (3) stores only the equalities:
2 / 4  \ 2  /  4
for each increm ent of z, the results can be seen graphically in Figure (3.34).
A num ber of graphs have also been plotted, using program m e (2), which 
show the fundam ental and higher odd integer harmonic solutions at given offset 
positions, and are given in Figures (3.35) and (3.36). Figure (3.34) shows tha t 
for every offset z, there are two fundam ental frequencies of resonance which 
converge to a single frequency where z =  0. The lowest frequency solution 
for all locations is shown by Figure (3.37a), to have the same form as the 
experim entally derived frequency locus of the patch antenna of Figure (3.37b).
The frequency ‘hopping’ behaviour observed in the self-oscillating system 
is shown in Figure (3.38) and a ttribu ted  to hops between the two solutions for a 
fixed feed location shown in Figure (3.39). Since the top cap of the Gunn diode 
package has a finite diam eter, there is always some uncertainty in determ ining 
the most appropriate value of z. The smallest possible value of z was chosen 
in practice. There are three possible resonance modes for a self-oscillating 
antenna which are designated as the 7t, 0 and Q-modes respectively. The tt- 
mode corresponds to the case when the electrical length of the line, including 
end effects, is exactly an odd integer num ber of guide half wavelengths. The 
0-mode occurs when the length is an integer num ber of wavelengths. Both 
7T and 0-modes correspond to parallel resonances whereas the th ird  mode of 
resonance or Ç-mode, corresponds to a minimum feed-point resistance for series 
resonance. In the case of the Q-mode the distance between the head of the
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device and one of the radiating apertures is an odd integer num ber of quarter 
wavelengths, hence the designation Q-mode or ‘quadrature m ode’. A slight 
pertu rbation  or plateau in the frequency characteristic, of Figure (3.37b), occurs 
over a range of feed locations for which the diode is a sixth to a quarter of the 
distance along the patch from one end. at the lim its of this pertu rbation  the 
centre point of the diode top cap divides the transm ission line length in the 
ratio  1 : 3 and 1 : 5 .  This is significant as simultaneous tuning of any third 
and fifth harm onic component in the output generated by the diode may occur 
at these locations. The possibility of simultaneous excitation of two or more 
modes of resonance will lead to com petition effects between the modes. If both 
modes present similar load im pedances, they will simultaneously oscillate and 
behave as two independent loads connected in parallel. W hen on or other of 
these modes ceases to oscillate there will be a discontinuous change in the source 
im pedance of the active device. The change in the diode susceptance, which is 
a non linear function of the am plitude of oscillation, studied by Hansson in 
1973, will be manifest by a feature on the frequency characteristic. It may be 
seen from Figure (3.9) and (3.10) th a t when the diode is located at z % 1.1mm a 
m axim um  in the norm al detected power is observed. This location is of interest 
as it corresponds to the point where the patch is divided in a ratio of 1 : 2 or 
where:
Therefore the two frequencies possible for the above location are related by f i  = 
2 / 2 . This may be seen from Figure (3.40) which shows both  sides of Equation 
(3.37) plotted for z =  1.1 m m . The resonant lengths are again harmonically 
related as in the previous example. For any feed location, the non resonant 
length [L/2  — z) of the patch antenna, when operating at the fundam ental 
frequency defined by [L/2  +  z) =  A/4, will be acting as a parallel stub at the 
diode. W hen the diode position is such th a t the patch length is divided in 
the ratio 1 : 2,1 : 3,1 : 4 ,1 : 5 etc. this stub will become series resonant at 
the appropriate harmonic of the generator. However it is only when the diode 
divides the patch length in the ratios 1 : 3 and 1 : 5 etc. th a t both ( X /2 - f z )  and 
{L/2 — z) sections of the patch are simultaneously tuned for series resonance 
at the appropriate harmonic, in addition to (T /2  -(- z) being series resonant 
at the fundam ental. Simultaneous tuning of both (L j2  4- z) and (T /2  — z) to 
a harmonic resonance may tend to suppress this harmonic in the same way as 
oscillation is suppressed at the fundam ental frequency when the diode is located 
at the centre of the patch. Therefore it may only be when the diode divides
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the patch in the ratio 1 : 2 and 1 : 4 etc. th a t the tuning of the harmonics 
actually augm ents th a t of the fundam ental. Both (T /2  +  z) and (L /2  — z) 
are individually series resonant at the fundam ental and second or fourth etc. 
harmonic. It is presumed th a t the second harmonic component of the generator 
will have the greatest effect, therefore any ‘peaking u p ’ of the power output of 
the fundam ental and second harmonic is likely to be most readily observed at 
this location.
It has already been noted in sections (3.4) and (3.5) th a t the experimen­
tally observed tuning range for the fundam ental Q-mode obtained by changing 
the tapping point of the active device is less than  an octave as predicted by the 
low frequency model. This may be due to the packaging parasitics which have 
not previously been taken into account in the present theory. The parasitics 
are nominally tuned during m anufacture for resonance at the intended centre 
frequency of the device. However when the diode is operated at lower or higher 
frequencies the package will posses a finite and significant susceptance value 
which will modify the overall resonance behaviour of the active patch. The 
effect of the device package will be more significant w ith increasing frequency 
deviation.
W hen the effect of the device package is included Equation (3.29) must 
be set equal to Bd. the device susceptance, in order to establish the correct 
resonant condition. This yields the following result:
[2BYa +  +  G=)tan/3;][K„^(ro - B t a n ^ / )  +  yFo(i'o" + B^ + G^)]
= -B d{Y^[ (Y o  -  + 0^  13.0  ^PL\
+  2yYo[{Yo -  B  Unl3l)(Y„^ + B^ -  G^) -  2BG^  tan/3/]
+ y^[{Yo^ + B ^ - G ^ f + 4 B ^ G ^ ] }
which may be arranged in term s of a quadratic in tan/?jL:
Yo^[BY„^ - { B  + Bi ){B^  +  G^)] tan" /3£ 
-  [Y,{Y^  +  y{Y^  +  5 "  +  G"))(F„" -  (B" +  G"))
-  -  2BB iY„(Y^  +  y{Y^  +  y{Y^  +  B " +  G"))j tan/3/
-  \2BY^  +  2 B Y ^ y ( Y ^  +  B" +  G") +  Ba(Y^^ +  2 yY ^ (Y^  +  B" - G " )
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+ +  B" -  G")" +  4B"G"))]
=  0 (3.38)
Clearly, before Equation (3.38) can be solved an expression for the overall pack­
aged device susceptance m ust be derived. A detailed physical model for the 
semiconductor is also necessary in order to determine the dependence of the 
diode param eters on the frequency and R.F. am plitude. This has been studied 
by a num ber of authors cited in References (3.16) and (3.17). The situation is 
further complicated by the effect of the parasitic elements in the diode package. 
An equivalent circuit commonly employed for the semiconductor and package 
is shown in Figure (3.33) and may be analysed as follows:
In the plane AA':
Tj — Gi jCiuJ so Zi  —
G I 4- jG\uj 
In the plane BB':
1
Gi 4- jCiLu^  ~  74— :—  k Rp +  j  LpUJ
so finally:
Yd =  jCpU) +
 ^ 4- Rp 4- j  LpUj
G\ 4- jGiuj 
This yields w ithout approxim ation:
Rp[Ri + Gi)
Bd = wQ
{u)LpB\ — 1 — RpG iY’ 4" [BiRp  4- G\ujLp)‘ 
\ujLp[B\ 4- Gf) — Bi]
(ujLpB\ — 1 — R p G iY  +  {BiRp  -f- GiLoLp)^ 
In these expressions we must write Gi = — |G i| so we obtain finally:
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Q ^ ___________ [|G i| -  Rp(B\  +  Gj)]___________
'' ( w i p B i + B p |G i | - l )2 +  ( B i i lp - |G i |a .X p )2  ^ ’
B j = u i C ______________________ +  G\) -  Bi]___________
" (a ;ip B i +  B p |G i | - i p  +  (B iB p - |G i |a -B p )2
Com puter analysis of the above expressions in addition to the physical model 
for the semiconductor device is necessary in order to obtain the frequency de­
pendence of Bd and Gd- The results of a simplified analysis for an X-band 
packaged Im patt device, which includes a constant semiconductor resistance 
and capacitance, are calculated by program m e (4) of Appendix (1) and shown 
in Figure (3.41).
This is not in fact an exact solution for a Gunn diode.
__ Eccact inPoirmadon relating to the semiconductor and packaging
parasitics of a Q-band Gunn diode was unavailable.
Setting the second term  in the expression for Bin equal to zero in Equation 
(3.29) may be shown to correspond to series resonance, from the expression for 
Gt  from Equation (3.26):
^  ac + bd
From Equations (3.27):
ac
= [2Y^G - 2 Y ^ B G (31]
(1 — tan A  tan  G Y
X  [1q^  T  \Y q — (G^ —  B'^)y] — YqB tan/?/]
bd
(1 — tan A tan  C y
=  [2BYq^ -f- Yo[Yo^ +  C ")tan /?/] [G(Yo tan /?/ -  2By)]
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after some m anipulation:
-  GVo ta n ^ /  [2BY,  +  [Y„^  -  (B^  +  G^)] tan/3/]
+  y [2GY^(Y^ -  (B^  +  G=)) -  4BGYo^ tan/3/] (3.41)
and directly from Equations (3.27):
( l - t W t l n G ) 3  =
+ G \ Y o i s . n 0 l - 2 B y f  (3.42)
therefore:
Gi„ ={2GKo‘( l  +  ta n ^ /3 i)  -  GY^ tan/31 [2BYo + [Y„^  -  (B^ + G^)] tan/3/]
+ y [ 2 G Y ^ ( Y ^  -  (B^ +  G^)) -  4BGr„® tan /3 /]} (3.43)
X
K  -  BYo tan ,g / +  3/]" +  ^^(yo tan /?/ -  2B 3/)2
The denom inator of Gin contains the same term  as the second term  in the 
num erator of the expression for Bin, Equation (3.29).
The first part of the denom inator of Gin is given by:
[1q^  — B Y q tan /?/ T  \Yq +  B^ — G^jy]"  ^ — [Eq^  — B Y q tan /?/ +  [Eq^  +  B^  +  y]
+  G" [ - i Y h  +  '^ByY^ tan/3/ -  AY^y'^ -  iB'^y'^]
The second part of the denom inator of Gin is given by:
G^ [Ko tan/3/ -  2 B y f  =  G^ [Y^ tan^ /3L -  4ByYa tan/3/ +  4B^y^]
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The denom inator may be rearranged as follows:
[Y„^  -  BYo tan/9/ +  (y„  ^ + B^ + G^)y] '  +  [tan" /3L -  4y(y + 1)] (3.44)
Therefore when \ Y q — BEg tan/?T  +  { Y ^  +  +  G"^)yY = 0, B i n  = 0 from
Equation (3.29), and G i n  becomes large for series resonance.
From the expression for Gin in Equation (3.43) it is now possible to show 
the difference in input im pedance of the transm ission line for the fundam ental 
Q-mode and 7r-mode when feeding the patch from one end.
From Equation (3.43) letting B approach zero:
R i n  ={  +  {Yo -  G^)y] '  +  ta n ' f3L} (3.45)
1
^ 2GY^{1  +  t a n '  /3L) -  G Y i  ta n ' ^ L ( Y i  -  G ')  +  y{2G Y ^{Y i  -  G '))  
a t  T T - m o d e  r e s o n a n c e  t a n / ? T  t e n d s  t o  z e r o ,  3/ =  0:
B  =  —  
2G
at Q-mode resonance tan/3T tends to infinity, 3/ =  0:
G
R i-n . —
Therefore expressed as a ratio the difference in im pedance between these two 
modes is:
y 2  I
" : 1 or 200 : 1
2G2
G = 10  ^ m h o  En =  2 X 10  ^ m h o
At the sym metric feed point y = l/2(sec/3L  — 1), becomes from Equation 
(3.45):
(1 + sec /3 L )y  + G % ^ta.n^ 0L  
^  GY^  {Y i  +  G2) (1 +  tan : +  g y ^  ( y2  _  q2)  gec/3£
Conclusions:
Earlier work on self-oscillating patch antennas failed to consider the exis­
tence of other possible modes of resonance and assumed th a t the classical form 
of excitation occurred naturally  with self-oscillating patches. This ‘n a tu ra l’ 
resonance mode has been term ed the 7r-mode and arises when voltage m axima 
occur at the two ends of the microstrip patch and a current m axim um  appears 
Ag/4 away from the voltage standing wave m axim a i.e. at the mid-point along 
the transm ission line.
For any mode of resonance, the following conditions m ust always be sa t­
isfied:
Gd +  Gin = 0  
Bd +  Bin = 0
For the vr-mode feed-point conductance rises to a high value close to the m id­
point along the line owing to the proximity of a E S W R  minimum, but regard­
less of the exact position selected for the feed-point the conductance is always 
a local minimum for this mode. Consequently, this particular mode can be 
described in term s of a parallel resonant equivalent circuit. Close to the cen­
tre point, however, the 7r-mode cannot generate the correct aperture phasing 
required for a broadside maximum.
O ther modes of resonance occur when one or other of the following equa­
tions are satisfied /3(L/2 +  z) =  (2n +  1)7t /4  or (^{L/2 — z) = (2n +  1 )7t / 4 . In 
either case only one of the apertures is strongly excited, becoming a voltage 
maximum , whilst the feed-point is ‘pinned’ by the active device to a current 
maximum. This type of mode has been term ed a Q-mode. The Q-mode will 
always be found to oscillate regardless of the feed offset when the device is di­
rectly coupled to the transm ission line. Of the two possible frequencies given 
above, usually the lowest frequency mode is the one actually excited.
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§3.9 Scanning Network Probe Technique
In the foregoing analysis the frequency dependence of the quadrature mode 
of oscillation upon the device tapping point has been solved algebraically and 
found to be in qualitative agreement with the experimental data. A lthough the 
close similarity between Figures (3.37a) and (3.37b) suggested th a t the preferred 
mode of oscillation was in fact the Q-mode, it was possible to obtain direct ex­
perim ental evidence for this mode structure using the scanning network probe 
technique reported by Frayne and W h i t e h u r s t ^ a n d  W h i t e h u r s t . B a ­
sically a very small non contacting high impedance probe can be scanned two 
dimensionally over the surface of any planar microstrip structure and its asso­
ciated ground plane as seen in Plate (3.2) and schematically in Figure (3.42).
W ith suitable data  processing a contour map of the surface charge density can 
be com puted which reveals the surface mode structure in considerable detail.
The most versatile sensor used for this technique is based upon a m iniature 
rigid coaxial structure with an extended inner conductor. The sensor is scanned 
in a raster pa tte rn  very close to the surface of the circuit under investigation.
The to tal coupling to the probe arises from both the conservative and non­
conservative sources of electric field which may be expressed in term s of the 
vector magnetic potential A,  given by:
È  = ju) V(V.A) _  ^ (3.47)
where 7  =  j(3 and (3 = 27r/Ag.
The probe transport mechanism employs stepper m otor driven precision lead- 
screws on each axis w ith a minimum step interval of 0.5 f im  and a worst ran ­
dom error of 2 fim.  Simple video detection combined with (in this case) an 
electrom eter amplifier enabled am plitude only inform ation to be collected. The 
measurements were stored in a two dimensional data  structure on a disc in the 
instrum ent controller. These are processed by a VAX super mini com puter to 
produce the required contour representation of the surface charge density. The 
application of the scanning network probe technique to the study of printed 
antenna systems and non-radiative transm ission lines is dem onstrated with a 
range of basic circuits employing the microstrip, slotline and coplanar strip 
geometries given in Reference (3.20).
A series of contour plots of lEz/Eol"^ over the surface of an active patch
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antenna are shown in Figures (3.43b), (3.44b) and (3.45b). It is shown tha t for 
an active device direct coupled to a m icrostrip patch antenna (shown dashed), 
designed for 7r-mode resonance at 16 GHz^ the surface charge intensity maximum 
is located at one radiative aperture only. The mode scans presented are taken at 
three device locations. The device in Figure (3 .43b) is located close to one end 
of the patch and it may be seen from this figure th a t the surface charge intensity 
m axim um  is located at the end distant from the device feed location. If the 
device is now moved close to the centre of the patch, Figure (3.44b) shows tha t 
the surface charge intensity maximum is still located at the end furtherm ost 
from the location of this feed point. W hen the device is moved to the other 
end of the patch the surface charge intensity maximum can now be seen at 
the opposite end of the antenna as shown in Figure (3.45b). This movement 
is necessary in order to satisfy the conditions for self-oscillation. Clearly, the 
optim um  design of this source module for oscillator integration hinges on the 
ability to excite the 7r-mode in the patch antenna, which will produce strong 
broadside radiation. As can be seen by the polar patterns presented alongside 
the area scans, the radiation characteristics are far from ideal for this type of 
coupling. In section (3.6) it was shown th a t the phase difference between the 
ends of the transm ission line of the low frequency model was dependent upon the 
feed location and also the VSW R excited on the line. It was also shown th a t the 
most appropriate location to excite a tt phase difference between the apertures 
was at one or other end of the antenna. Since the input conductance at the end 
position is twice the radiation conductance of either radiating aperture taken 
singly, this position imposes the highest possible load impedance. An additional 
coupling structure is necessary which enables the driving point im pedance of 
the TT-mode to be suitably m atched to the active device.
§3.10 Development of a Transformer M atching Network
The im pedance m atching problem encountered in the previous section can be 
solved by the inclusion of a transform er section between the antenna and the 
active device. There are a num ber of ways in which the m atching transform er 
may be realized such as:
(a) The m ulti section stepped microstrip transm ission line.
(b) Lum ped element construction using series inductors and shunt capacitors.
(c) The use of a quarter wavelength coaxial section of line arranged perpen­
dicular to the plane of the substrate.
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The microstrip transform er design would require the line to be an odd integer 
num ber of quarter wavelengths long. For this arrangem ent the diode m ounting 
hole was considered to be a substantial perturbation  in a quarter wavelength mi­
crostrip section, and since surface feed networks are known to degrade antenna 
performance, this type of feed was avoided.
Initial investigations of coaxial transform er fed patches were carried out 
using the jig. The device was backed off into the pedestal a sufficient distance 
to enable a quarter wavelength coaxial section to be inserted between the head 
of the device, and the antenna feed point located at one end of the m icrostrip 
patch. A series of experiments were performed in order to determ ine the length 
of the transform er necessary to tune the oscillator to a centre frequency of 
16 GHz. The optim um  length was of the order of 3.18 m m  and the diam eter of 
the inner conductor was set at 0.6 m m .  The correct mode of excitation in the 
patch antenna was then produced, as seen in Figure (3.46b). This is clearly also 
dem onstrated by the radiation pattern  shown in Figure (3.46a), where a strong 
broadside maximum is now observed. Figure (3.47) shows the basic compo­
nents and order of assembly for a Q-band transform er coupled self-oscillating 
patch antenna. The practical design of the Q-band transform er fed active patch 
antenna is straightforward and can be obtained by scaling the J-band design. 
In order to perform the scale factor it is necessary to determ ine the ratio of 
the effective perm ittivities of the substrate at the two centre frequencies. The 
advantage of the coaxial transform er design is tha t the diam eter of the central 
conductor can be made sufficiently small so as not to seriously pertu rb  the ge­
om etry of the radiating slots. The antenna junction and bias connections are 
soldered, whereas the active device is in pressure contact with the transform er 
section input. The outer conductor contact is formed by a crushable copper 
seal, this seal also locks the device when assembled. Assembly of the various 
components is straightforward. The device holder is removed from the backing 
plate by a single machine screw. The active device is backed into the holder and 
a copper shim seal located inside the hole and surrounds the transform er centre 
conductor with its lip upperm ost. The device plus holder is then assembled to 
the reverse side of the antenna and is secured by its machine screw. It is then 
a simple procedure to screw the active device down into contact via the access 
hole provided in the holder. Contact is first made by the outer crushable copper 
seal and a further eighth of a tu rn  of the diode stud is usually sufficient for a 
reliable contact to be made to the centre conductor. A new copper seal must 
be used each time the diode is removed. The transform er section is used to 
achieve an empirical m atch between the low aperture conductance at resonance 
of 2G to the high device conductance Gd-
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There are three methods of tuning the above self-oscillating system.
(1) By adjusting the length of the transform er section.
(2) By adjusting the internal diam eter of the copper seal.
(3) By bias tuning, (see Chapter 5 ).
Coarse frequency tuning adjustm ent is performed by trim m ing the length of the 
transform er section. Approximately -fSOO M H z / 2 b  f im reduction in length, is 
available when the transform er section is already nominally a quarter wave­
length long at the patch centre frequency. A finer adjustm ent is possible by 
selecting the most appropriate internal diam eter for the crushable seal. This 
provides approxim ately -flOO M H z / 2 6  f im  increase in internal diameter. The 
final frequency adjustm ent is achieved by means of bias tuning which is usually 
less than  100 M H z  in total. W ith care, individual patch antennas may be 
tuned to oscillate w ithin 15 M H z  of the designed centre frequency. The need 
for a fine tuning capability is discussed more fully in section (3.11).
Area scans and polar radiation patterns for a Q-band patch constructed as 
outlined above are shown for bias voltages of 4.3 v and 5.7 v. The high voltage 
of 5.7 V provides the strongest excitation as seen from the area scans in Figures 
(3.48) and (3.49) while both voltages give good broadside radiation patterns as 
shown in Figures (3.50) and (3.51). The antenna used for this investigation was 
m anufactured centrally on a 110 m m  square 0.25 m m  DUROID 5880 substrate 
th a t had been soldered to an equivalent sized piece of 6 m m  thick brass using 
the solder press technique described in Appendix (2). The dimensions of the 
patch are L = 2.77 m m , W  = 1.74 m m  and was produced by the standard  
technique of photo lithography.
§3.11 Investigation of Injection Locking in a self-oscillating patch antenna
W hen a small signal is injected into an oscillator, the oscillation frequency 
can be synchronized to the frequency of the injected signal provided tha t it 
is sufficiently close to the free running frequency of the oscillator. The range 
of frequencies over which a particular oscillator arrangem ent may be locked 
is known as the ‘locking range’ of the oscillator. The F.M . noise spectrum  
of a system of locked oscillators is usually much lower than  when individual 
oscillators are free running. It is usually assumed tha t the injected signal is 
derived from a high quality fundam ental mode oscillator.
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The antenna used for this investigation was a single Q-band active patch 
m anufactured centrally on a 110 m m  square substrate, this antenna has been 
fully described at the end of the last section. This arrangem ent was also suitable 
for use as the active m irror in a piano-spherical quasi-optic cavity oscillator. 
Positive feedback from the spherical m irror may be thought of in term s of 
either an injection locking mechanism or a feedback amplifier with positive 
feedback. The free space injection locking characteristics of the patch antenna 
are of interest in order to establish im portant design criteria for the quasi-optic 
oscillator, such as the maximum initial frequency separation of the individual 
sources in order tha t locking may occur.
Two experimental investigations were carried out with this source m irror 
removed from the quasi-optic cavity. The first investigation was aimed at de­
term ining the locking bandw idth of the active patch antenna using a HP8350B 
sweep oscillator (with a Q-band R.F. plug-in) as the locking generator. The 
second investigation was concerned with the dependence of the output power 
upon the feedback.
The experimental set up for the first investigation is shown in Figure 
(3.52). Here the antenna ground plane was used to reflect the locking signal 
towards a well m atched receiver horn, whilst this horn could also receive a 
fraction of the self-oscillating patch signal. By this m ethod both signals could 
be displayed on the spectrum  analyser with similar relative am plitude. Both 
the sweep oscillator and receiver horns were sufficiently spaced and distant so 
as not to provide m ajor sources of reflections to the patch.
F irst of all a D.C. bias voltage was selected and applied to the diode. 
The sweep oscillator frequency was adjusted until the lock was just observed. 
There was now no discernable frequency difference between the two signals seen 
on the spectrum  analyser. The phase locking bandw idth was then measured 
by adjusting the sweep oscillator frequency until the lock was lost, for various 
injected signal strengths. The combined powers of both  patch and injected 
signal were also measured from the am plitude of the analyser trace, as the 
frequency of the injection signal was varied over the locking bandw idth. This 
procedure was repeated for other values of device bias (4.5u, 5.5u, 6 .61;). The 
results of this investigation are shown in Figure (3.53) to (3.59). Each graph 
has the injection power density clearly identified. It may be seen tha t when 
the device bias voltage is reduced, the am plitude characteristic of the combined 
signal has a tendency to become symmetrical about mid locking range. Also, 
the overall locking bandw idth is seen to increase with locking signal strength 
for all bias values chosen.
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The results yield evidence for the nature of the point of intersection of the 
device and circuit im pedance loci.^'^^ The conditions for free-running oscillation 
are where Gin Gd =  0 and Bin +  Bd =  0. However the exact operating point 
is slightly perturbed  by the impressed locking signal and this has an effect on 
the am plitude of the combined signal as the frequency of the locking signal is 
varied.
For example:
Z(<*3)
Z(A)
CO.
w
p
where Z{w)  is the circuit im pedance locus and Z{A)  is the device im pedance 
locus. The locking signal vector has a m agnitude E / A q and is shown for var­
ious frequencies w ithin the locking range (i^i to 1^ 2)• Clearly, if the operating 
point corresponding to the maximum power generated by the diode is shown by 
the cross, the power .variation of the combined signal will vary, as the locking 
frequency is altered from Wi to 1^ 2, due to the shift in the operating point. 
This behaviour is similar to the locking characteristics observed for the higher 
values of bias used. The concave nature of the characteristic indicates th a t the 
m axim um  power point is located to the right of the free-running point. The 
sym m etry of these characteristics are seen to vary with bias, and may also be 
explained with the use of an im pedance diagram  as follows:
ZM
V = 5-5v
Z(A)
Z(A)
V= 6-5v
Z(A)
W hen the device voltage is reduced, the locking am plitude characteristic be­
comes more symmetrical about mid-locking range due to the shift in the in ter­
section point between the two im pedance loci. The symmetrical crossing point 
for V  =■ 4.5t; also yields the symmetrical am plitude variation of the locked sig­
nal across the locking range by similar reasoning to th a t given for the previous 
example. However, a more significant result is tha t the locking bandw idth for
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the small injection powers used is around 20 M H z  in the upper lim it. There­
fore, when m ultiple sources are used in the power combining cavity they should 
ideally be pre-tuned to w ithin 20 M H z  of one another to ensure self injection 
locking to a single cavity mode.
The second investigation was carried out in order to maximize the self- 
oscillating patch output. To do this it was necessary to investigate the output 
power from the source module under variable conditions of positive feedback. 
A system  capable of producing controlled feedback was constructed as follows: 
A 20 dB  standard  gain horn was connected via a variable m ism atch unit to a 
power m eter, and positioned so th a t the rim  of the horn was in contact w ith the 
patch antenna substrate. The horn completely covered the antenna to ensure all 
em anating radiation was captured. The phase and am plitude of the reflected 
wave may now be carefully selected by the adjustm ent of the position and 
penetration of the probe in the mism atch unit in order to select the maximum 
power point of the diode.
In the circuit given below:
Z(A) Z(co)
— Z( A)  ^N egative device im pedance as a function of current am plitude, and 
Z(w)  =  External circuit im pedance as a function of frequency. The equation for 
the free running condition is:
[Z(w) -  Z{A)] 1 = 0
If I  is finite, and the free running equation is satisfied, Z{w)  m ust be equal to 
Z(A) .  Consequently the operating point is located at the intersection between 
the circuit im pedance locus and the device im pedance locus. The generated 
power is given by:
F  = (3.47)
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where A = peak current am plitude, and R{A)  =  Device resistance as a function 
of current am plitude.
If the operating point should move along the device line, the generated power 
will change because A  and hence R{A)  changes. If the operating point moves 
towards higher im pedance values, the output power will decrease beyond a 
certain point since A^ decreases faster than  the increase of R[A).  Somewhere 
along the device line the m axim um  power is generated where the ou tpu t power 
is given by the circuit efficiency times the generated power.
The optim um  position and penetration of the probe corresponded to a 
detected ou tpu t power of 32 m W .  A slight reduction of 100 M H z  in the 
operating frequency was noticed and the D.C. current to the device was seen to 
reduce by about 10 m A.  Only a small probe penetration was necessary in order 
to observe 32 m W . This observation implied th a t the diode m axim um  power 
point was originally to the right of the operating point, since applying weak 
negative feedback,(in effect increasing the circuit im pedance seen at the diode 
term inals), the power is seen to increase. The weak negative feedback had the 
effect of shifting the operating point right towards the m axim um  power point 
and therefore higher efficiency. The concave nature of the am plitude variation 
observed as the locking frequency was varied within the locking range, seen in 
the injection locking results discussed earlier, also support this hypothesis. The 
ou tpu t power is clearly improved by the application of controlled feedback. A 
further im plication of this result is tha t when the patch is placed in the quasi­
optic cavity, where stronger feedback is produced, the antenna may become 
unable to  support strong cavity oscillations.
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CHAPTER (4)
J-Band Quasi-Optic Oscillator 
with Direct-Coupled Source modules
§4.1 J-band quasi-optic cavity with a direct-coupled active patch antenna
Most of the results presented in this chapter were obtained early in the 
research programme.
P late (4.1) shows the J-band resonator configuration. The quasi-optic 
cavity is physically large in size and has m irrors 46 cm  in diam eter w ith a 152 cm 
radius of curvature. The m irrors were m anufactured from alum inium  alloy, and 
m ounted on a lathe bed for mechanical stability whilst perm itting precision 
adjustm ent of the m irror spacing by means of the leadscrew and saddle.
The source was m anufactured on a 44.45 m m  diam eter flat profile brass 
plug which was inserted through an axial hole in one of the mirrors. The insert 
plug had a micrometer adjustm ent tha t enabled the optim um  location of the 
plane of the self-oscillating antenna to be found with respect to the surface of 
the m irror. This adjustm ent enabled the power transfer to the cavity mode to 
be maximized.
The first source module to be integrated into the J-band open resonator 
was a single SXg/2 self-oscillating patch antenna produced by a thick film pro­
cess on a alum ina substrate. Care was necessary in selecting a suitable grade 
of alum ina as the dielectric perm ittivity  may fall in a range 10.3 — 10.6 depend­
ing on the m anufacturer. The active device was direct coupled as described in 
C hapter 3 §3.4 and the connection to the head of the device and the bias line 
was made using a colloidal suspension of silver. The mechanical details of this 
particu lar antenna are shown in Figure (4.1). The alum ina was cut into a disk 
and recessed into the brass so th a t the front surface of the alum ina was flush 
with the surface of the plug. The basic self-oscillating antenna was m anufac­
tured  at RSRE Malvern and was similar to designs th a t had been produced 
there by A.F.Fray.
The initial results from the quasi-optic oscillator were obtained using this 
source module. After assembly to the quasi-optic cavity, the source plug was 
adjusted so th a t there was no step in the m irror surface. At th a t stage of
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development it was by no means clear th a t the device element (a DC1272G 
G unn diode) was effectively power m atched into the antenna. It was discovered 
la ter on in the investigation th a t quite by accident the active element in this 
particular antenna had been m ounted at a high im pedance location within 
the m icrostrip resonator for its 3A^/2 mode of resonance. The SXg/2 self- 
oscillating patch mode for this particular source had a natu ra l frequency of 
oscillation of 13.4 G H z  somewhat lower than  the design center frequency of 
16 GHz .  A lthough the detailed radiation patterns obtained with this unit will 
be discussed more fully later in section (4.5) it was found th a t when the module 
was m ounted in the m irror flange a well defined broadside radiation p a tte rn  was 
obtained.
§4.2 Experim ental investigation of the J-band  quasi-optic oscillator
Once the source had been suitably positioned in one of the curved m ir­
rors comprising the quasi-optic cavity, it could then be energized. A fraction 
of the power associated with a fundam ental or higher order radial mode was 
coupled out of the cavity via an axial iris in the other m irror into a fundam ental 
waveguide mode. The oscillator output was recorded as a function of the m irror 
position for various bias levels.
It was found th a t this particular source module was capable of operating 
in two entirely different regimes. The dependence of the output power upon 
m irror position was quite different in each regime and depended strongly upon 
the bias applied to the Gunn diode. At low values of bias, around Tu, the 
complex series of seemingly random  power variations became more orderly and 
exhibited a sawtooth ramp-like profile which is thought to be more characteristic 
of two tightly coupled resonant circuits.
The results presented in this chapter, however, are prim arily concerned 
w ith the generation of discrete non-tunable ‘optical’ modes which are more 
characteristic of an isolated high-Q quasi-optical cavity. These modes were 
therefore term ed ‘high-Q’ modes. A brief discussion of early results relating to 
the ramp-like features are given here for completeness.
§4.2.1 Ramp-like tunable modes
Figure (4.2) shows several scans over the same range of m irror separations, 
for a series of ram p like features. The dips, indicated by arrows, superim posed 
on the sawtooth features are produced by incorporating, and suitably tuning, a
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wavemeter connected in series with the output waveguide detector. Fdip shows 
the frequency setting of the wavemeter for each scan, and it may be seen tha t 
the dip when superim posed on the scan profile changes its position for each dif­
ferent frequency selected on the wavemeter. It may then be deduced from the 
frequency separation between features l a  and 5a in Figure (4.2), th a t the fre­
quency range corresponding to one of these ramp-like features may be tuned (by 
reducing the m irror separation) over a range of 200 M H z .  It is therefore term ed 
a ‘tunable m ode’. Since the oscillation frequency of the patch may be pulled 
by up to 200 M H z  under these conditions, the width of a ramp-like feature 
obviously is not indicative of the cavity Q. For each of the saw-tooth features 
it is seen th a t the frequency is increased by approxim ately the same am ount by 
decreasing the m irror separation. Furtherm ore, the oscillation will ‘drop-out’ 
quite abruptly  as the frequency is pulled beyond a certain threshold. It is also 
ra ther interesting to note th a t the output power increases monotonically be­
fore ‘drop-out’ occurs. The mirror scans show tha t for some m irror separations 
there are two stable states with quite different ou tput powers and frequencies. 
W hen the direction of scan is reversed such th a t the m irror separation is now 
increasing, a different tuning curve is obtained at generally much lower ou t­
put powers. This behaviour is shown in scan (1) of Figure (4.3) where both 
forward, scan (2), and reverse, scan (1), are superim posed on the same graph. 
Hysteresis effects, related to this behaviour, observed in microwave amplifiers 
and phase locked oscillators has been a ttribu ted  to the am plitude dependant 
susceptance of the d e v i c e . T h e  results dem onstrated th a t the susceptance of 
the active element increases with increasing R.F. am plitude and has a larger 
variation when the frequency is increased than  when it is decreased.
The diffractive ‘spill-over’ or power loss from the cavity apparently de­
creases as the m irror separation is decreased (corresponding to increasing fre­
quency) as shown by Figure (4.4). This behaviour would be expected from 
purely geometrical considerations.
It was initially thought th a t the existence of tunable modes was principally 
due to the input susceptance of the open resonator coupling with the end-effect 
capacitance of the microstrip patch thereby changing its electrical length and 
consequently the frequency of oscillation of the compound system. It should 
be mentioned at this stage that the frequency for a shorter Ag/2 patch on a 
DUROID substrate could be pulled over an appreciable fraction of the in ter­
mode spacing. For a principal axial mode spacing c/2L  equal to 750 M H z  
a tuning range of about 450 M H z  could be obtained, as shown in Figure 
(4.5). Certainly the tuning mode is an interesting phenomenon and has been 
considered in more detail in Chapter 5.
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§4.2.2 High-Q modes
The rem ainder of this chapter is concerned with the investigation of the 
high-Q regime of operation, where a multiplicity of discrete modes are excited.
Since each of these modes appear as well defined single frequency excitations, 
the cavity scan trace is more representative of the high-Q modes supported by a 
well isolated open sided resonator. W hen the resonator is used at full aperture 
a very complex mode pa tte rn  is obtained which may be simplified by spatial 
filtering. Absorbing irises are placed between the m irrors such tha t most of 
the unw anted higher order modes are suppressed. Spatial filtering is a useful 
technique and has been used by Cummins and Frayne^'^ to eliminate all but 
the TEMooq  modes of a similar quasi-optical resonator system. The results of 
the quasi-optical cavity spatially filtered in this way, when excited by a 3A^/2 
self-oscillating patch antenna, show th a t the remaining Gaussian mode is split 
into a m ultiplet consisting of up to four separate features, shown in Figures (4.6) 
to (4.9), which owe their existence to the cavity-aperture interaction effect. A 
theoretical trea tm ent of this effect is presented in Appendix (3).
The detailed structure of this m ultiplet was found to be dependant upon 
the D.C. bias applied to the Gunn diode in so far as a m ultiplet consisting of 
one two three or four features could be generated in a reproducible m anner with 
a given source module. This fine structure was not entirely dependant upon the 
bias value but was also a function of the tem perature of the module i.e. when 
left on for a considerable period of time similar features would appear at rather 
different bias values. The oscillator ‘s ta rt-u p ’ conditions were also found to be 
tem peratu re dependant. These effects will be discussed later in C hapter 5 §3.1.
The various features th a t can be observed by progressively decreasing the 
D.C. bias from the full working value of 9 F  to a lower value of 7 V  are shown 
in Figures (4.6) to (4.9). Figure (4.6) shows a singlet feature. Figure (4.7) a 
doublet. Figure (4.8) a triplet and Figure (4.9) shows a quadruplet. It is in­
teresting to note tha t there is a degree of symmetry about the middle of the 
group of features in Figure (4.9). The central minimum is a deep feature where 
the system  ceases to oscillate, whereas the individual m axim a are accompanied 
by less prom inent minima. Thus the quadruplet structure gives the impression 
of being due to a pair of interrelated doublets. This in terpretation again seems 
to  be valid in Figure (4.7) because only one pair of doublets has been excited 
whereas in Figure (4.8) a deep minimum has developed which separates one 
doublet from a singlet feature. Obviously the detailed structure is a very sen­
sitive function of the bias voltage and therefore must be intim ately connected 
with the detailed variation in the device susceptance. The gross behaviour of
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the combined system i.e. the appearance of discrete high Q resonance features 
is a property of the secondary circuit in conjunction with the radiating aperture 
and is therefore term ed a ‘cavity apertu re’ resonance.
§4.3 Effects of mirror deformation on mode splitting
It was proposed at an early stage of this investigation th a t a local defor­
m ation of the m irror surface could be responsible for the resonance m ultiplet 
described in section (4.2). The flat profile brass plug constituted a local per­
tu rbation  to the profile of one of the spherical m irrors. The effect of this type 
of pertu rba tion  is shown in Figure (4.10) when the cavity is excited by a well 
isolated sweeper at a fixed frequency. Two scans are contrasted:
(1) Scan (1) is of the cavity excitation with m irror deformation, here some 
splitting of the higher order degenerate modes was observed, but no split­
ting of the fundam ental Gaussian mode was observed.
(2) Scan (2) is for a cavity excitation w ithout any m irror deformation (i.e. 
identical radius of curvature, but no plug inset only a small coupling iris)
Higher resolution scans of the split features are seen in Figure (4.11). 
Feature (3) and (4) however are the same feature, with consecutive axial mode 
numbers. Furtherm ore the splitting was found to be dependant upon the lateral 
offset of one of the mirrors from the usually accepted optical axis of the m irror 
system, while still m aintaining parallelism between the planes described by the 
m irror lips.
For completeness the extent of the splitting of the type of resonance shown 
as feature (1) in Figure (4.11) is calibrated experimentally, in two complimen­
tary  ways. Both are carried out while decreasing the m irror lateral shift to 
the optically aligned configuration in stages. The separation of each peak of a 
similar feature to th a t of feature (1) is measured (for each lateral m irror shift) 
in term s of the small fractional changes in the cavity length while the frequency 
of excitation corresponding to the type of resonance in question is m aintained. 
The result of this investigation is shown in Figure (4.12). Also the same split 
feature is observed in a different way when the cavity length is fixed and the 
source oscillator is swept through the resonance. The separation between indi­
vidual peaks is now measured in term s of the small frequency shifts th a t occur 
between the peaks on the scans seen in Figure (4.13). For this experim ent the 
m irror separation corresponding to the resonant feature was slightly different
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to th a t of feature (1) in Figure (4.11) due to the slightly different frequency 
chosen for the investigation. In both sets of scans the central peak of the set of 
three is seen to decrease its separation from the peak of greatest am plitude as 
the m irror lateral shift is decreased.
§4.4 Further experim ental study of the active resonance splitting phe­
nomenon
Clearly a more detailed investigation of the active resonance m ultiplet 
phenom enon was required and further experim ental studies of the phenomenon 
were conducted as follows:
(1) To establish the relationship between the high Q modes excited by the 
same patch cavity interaction, to the cavity modes excited by the same 
patch when the positive feedback between the cavity and the patch was 
suppressed. This feedback suppression was achieved by removing the 
patch from the cavity and using the patch as a weakly coupled external 
source.
(2) To determ ine the extent of the splitting purely in term s of frequency.
(3) To confirm the TEMooq  nature of the resonance.
§4.4.1 Relationship between the m irror separation for each of the active 
modes and the free running frequency of the patch
It is instructive to observe the modification of the resonant frequency of 
the patch by the cavity feedback effect, in term s of the cavity tuning i.e. the 
cavity length. In order to observe the unmodified ‘free running’ resonance of 
the source module the patch m ust be substantially decoupled from the quasi­
optic cavity. This was achieved by removing the patch from the resonator 
and refitting a similar plug (with a waveguide coupling iris) which enabled a 
conventional waveguide input to be used for exciting the cavity. A horn was 
fitted to the other end of the input waveguide in order to couple some power 
into the resonator from essentially a ‘free running’ source module. The open 
sided cavity resonator used in this way performs the same function as a high 
Q wavemeter. A sequence of scans were performed and these may be seen in 
Figures (4.6) to (4.9) as trace (2), which clearly show the relationship of the ‘free 
runn ing’ patch excitation to the splitting observed due to the aperture cavity 
interaction effect seen in trace (1). The location of the feature on trace (2)
194
may be considered to be th a t for a ‘prim itive’ cavity resonance at the natural 
frequency of the patch i.e. the frequency corresponds to zero cavity input 
susceptance for th a t m irror separation. However, when the coupling to the 
cavity is increased and feedback is allowed to take place, the ‘patch-cavity’ 
interaction produces a splitting of the fundam ental cavity resonance feature.
§4.4.2 Measurement of the apparent frequency separation between individ­
ual features of an active resonance multiplet by a passive simulation 
method
It is shown by Figures (4.14) and (4.15) th a t if the cavity is excited by 
an external sweeper the active splitting, seen in scan (2) of both figures, can 
be sim ulated by a series of overlayed single frequency scans, shown in scan (1) 
of bo th  figures. However it m ust be emphasized th a t these mode positions 
correspond to the prim itive cavity resonances for these frequencies only. The 
frequencies may not strictly be the same in each case, as it is possible th a t the 
active element could excite the cavity with the same m irror separation at a 
different frequency for which the cavity input susceptance is non zero.
In the active case the m irror separation corresponding to the excitation 
of each feature is determ ined by the susceptance of the diode for th a t par­
ticular am plitude and frequency of excitation. The observed feature for the 
compound system at the same frequency may be displaced from the position 
of the prim itive cavity resonance owing to the finite input susceptance of the 
patch apertures. This effect is described more fully by the theory presented in 
Appendix (3).
By carefully selecting the oscillator frequency, the location of each prim i­
tive cavity resonance can be chosen to correspond to an active cavity excitation, 
observed in the active compound oscillator output scan, at the same m irror sep­
aration.
Direct frequency calibration of the active features was severely ham pered 
by their instability. For a constant m irror separation the instability inhibited 
the cavity excitation from continuing long enough to measure directly any active 
feature except th a t which occured nearest to the cavity separation, correspond­
ing to the prim itive resonance, at the free running frequency of the patch. The 
relative position of the prim itive resonance corresponding to the free running 
frequency of the patch is seen in trace (2) of Figures (4.6) to (4.9).
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Near 1 : 1 correspondence between the sim ulated and compound oscilla­
tor features can be achieved which clearly shows th a t the required frequency 
separation of each prim itive resonance feature is approxim ately 20 M H z .  This 
m ethod confirms th a t the splitting of the higher order modes shown in Figures 
(4.14) and (4.15) is well outside the range th a t is observed due to m irror de­
form ation shown in (4.13). It is therefore concluded th a t the active resonance 
splitting is not due to m irror deformation in any way.
§4.4.3 Confirmation of the TEMoog fundamental mode for a single active 
resonance feature
The TEAdooq Gaussian distribution for the active resonance may be read­
ily confirmed by a frequency perturbation  technique. The cavity separation is 
set such th a t a principal feature is excited. A principal feature is defined to be 
any stable feature minimally attenuated  by the 17.8 cm  I.D. aperture stop. A 
stable feature is displayed on a spectrum  analyser with the m irror separation 
rem aining constant. The frequency of oscillation is m onitored whilst a dielectric 
vane is scanned through the cavity field orthogonal to the resonator axis. The 
experim ental set up is shown in Figure (4.16). The frequency pertu rbation  with 
vane offset is shown in Figure (4.17). It is assumed th a t the frequency p ertu r­
bation will be the greatest when the vane is located where the field strength 
within the cavity is the greatest. If the frequency pertu rbation  is plotted as a 
function of vane offset the shape of the resultant curve will represent the profile 
of the mode field strength as a function of radius. Clearly this has a Gaus­
sian form when compared to the theoretically produced Gaussian beam  profile 
calculated by program m e (5) of Appendix (1).
§4.5 Radiation patterns for a patch integral with a resonator mirror
The radiative properties of a passively excited m icrostrip patch antenna 
is well understood and produces a very simple radiation pattern  completely 
lacking any fine structure. Since the effective perm ittivity  of the substrate 
m aterial is always greater than  unity, the half wave resonant length is always 
less than  half a free space wavelength, so the element pattern  should exhibit a 
strong broadside m axim um  in the E-plane. This can be seen from Figure (4.18), 
which depicts the co-polar E-plane pattern  for a A^/2 microstrip patch over an 
alum ina substrate, when used as a receiving antenna. This particular antenna 
has a ground plane of approxim ately 50 x 50 m m  area. It is not complicated 
by additional metalwork as in the jig assembly or a m irror as in the case of 
a composite source array m irror system, described for the open resonator.
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Furtherm ore, the m easured pattern  in reception agrees well w ith the classical 
patterns to be found in Reference (4.3).
Figures (4.19) to (4.30) show the radiation patterns obtained when a 
single active 3A^/2 gold patch on an alum ina substrate is m ounted axially and 
conformally w ith the surface of one of the 46 cm  diam eter spherically profiled 
resonator m irrors. W ith this particular patch the diode is m ounted at a high 
im pedance point in the m icrostripline for 16 G H z  resonance. Both the co-polar 
E-plane p a tte rn  and the cross-polar H-plane patterns exhibit a high frequency 
spatial ripple which is difficult to explain on the basis of any real physical 
dimension in the system metalwork.
There are very good reasons why we should expect an active microstrip 
antenna to have a different radiation pattern  from the well known classical p a t­
tern  for a m icrostrip patch when employed as a passive antenna. The standing 
wave current distributions in the active transm itter and passive receiver circuits 
are radically different owing to inevitable reflections th a t occur at the active 
feed point. It is quite possible th a t these reflections may be further complicated 
by the geometry and dielectric constant of the head of the packaged device. As 
mentioned previously the head of the device is a m ajor pertu rbation  in the strip 
resonator and reflections may occur at the ceramic encapsulation interface with 
the dielectric substrate m aterial of the microstrip resonator. This type of re­
flection is minimized when the external circuit substrate is also a ceramic with 
a similar dielectric constant, bu t may become significant when the m icrostrip 
patch is on a DUROID substrate of low dielectric constant.
In the case of the classically fed microstrip patch antenna, for example 
a coaxial probe fed antenna,'^'^ the antenna feed-point and oscillator source 
im pedance are normally well m atched and therefore no significant reflections 
take place at the feed point. The only significant reflections occur at the two 
ends of the microstrip patch and lead to a simple standing wave pa tte rn  in 
the passive case. Reflections occurring at the device in all probability lead to 
complex non-classical radiation patterns for the active patch rad ia tor because in 
the general case of an asymmetric feed-point each standing wave mode produces 
a different phase relationship at the radiating ends of the microstrip.
Further aperture symmetry problems are highlighted by early attem pts 
to plot the standing wave behaviour of a 3A^/2 self-oscillating patch antenna 
where the element is part of an array. The results can be seen from the series 
of sectional scans shown in Figures (4.31) and (4.32). Figure (4.31) shows
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the circuit under investigation, where it may be seen th a t there are several 
identical antenna elements. At the time of scan each of the antenna elements 
had G unn diodes fitted however no other diodes were energized except the one 
resident in the antenna being scanned. The standing wave pa tte rn  has certainly 
been modified by the presence of the parasitic elements illustrating a far from 
classical distribution. The bias tuning characteristics of patch A and patch B 
identified in Figure (4.31) are shown in Figure (4.33) and (4.34).
It m ust be pointed out th a t these Scanning Network Probe (SNP) mea­
surements are not presented as an explanation of the flanged patch antenna 
patterns, but are included as a dem onstration of the further complication of 
the source behaviour which occurs with the addition of close proximity para­
sitic elements.
The scans were taken by traversing a small coaxial probe coupled to a 
detector along the length of the circuit. The probe is held vertically 0.5 m m  
above the plane of the circuit during the scan. The central conductor of the 
coaxial line nearest the circuit protruded 1 m m  from the outer sheath. This 
system was a crude forerunner of the Scanning Network Probe (SNP) which 
has been discussed in C hapter 3. All scans were parallel to the resonant length 
of the patch antenna and were taken in seven lateral increments of 0.5 m m  
across the w idth of the resonator. Scan (4) is the VSW R seen along the axis of 
the patch conductor. The feed point is marked on the figure and, as far as can 
be determ ined, corresponds to a voltage minimum as required on theoretical 
grounds. It can be seen by inspection tha t the aperture voltage m axim a are not 
symmetrically placed with respect to each end of the resonant strip , neither are 
they of the same m agnitude. It is obvious from these m easurem ents th a t each 
patch aperture is not excited with an exact 7r-radian phase difference.
The patch used in these experiments was of an identical design to tha t 
used a the source for the open resonator. However, unlike a single source 
module, this patch formed part of an array of six elements as shown in Figure 
(4.31) and although the five adjacent patches were not activated the parasitic E- 
plane coupling between the elements was probably responsible for the observed 
asym m etry of the aperture excitations. Clearly this is a further complication 
which must be taken into account in order to design an array tha t is well 
behaved in operation.
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§4.6 Development of J-band  arrays
Active resonator investigations were initially carried out using a single 
SXg/2 thick film patch over an alum ina substrate. In order to study the possi­
bility of coupling more than  one element to a resonator mode, it was necessary 
to develop a well behaved multi-element active array.
Alumina was not a practical m aterial to use for this further work. The 
substrate sheets were usually machined with a laser cutting facility after the 
patch m etallization had been produced by a thick film process. Both these pro­
cesses are costly and require specialized equipment. Also owing to reduced leak­
age fields in the case of the high perm ittivity  substrates, the Q of a microstrip 
resonator on alum ina will be higher than  th a t for the corresponding DUROID 
resonator at the same frequency. Consequently the radiation efficiency will be 
considerably lower for high perm ittivity  substrates. Low perm ittivity  substrates 
were therefore considered to be more desirable for the construction of source 
modules. This m aterial is easily cut while the circuit can be produced by a 
straightforward etching process.
Several multi-element self-oscillating patch arrays have been constructed 
on a circular ground plane plug. The plug size was the same as the original 
SXg/2 self-oscillating source module, designed to fit accurately w ithin the hole 
bored on axis in one of the mirrors. An outline of these arrays together with the 
original antennas used in the J-band resonator may be seen in Figure (4.35).
The multi-element arrays have high packing density necessary for good coupling 
to the fundam ental Cans si an mode.
Six elements was the maximum num ber tha t could be m anufactured on 
one ground plane plug. Two arrays of four elements were also designed. In all 
of the arrays the antennas were aligned to produce a single polarization.
It may be seen from Figure (4.35) th a t all three arrays had metallization, 
additional to the patch antennas, on the front surface of the substrate material.
Each of the three arrays have different designs for this additional metallization 
th a t vary in the proximity to the active elements. The reason for this extra 
m etallization was so th a t when each source array was integrated into the res­
onator the high surface reflectivity of the resonator m irror was m aintained over 
the largest area possible. This was particularly im portant in the vicinity of the 
source, where the Caussian mode field strength is greatest. The areas near each 
end of the patch antennas were kept clear of surface m etallization as it was
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thought th a t these areas were where the resonator coupling would take place.
In the limit when this extra metallization or ‘shrouding’ is brought close 
to the perim eter of the patch the circuit will ostensibly look ra ther like a folded 
slot configuration. The folded slot description however is not complete due to 
the existence of an additional ground plane which would not be present for 
the pure slotline geometry. The additional ground plane geometry in this case 
overcomes the problem of the bi-directional radiation pa tte rn  associated with 
resonant slotline antennas.
The size of the plug determ ined the layout of the active elements to a 
great extent, and it may be seen from Figure (4.35) and also from Plate (4.2) 
th a t the 6-element array had two 3-element series rows th a t run parallel to each 
other. Both 4-element arrays were arranged so th a t their resonant lengths were 
parallel and the elements were evenly spaced across the diam eter of the ground 
plane plug. Both arrangem ents were improvements over the original 6-element 
array described at the end of the last section. The improvements are listed 
below:
(1) F irst of all the diodes in all the arrays were located in the region of the 
m icrostrip resonator th a t corresponded to m axim um  broadside radiation, 
this location was determ ined by the experiments discussed in the last 
chapter.
(2) The elements comprising the series rows of the 6-element array were 
aligned. Circuit coupling was expected to be strong for each series chain, 
however it was uncertain how this would influence the coupling to the 
resonator at tha t stage. The alignment of the elements were considered 
necessary as the original asym m etry in the excitation across the width of 
the patch, shown by the sectional scans in the last section, was attribu ted  
to their lack of alignment in the E-direction
(3) The 4-element arrays were designed in order to minimize m icrostrip circuit 
coupling in the event tha t the 6-element array design was not suitable.
(4) Each antenna aperture of one 4-element array and each end of both 3- 
element chains of the 6-element array were term inated by quarter wave­
length parasitic patches pinned through to the ground plane. This was 
considered im portant in order to reduce the possibility of unwanted re­
flections occurring from the perim eter of the microstrip circuit, when
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Plate (4.2) 6-element J-band source array
i
216
assembled to the resonator mirror.
W hen the diodes of the 6-element array were energized m utual coupling 
effects were observed th a t particularly affected adjacent elements in the parasit- 
ically coupled chains. It was found tha t a simultaneous stable single frequency 
operation of these elements could not be obtained. In fact it was impossible to 
obtain stable oscillation with more than  one element active in each chain. W ith 
more than  one diode active, m utual interaction effects led to a strong frequency 
pulling of the individual elements from their natura l frequencies of operation. 
Substantial differences % 1 G H z  in the frequencies of the individual active 
elements were observed. This was a m ajor disadvantage when attem pting to 
couple all elements to the same cavity mode, clearly for coupling to occur it is 
im portan t th a t each active element should oscillate at one nominal frequency.
The first power combining attem pts were frustrated  due to this E-plane coupling 
directly between adjacent elements.
Ideally individual source elements should couple via the resonator field 
alone, this type of operation would therefore lead to a more predictable be­
haviour and a consequently simpler circuit analysis. The sideways 4-element 
arrays were designed with this eventuality in mind, however no power com­
bining was ever observed with these arrays due to the unacceptable frequency 
separation between each active element caused by the inability to control the 
circuit tolerances at the m anufacturing stage.
Combination was observed, however, of one broadside pair of the array 
of six elements. Em phasis had been placed on the fine tuning of these two 
patches th a t were located alongside each other at one end of the double chain 
of elements. A crude form of mechanical control over the free running frequency 
of operation of each element could be achieved by carefully trim m ing the volume 
of colloidal silver originally deposited on the head of the device for its connection 
to the microstrip resonator. Sufficient precision was attained by this m ethod to 
be able to tune these two patches, already close in frequency, to within 20 M H z  
when external to the quasi-optic resonator.
The quasi-optic resonator, containing the energized source module, was 
then tuned to a high-Q cavity aperture resonance close to the patches free 
running frequency. It was then possible to dem onstrate for the first time tha t 
the pair of sources could be phase locked to a well defined cavity-aperture 
resonance.
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It has been necessary to adopt the following m anual locking procedure. 
F irstly  one diode is biassed at the full recom mended working bias of 9u, the 
resonator m irror separation is then adjusted to the location of a strong cavity 
apertu re  resonance. At this stage the fine bias control may be adjusted in order 
to maximize the resonator ou tput for the resonance. The second diode was 
then  energized and the bias gradually increased. W hen threshold was reached 
there was m arked interference of the signal first established, this was observed 
on a spectrum  analyser. Once threshold has been passed the signal of the first 
diode regained stability with no noticeable change in am plitude. The second 
source was oscillating but not at the original tuned free running frequency. It 
was found la ter th a t the second source at voltages below the norm al operating 
voltage prefers to oscillate above 19 G H z  and will spontaneously ‘hop’ to its 
tuned  frequency at 8.bv in order for com bination to occur.The dual resonant 
frequency capability of a direct coupled patch has already been fully discussed 
in C hapter 3. Com bination was marked by the sudden 3 dB  im provement 
in the am plitude of the first signal established. The signal frequency of the 
first patch  is pulled 2 M H z  higher when locking takes place for a fixed m irror 
separation. The locked pair of oscillators can now be tuned by changing the 
m irror separation over a relatively narrow frequency range % 20 M H z .  W hen 
the frequency locking range was exceeded the power ou tpu t from the resonator 
dropped as the diodes became unlocked, both  sources were then unable to 
individually support cavity aperture resonance at the new m irror separation.
The precise frequency behaviour of the second source th a t occured before 
the condition for injection locking was reached was difficult to observe on the 
earlier tektronix analyser. However a similar though not identical effect was 
observed with the source module removed from the resonator at a la ter stage in 
the research. Use of a Hewlett Packard spectrum  analyser had been obtained 
which had the capability of a large displayed bandw idth and was suitable for the 
effect to be observed. It may be seen from Figures (4.36) to (4.39) th a t patch
(1) oscillates at 13.9 GHz .  Patch (2) when operated at low bias above threshold 
will oscillate at 19.4 GHz .  However when 8.5u is reached the frequency of patch
(2) ‘hops’ to the originally tuned frequency of 13.9 GHz .  Power com bination, 
(effectively space power combining in this case) is seen to occur by the 3 dB  
im provem ent in the signal strength  at 13.9 GHz .  The ex tra signals seen on the 
trace are difficult to explain and may be spurii.
It has become apparent by these experiments th a t a simple unoptim ized 
‘sw itch-on’ procedure may not be adequate for good oscillator performance. 
A utom atic electronic bias optim ization is therefore considered very desirable 
even in a relatively large array.
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F ig u r e  (4-39) I m p r o v e d  pow er  a t  13-925 GHz , +2-5dB , due  to 
f r e q u e n c y  h o p  of P I .  V^ = 9v Vg z Bv
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CHAPTER (5)
Q-band Quasi-Optic Oscillator 
with Transformer- Coupled Source Modules
§5.1 Investigation of the mirror separation range suitable for the excitation 
of cavity oscillations
This chapter is concerned with investigations of a quasi-optic cavity when ex­
cited by Q -band transform er fed self-oscillating patch antennas. The earlier 
J-band  quasi-optic oscillator described in C hapter 4 required physically large 
m irrors in order to reduce the diffraction loss to an acceptable lim it. This con­
stra in t m ade the oscillator rather unwieldy, and therefore im practical. A much 
sm aller oscillator w ith 127 m m  m irrors was designed for Q -band operation by 
simply scaling down the J-band oscillator dimensions. However the m irror in ­
sert containing the source modules could not be scaled down by the same factor 
because the Q -band package style had the same overall size as the J-band  pack­
age. The p lanar source array insert plug arrangem ent could no longer be used 
as it would have been an unacceptable pertu rbation  to the spherical m irror 
surface.
In order to build a dual spherical oscillator for this frequency it would 
be necessary to solder the substrate m aterial directly to the m irror surface. 
P ractically  this was a very difficult proposition and may have become impossible 
for a m irror w ith significant curvature due to the inability of the substra te  to 
conform to the surface. Therefore a piano-spherical configuration for the Q- 
band quasi-optic oscillator was chosen. The source arrays were m anufactured on 
the flat m irror which enabled the substrate to be soldered with the solder press.
This technique was devised by the author and described fully in A ppendix (2).
A flat m irror also enabled straightforward machining processes to  be employed.
Both m irrors were supported on a chassis designed to fulfil the same role 
as the la the bed used for the J-band oscillator described in C hapter 4. The 
Q -band resonator chassis was a smaller lighter structu re than  the la the bed 
and had  two moveable carriages which employed linear roller bearings. The 
bearings ensured th a t the movement of the two carriages were along a common 
axis. One m irror was perm anently fixed to one end of the chassis whilst the 
o ther was m ounted on a carriage which perm itted  adjustm ent of the m irror 
separation. The provision of the extra carriage at the design stage was to allow
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for the possibility of an additional quasi-optic com ponent to be included such 
as a beam  splitter or lens etc. Precision adjustm ent of the position of the two 
carriages along the optical axis was controlled by separate leadscrews which 
were either m anually ro tated  or driven at a fixed rate by a geared synchronous 
m otor. The position of the carriages could be read from separate vernier scales.
The results presented in this chapter were obtained using the piano- 
spherical configuration where the spherical m irror had a radius of curvature 
of 150 m m .  The ou tpu t coupling from the cavity was via a 3.5 m m  diam eter 
iris in the spherical m irror and on the optical axis of the resonator. The iris 
coupled power into a fundam ental mode waveguide.
An investigation was carried out in order to find the m ost suitable range 
of m irror separations for oscillation to occur when the quasi-optic cavity was 
excited w ith a single Q -band patch. The single source element used for this 
investigation has been fully described in C hapter 3 §(3.10) however problem s 
were encountered during assembly which resulted in a lower operating frequency 
than  the natura l resonance frequency of the patch. In order to  assemble the 
co-axial transform er section, the following procedure was adopted. A very small 
am ount of low m elting point solder cream was applied to  the co-axial pin and 
patch  m etallization. The joint was then heated from the circuit side only with 
a fine je t of hot inert gas from a gas bonder. However insufficient heat was 
transm itted  to  the transform er section which resulted in repeated dry joints. 
This problem  was overcome by simultaneously heating the transform er section 
from the diode end by a small soldering iron with a specially m achined bit. 
M any a ttem pts were made to produce a satisfactory soldered joint by which time 
the patch  m etallization had lifted slightly and was showing signs of weakness. 
W hen a successful joint was finally obtained, no further a ttem p t was m ade to 
tune the length of the transform er section due to the possibility of further circuit 
lifting. After assembly of the diode, the source module was found to oscillate 
below the na tu ra l resonant frequency of the patch with a ra ther low ou tpu t 
power. However weak oscillation did not preclude the use of this element in the 
initial investigation.
The source m irror was mounted on the moveable carriage closest to the 
spherical m irror and retained by a special holder which facilitated its easy re­
moval. Care was taken to align the antenna and ou tpu t waveguide polarization. 
The oscillator ou tpu t circuit consisted of an isolator a ttenuato r and crystal de­
tector as shown in Figure (5.1). Motorized scans of the variation of the ou tpu t 
power were taken over a range of m irror separations from 76 — 111 m m  at a 
ra te  of 5 m m jm in  for various bias levels. The oscillator ou tpu t was m onitored
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by using a sensitive chart recorder connected to the crystal detector as shown 
in Figure (5.1).
For the first series of scans no mode control was used ie. the resonator 
was operated  at full aperture. Exceedingly complex behaviour was noticed at 
bias levels below the norm al operating voltages for the device. The complex 
mode structu re  was simplified by means of spatial filtering. This technique 
had been found to  work well in the case of the larger J-band  resonator and 
only required the insertion of aperture stops between the two m irrors. In this 
case the baffl.es were cut from 0.8 m m  modelling plywood and had internal 
diam eters ranging from 10 to 40 m m . Figures (5.2) to (5.5) show the oscillator 
ou tpu t w ith reducing m irror separation where 25,22,15.8 and 12 m m  inside 
diam eter apertu re  stops were stacked and located in the plane of the source 
m irror. It may be seen from these figures th a t no aperture cavity resonance 
splitting  was observed with this system. An interesting feature of the scans was 
th a t a preferred range of m irror separations oscillation could clearly be seen. 
It may also be seen th a t the overall range of m irror separations suitable for 
excitation of the oscillator varied with the applied bias. Oscillations could be 
observed over a wider range of cavity lengths by a reduction of the bias below 
the m anufacturers recommended value of 5.0 u.
The early J-band mode plots were much more com plicated owing to the 
apertu re  cavity resonance splitting phenomenon discussed in C hapter 4. D epar­
tu re  of the Q -band oscillator from this behaviour is a ttribu ted  to the transform er 
feed arrangem ent.
The Q-band mode scans show th a t there is a well defined range of m irror 
separations over which the oscillator will operate. This phenom enon may be 
explained as follows. W hen a beam mode is excited in the cavity the R .F. field 
profile across the flat m irror depends on the type of mode excited. Furtherm ore 
if the m irror separation is changed the overall size of the d istribution will also 
change, and will reduce to a m inimum where the m irror separation is equal to 
the focal length of the spherical m irror. The input im pedance of the resonator 
at a particu lar radius, in the plane of the m irror, depends upon the mode profile 
supported  by the resonator and also the m irror separation when the frequency 
is regarded as a constant param eter of the system. The input susceptance at 
resonance, for a location on the m irror axis, taken in the plane of the m irror, 
will be zero for each fundam ental and higher order radial mode. However, the 
m agnitude of the input conductance m axim um  at resonance for each mode will 
depend upon the m agnitude of the signal fed back from the other m irror over 
the inpu t aperture of the patch. It is proposed th a t oscillation occurs when
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the susceptance equals zero (on the resonator axis), and the m irror separation 
is such th a t the most favourable input conductance conditions are presented to 
the apertures of the antenna. Selection and optim ization of the diode operating 
point was occurring in much the same way as described in C hapter 3 §(3.11) 
where a variable m ism atch unit was used to control the feedback intensity.
The above condition for basic oscillation, determ ines the possible locations 
for the oscillation to initially s ta rt. The range of m irror separations suitable for 
continuous excitation of a single tunable cavity mode will then depend prim arily 
upon the possible overall excursion in the susceptance of the diode from tha t 
point. Exam ination of Figures (6) and (7) of Reference (5.1), reproduced in 
Figure (5.6) for convenience, shows results from two theoretical models for an 
Im p at t diode, which predict th a t the diode impedance-frequency locus varies 
over a wider range of susceptance values at low bias voltages than  at higher 
voltages. Under this assum ption th a t the G unn diode model behaves similarly 
in this respect, the wider susceptance range of the diode would im ply the need 
for an equally wide mechanical tuning range in order to com pensate for the diode 
susceptance variations. This does not imply, however, th a t a wider frequency 
tuning range would necessarily result in a wide mechanical tuning range. The 
diode conductance also decreases rapidly with increasing bias voltage, bu t owing 
to  the fact th a t the oscillator is only very lightly loaded in the m ajority  of the 
work discussed in this report, it was expected th a t there should be no difhculty 
in satisfying the conditions for self-oscillation.
§5.2 Source A rray w ith m ultiple devices
In order to investigate power combining at Q-band frequencies it was necessary 
to construct a m ultiple source array. This array was constructed on a brass 
backing plate identical to th a t previously described for the single element source 
in the last section. A linear array of three adjacent patches was chosen where 
each element was transform er coupled and mechanically tunable over a lim ited 
frequency range. Both outer patches were located as close to the central patch 
as was practicable. This distance was limited to about 10 m m  as determ ined by 
the diode holder and bias supply arrangem ent located on the reverse side of the 
m irror. Close packing of the source elements was im portan t because when the 
cavity supports a fundam ental mode the power density decays exponentially 
by a factor dependent upon the square of the radius. Consequently stronger 
electrom agnetic coupling will be experienced by elements located close to the 
optical axis of the cavity where the highest R .F. intensity is to be found.
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A linear array of adjacent elements was favoured because the m utual 
coupling between elements was found to be lower than  in the alternative a r­
rangem ent of placing the elements end to end. The three element Q-band array 
and the earlier J-band  array in which the elements were placed end to  end is 
shown in P late  (5.1). It is clear from the previous section, th a t the conditions 
for oscillation are dependent upon the power density in the vicinity of the ra­
diating slots associated with each patch. This depends not only upon the type 
of mode excited but also upon the radius of curvature of the spherical m irror. 
Increasing the radius of curvature of the spherical m irror increases the spot size 
on the plane m irror, and thereby enables a physically larger active array to be 
employed.
The specifications for the ideal array may now be summarized. The indi­
vidual source modules are required to have:-
(1.) High packing density in the centre of the m irror in order to excite the 
fundamental  mode.
(2.) A common frequency of operation which ideally is close to the patch centre 
frequency so so as to minimize therm al frequency drift due to changes in 
the device susceptance.
(3.) A broadside radiation pa tte rn  which should minimize unwanted scattering 
out of the resonator by the array geometry.
(4.) High coupling efficiency to a cavity beam  mode. Preferably this should 
be a fundam ental gaussian TEMooq  mode for which the diffraction losses 
are known to be low.
W hen m anufactured and assembled the array had a similar appearance to the 
spatial combiner of Dinger et al.^'^ 1986, which used three patch antennas end 
to end. However the elements were each driven by an Imp at t diode via a phase 
shift network, and the injection locking signal supplied directly to the central 
patch, which then m utually coupled to the outer patches. In the case of the 
quasi-optic oscillator self injection locking of all three patches, when arranged 
side by side, may be achieved by the common resonator field.
The transform er coupled Q-band patches did not make use of the upper 
shrouding used in the plane of the six patches on the J-band combined module 
shown in P late  (5.1). The original purpose of the shroud was to elim inate
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the losses associated with the dielectric cladding. However, the presence of the 
cladding in effect increases the length of the cavity and if its thickness was made 
nom inally a quarter wavelength, the radiating edge of the patch m etallization 
could be located closer to a voltage maxim um  of the cavity standing wave 
p a tte rn  ra ther than  the current maxim um  which occurs on the m irror surface. 
Such an arrangem ent might possibly enhance the coupling of the source to the 
resonator. This idea is substan tiated  to some extent by more recent work which 
showed th a t much higher output powers could be obtained from a single axial 
patch  when a slot in an additional screen was placed over the current maxim um  
which exists at the centre of the patch. In retrospect therefore, the shrouded 
patch arrangem ent might not have been a very useful idea. Slot coupling of 
self-oscillating patch antennas is discussed more fully in section (5.7.2).
The frequency of each element was tuned using the m ethod detailed in 
C hapter 3 §(3.10) so th a t all three sources were within 30 M H z  of the centre 
frequency of the patch element. The sources are labelled 1 to 3 from the right 
when the array is viewed from the antenna side. The bias curves which represent 
the final stage of tuning the module are shown in Figures (5.7),(5.11) and (5.15) 
and are used to determ ine the precise bias voltage for each device where the 
free space oscillation frequencies are equal. The quality of the patch  resonance 
may be inferred from the percentage dip in the ou tpu t power produced by 
a wavemeter when tuned through the frequency of the oscillator as shown in 
Figures (5.9),(5.13) and (5.17). Variations in the bias supply current w ith bias 
voltage are shown in Figures (5.8), (5.12) and (5.16).
Predictable oscillator performance with efficient source coupling to the 
cavity mode will ultim ately depend upon source characteristics such as the bal­
ance in excitation of the apertures for each individual element and also balance 
in overall excitation between different elements. Some idea of the relative per­
formance of adjacent elements in an array may be obtained from the network 
probe area scan technique, although this is only strictly possible in the absence 
of the quasi-optical feedback. An area scan with all three patches active is 
shown in Figure (5.20) where the reduced excitation of patch 3 may be readily 
observed. The sym m etry of the aperture excitation can be found from a line 
scan taken along the sym m etry axis of the patch as shown in Figures (5.10) 
(5.14) and (5.18). These may be contrasted with earlier scans of the 3A/2 
patch on alum ina discussed in C hapter 4, and shows th a t a far more balanced 
excitation of the m icrostrip resonator has now been achieved.
Dissimilarities are observed in the individual characteristics of each ele­
m ent and are a ttribu ted  to the slight m anufacturing differences between the
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patches. Figures (5.10) and (5.14) show th a t the balance of the apertures is 
w ithin 1 dB  however Figure (5.18) shows an im balance of about 4 dB.  This 
is possibly due to  the slightly different resonant frequencies of each patch and 
its associated transform er. The exact frequency depends upon the accuracy to 
which the hole for the transform er is machined through the substrate, as the 
resonant length now becomes approxim ately equal to the distance from one or 
other apertu re  to the centre of the transform er section. However since the op­
erating frequency was mechanically tuned by assembly of different transform er 
section lengths, and differing internal diameters of the copper compression wash­
ers, all patches could be made to oscillate at the same frequency even though 
the patch  itself is not working precisely at its natu ra l resonance. Figure (5.19) 
shows th a t patch  3 w ith 4 dB  aperture im balance is not such an efficient ra ­
d iator as either of patches 1 and 2, as seen by the lower received power at the 
spectrum  analyser for this patch. For all three analyser traces in this figure, the 
an tenna array was at a fixed distance and norm al to the receiving horn. Figure 
(5.19) also shows th a t the m ethod of tuning is very satisfactory w ith the best 
success achieved with patches 2 and 3, where there is only a 3 M H z  frequency 
difference.
§5.3 Frequency and Power output characteristic of the Quasi-Optic Oscil­
la tor
The source array mentioned in the previous section was placed in the central 
m irror support of the oscillator chassis. This m irror was exactly the same size 
as the previous single source m irror and therefore the original m ounting did not 
require any alteration. The oscillator, complete w ith this source m irror is shown 
in P late  (5.2), where the antenna polarization is in the same direction as the E- 
plane of the ou tpu t waveguide. The central patch was located on the resonator 
axis therefore the rem aining two patches were symmetrically positioned about 
the axis in the H-plane. No mode control was used, and the investigations were 
confined to a range of cavity lengths tha t produced the best excitation of the 
oscillator as discussed in section (5.1). The data  presented in this section relates 
to independent device operation. Power combination of the three elements are 
considered la ter in section (5.5). The experim ental arrangem ent is shown in 
Figure (5.21).
§5.3.1 Power ou tpu t characteristics
Two basic investigations were carried out in order to characterize the oscillator 
in term s of frequency and power. O utput power was charted using the recorder
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socket of the power m eter, whilst the frequency behaviour was investigated with 
the aid of a spectrum  analyser.
It was clear from the outset the preferred mode of excitation was tunable 
over a frequency range th a t was largely determ ined by the cavity length or 
mode separation. The off axis patches did however exhibit unstable tuning 
characteristics for a short time after ‘switch on’. The available tuning range 
before spontaneous ‘drop-out’ occurred, was seen to increase with the ‘warm up 
tim e’ as may be seen from Figures (5.22) and (5.23). After a sufficient warm 
up period, the tuning characteristic of each individual module became more 
stable as shown in Figure (5.24). The m irror separation was very smoothly 
controlled through a reduction gearbox attached to the lead screw. It can 
be seen th a t the axial patch is coupled more favourably to the cavity mode, 
the level of excitation was approxim ately 7 dB  higher than  each off axis patch. 
Considerable hysteresis for this mode is observed if the scan direction is reversed, 
as no strong excitation of any tuning mode is observed. This is a similar result 
to the J-band  experim ent discussed in C hapter 4. From the series of graphs 
shown in Figures (5.22) and (5.23) it may be seen th a t at least 20 minutes 
should be allowed for the source to reach a steady state. It was not clear from 
Figure (5.24) which particu lar mode was excited by the elements, however the 
results strongly im ply th a t the same mode was excited by each patch due to 
the sim ilar form of the tuning characteristic. The detailed mode analysis is 
undertaken in section (5.4).
§5.3.2 Frequency Calibration procedure
The experim ental arrangem ent for frequency calibration is as shown in Figure 
(5.21). The m irror separation was gradually reduced until the m axim um  ou t­
pu t prior to drop out was attained. The frequency was then measured with 
a wavemeter before the local oscillator signal was applied by reducing the a t­
tenuato r setting. The signal on the spectrum  analyser was then found at a 
frequency corresponding to the difference between the L.O. and the quasi-optic 
oscillator frequencies. The m irror separation was then increased m anually in 
steps of 0.1 m m  and the frequency noted at each point until the signal could 
no longer be observed.
The frequency calibration for the more strongly excited modes are shown 
in Figures (5.26) to (5.28), where the free running frequency for each element is 
shown as a dashed line. It is observed th a t when the frequency of the oscillator 
is reduced by increasing the m irror separation, the oscillator will tune slightly
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below the ‘s ta rt u p ’ frequency. S tart up occurs, w ith reducing m irror separa­
tion, at the free running frequency of the patches. Over the range of m irror 
separations investigated it was possible to excite a m axim um  of five tunable 
modes with a single patch. However, the relative separations did not always 
equal the fundam ental mode spacing. Clearly more than  one type of tunable 
mode was being excited.
Two tuning characteristics for all three patches have the same loci as 
clearly dem onstrated by Figures (5.26),(5.27) and (5.28), which strongly sug­
gested th a t power combination was likely to occur over the entire tunable range 
approaching 2 GHz.  Figure (5.25) and (5.26) shows both  the frequency and 
power for the axial source module over the same range of m irror separations. 
The ou tpu t power is seen to increase with increasing frequency but the over­
all efficiency of the oscillator was disappointingly low. Clearly a considerable 
im provem ent in device coupling was necessary before the quasi-optical config­
uration  could be regarded as a practical proposition. Figure (5.25) shows th a t 
as the cavity length was reduced the power at the peak of the characteristic 
steadily increased over a num ber of successive modes which suggested th a t there 
m ight be an optim um  cavity length.
It was observed th a t, at the high frequency end of the tuning character­
istic the ou tpu t power could be further increased by displacing the m irror in a 
direction parallel to the axis of the patch, whilst still m aintaining the resonator 
tuning  condition. This displacement had the effect of bringing the radiating 
slot furtherm ost from the patch feed point closer to the axis of the quasi-optic 
resonator where it would couple preferentially to the resonator field. The patch 
is no longer exactly half a wavelength long at this frequency of operation due 
to the frequency control exerted by the resonator tuning. Under these circum ­
stances the input susceptance of the quasi-optic cavity would suffer a slightly 
different transform ation owing to slightly different effective lengths connect­
ing the two radiating slots to the coaxial transform er feed-point. However, it 
would be very difficult to confirm this hypothesis experimentally. Slight dis­
placem ent of the entire m irror from the symmetrical position could possibly 
correct for such an effect. Nevertheless, the idea does bring into focus the need 
for achieving a conjugate m atch at each radiating aperture in order to optimize 
the perform ance of the m ulti-aperture system. The use of quarter wavelength 
long rad iating  patch elements or even active slots does not m aterially simplify 
the design problem  because in a large source array each radial zone of apertures 
will require a slightly different m atching circuit. Perhaps the only way of solv­
ing the problem , in the long term , will be to make each element individually 
adjustable in the resonator field. The problem then remains of how to achieve
251
an overall best m atch when maybe as many as one hundred elements require 
individual adjustm ent.
It may be seen th a t the overall transfer efficiency of the oscillator im ­
proves with increasing frequency. There are several possible explanations of 
this behaviour
(a) The radiation pa tte rn  is improved leading to higher overall coupling effi­
ciency.
(b) An im provement in the overall source m atch was occurring due to the 
increasing im balance of the apertures identified above.
(c) An im provement in the overall source m atch was occurring due to an 
increase in the electrical distance of the patch element from the source 
mirror.
The progressive patch offset at the high frequency end of the tuning charac­
teristic, necessary for a further increase in transferred power to the ou tpu t iris 
of the resonator, suggested th a t one aperture was beginning to couple prefer­
entially to the resonator. The progressive loss of one high field apertu re  must 
lead to an overall reduction in the source output im pedance seen when looking 
sim ultaneously into both apertures, therefore it is implied th a t the combined 
apertu re  ou tpu t im pedance was originally too high for a good m atch to occur 
to  the resonator. This is very likely as the cavity m irror is the location of a 
voltage node in the resonator standing wave, and therefore the resonator will 
have a very low input im pedance when viewed from this location.
A nother im portan t consideration is th a t as the frequency increases the 
patch becomes electrically more distant from the ground plane m irror. The 
cavity input im pedance will therefore increase as the input location, or plane 
of the patch, is transform ed further away from the m irror short circuit posi­
tion, and in this way result in an improved m atch to the higher source input 
im pedance. The physical distance of the patch from the m irror however remains 
constant, fixed by the thickness of the dielectric substrate. These ideas may be 
experim entally verified by either:-
(a) Developing a m ethod of placing the high im pedance source aperture A/4 
from the m irror, at the location of a high E-field region in the cavity 
standing wave when supporting oscillation.
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(b) or by some m ethod reducing the input im pedance of the source at the
m irror.
Both these techniques are investigated in section (5.7).
§5.4 Identification of Cavity Modes
The coupling between a source module and the power combining cavity is clearly 
a function of the radial m ounting position and the type of mode supported by 
the cavity resonator. For a relatively small num ber of source modules it is 
probable th a t the actual mode structure w ithin the resonator will be closely 
related to  the module array geometry i.e. the way in which the individual 
sources are arranged on the surface of the m irror. As the m odular packing 
density is increased a greater num ber of modes will, in all probability, be ca­
pable of excitation under appropriate conditions of tuning. This growth of the 
mode spectrum  w ith increasing numbers of devices is generally undesirable and 
should, if possible, be discouraged by careful design of the array geometry and 
spatial filtering. Clearly, it is im portan t to know the mode structu re supported 
by each possible geometrical arrangem ent of the source modules.
Fortunately the mode structure can be determ ined very easily and quite 
reliably with the help of a moveable absorber or scatterer as shown in Figure 
(5.29). The fine thread  which supported the scatterer had a negligible effect on 
the field d istribution within the cavity. Owing to the spherical sym m etry of the 
scatterer, the power loss from the cavity faithfully represented the distribution 
of \E\^ along the direction of the scan. By means of a system of pulleys, a 
tensioning weight and a small electric m otor a constant velocity of scan could 
be achieved which enabled a chart recorder to be employed for generating a 
perm anent record of the radial intensity distribution. Furtherm ore, by recording 
a family of scans taken at different heights from the resonator axis, at a constant 
distance from the source m irror a two dimensional representation of the mode 
p a tte rn  could be obtained as depicted in Figures (5.30) and (5.31). This mode 
corresponded to the first tuning mode from the left displayed in Figure (5.26). 
All scans were taken with the oscillator just below its full ou tpu t power available 
from the mode in question in order to improve its stability during the scan. 
O therwise there was a tendency for ‘drop-out’ to occur when the scatterer 
reached a location of high field intensity. It should be noted th a t the scattering 
process generates an inverted intensity distribution i.e. the mode intensity is 
actually a m axim um  where the recorded intensity is a minimum . Thus, scan (5) 
of Figure (5.30) indicates the presence of a strong m axim um  on the axis of the
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resonator which is surrounded by an annular intensity m axim um  reminiscent 
of the Airey diffraction pattern  for a circular aperture, but more accurately 
described in term s of the T E M iq  ^ cavity mode.
The schematic distribution of energy usually accepted for the TEAdioq 
mode is shown on the right of Figure (5.31), where the arrow length denotes 
the am plitude, and the direction of the arrow denotes instantaneous phase of the 
excitation across the m irror surface. It may be concluded from these observa­
tions th a t an axial patch excites a TEMioq  mode. Inspection of the frequency 
loci shown in Figures (5.26),(5.27) and (5.28) for each of the patches shows 
th a t the first two loci (from the left hand edge of the figure) are identical and 
therefore m ust all correspond to the same mode. The tightest electrom agnetic 
coupling between a patch aperture and the TEMioq  cavity mode occurs where 
the field intensity is greatest i.e. on the axis of the resonator. However, since 
the first m inim um  of the TEMiQq mode is found approxim ately 10 m m  off axis, 
a patch  located at this position would be weakly coupled to the resonator field 
arising from the axial module, whereas at a distance of approxim ately 20 m m  a 
much tighter coupling would occur. It may therefore be concluded th a t a choice 
of 10 m m  for the inter-element spacing was unfortunate.
§5.5 Power Combination of Source Modules
It was found by experiment th a t with patch 2 energized on the axis of the 
resonator, patches 1 and 3 could not be made to oscillate since no additional 
power was coupled out of the axial iris in the curved m irror. However it was 
possible to offset the plane m irror in the horizontal direction, as shown in Figure 
(5.32b), in order for patches 1 and 3 to approxim ately coincide with the TEMioq  
mode m axim a, identified in the last section. Alternatively, the array could be 
displaced in the vertical direction as shown in Figure (5.31a) so th a t the 20 m m  
separation of patches 1 and 3 became a chord of the circle describing the locus 
of the subsidiary m axim um  of the TEMioq  mode (shown dashed). E ither way, 
it was found th a t patches 1 and 3 could be made to oscillate individually, 
however only the horizontal offset produced power com bination as shown in 
Figure (5.33). Furtherm ore, by superposing the absorption wavemeter dip on 
both  ou tpu t power tuning characteristics, it was possible to show th a t the same 
mode was responsible for both the individual and combined power transferred 
to  the ou tpu t iris. The tuning characteristics, seen in Figure (5.34), were the 
same shape and covered a similar range of frequencies as the combined tuning 
characteristic. Figure (5.35) confirms tha t the same mode is excited in each 
case. The TEMioq  mode is still clearly responsible for the transfer of power to 
the ou tpu t iris. Overall efficiency is still low, but the power from both  elements
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is seen from Figure (5.33) to add linearly with very good combining efficiency.
§5.6 Investigation of the Cavity mode structu re
This section is concerned with the mode structure supported by the quasi- 
optical cavity when excited by means of a fixed frequency oscillator. This was 
achieved by coupling the HP8350B sweep oscillator with Q-band R.F. plug in, 
through a 3.5 m m  diam eter iris in a large flat m irror of dimensions 152 x 
152 m m .  The ou tpu t coupling to a crystal detector was via a similar iris drilled 
in the curved m irror. Since the sweep oscillator has an internal isolator there was 
no detectable frequency pulling of the sweep oscillator by the cavity. The flat 
m irror could be displaced laterally, whilst accurately m aintaining parallelism 
to the curved m irror thus facilitating the placement of the input coupling iris 
anywhere w ithin a circle of radius 12 m m , centered upon the axis of the curved 
m irror. The experim ental set up is shown in Plate (5.3).
Figure (5.36) shows the relative excitations of the fundam ental and higher 
order radial modes for a frequency just below the natural resonant frequency 
of the patch antenna. This frequency was selected because it corresponds to 
the ‘s ta rt-u p ’ frequency of the quasi-optic oscillator. The positions of the four 
modes excited by patch 2 when placed on the axis, at the same frequency of 
oscillation, are identical to the modes labeled 1 to 4 in Figure (5.36). The 
modes 1, l a  and lb  are examples of TFM iog, T E M 2 Qq and TEMoq^  modes 
respectively at this frequency. The am plitude of excitation of the higher or­
der T E M 2 0 q modes, identified by a *, can be seen to increase as the m irror 
separation decreases.
Figure (5.37) shows the mode positions at a frequency corresponding to 
the upper end of the patch tuning range. Here it may be seen th a t the excita­
tions of modes 1 to 4 relative to the fundam ental had increased in am plitude.
This effect is due to the reducing diffraction loss as the m irror separation is 
decreased. Figure (5.38) shows, at a very similar frequency, a cavity scan where 
the scan range had been extended to include the focal region of the curved m ir­
ror. All modes are seen to become degenerate at the confocal m irror separation 
and their level of excitation falls markedly. If the m irror was offset 5 m m  in the 
E-plane direction, the excitation levels of all modes are seen in Figure (5.39), 
to decrease, however the fundam ental modes were affected least of all. Figure 
(5.40) shows th a t if the m irror E-plane offset is now increased to 10 m m , which 
now locates the input iris 10 m m  off axis, none of the modes 1 to 3 are excited, 
and mode 4 is excited only weakly. Clearly this is the worst possible m irror
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location to choose in order to excite the TEMioq  mode, and not far from the 
worst location to excite mode 4. The same relative mode suppression is noticed 
when the m irror was offset 5 m m  and 10 m m  from the resonator axis in the 
H -plane direction, as shown in Figures (5.41) and (5.42).
By offsetting the m irror in this way the coupling function across the m irror 
to either mode 1, la ,  or lb  was investigated. The resonator was tuned to the 
appropria te  m irror separation, and the cavity transm ission was plotted as a 
function of m irror offset. The results for the three modes selected are shown 
in Figures (5.43) to (5.45). Figure (5.43) shows th a t the transm ission through 
the cavity due to  the fundam ental TEMqqç,  has dropped to half the initial 
value seen for the axial iris location, when the iris is 10 m m  off axis. Figure 
(5.44) clearly shows the minim um  in the transm ission through the cavity for 
the T E M ioq  mode, when the iris is 9 m m  off axis, however insufficient scan 
range was afforded by the m irror translation cross-slide to observe the secondary 
transm ission m axim a. Figure (5.45) indicates the presence of a T E M 2 0 q mode, 
and it m ay be seen from this figure th a t the first transm ission m inim um  is seen 
at a sim ilar iris offset to th a t of the TEMioq  mode. This location may be ideal 
for fu ture excitation of the fundam ental TEMooq only as both  TEMioq  and 
T E M 2 Qq modes are heavily suppressed. This is a very useful ex tra  technique 
of m ode control together w ith the overall m irror separation, which if suitably 
large will also suppress the propagation of higher order modes, due to  increased 
diffraction loss. All three modes are seen to have a transm ission m axim um  
when the iris inpu t is located on the axis, as is expected from fundam ental and 
higher order radial modes.
It is not clear why the TEMioq  mode was preferentially excited by the 
active patches, however it must be due to some comp at ability between the di­
vergence of the energy from the patch source in the near field and the field 
configuration for th a t mode. In the near field region, both apertures of the 
rad ia ting  patch  system  should really be considered as two individual sources. 
C ertainly in the far field the two Huygens sources produce a broadside m axi­
m um , bu t in the near field it is possible tha t the m axim um  Poynting flux occurs 
at a finite angle to the optical axis. Although this idea is somewhat conjectural, 
in tuitively the fringing fields at the end of the m icrostrip are canted into the 
substra te  and do not merely generate a horizontal radiation field com ponent as 
is usually supposed to be the case. It is also observed th a t this higher order 
mode is relatively easy to excite from m irror locations where the mode has a 
strong field, and less easy to excite from m irror locations where the field is low.
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§5.7 Source Modules with improved coupling efficiency 
§5.7.1 E-Field Resonator Coupling
This section is concerned with two separate attem pts to improve the coupling 
between the source and the resonator. Each investigation depends upon a 
variation of the original source design concept specifically aimed at resolving 
the problem  of weak coupling to the resonant cavity, identified previously for 
the isolated patch  in sections (5.3) and (5.6).
It has been proposed th a t the source impedance seen looking into the 
rad ia ting  apertures of the patch, was too high for a good m atch to be obtained 
with the low inpu t im pedance of the quasi-optic cavity, at series resonance. It 
was also proposed in section (5.3) th a t improved coupling to the resonator tha t 
occurred at the  high frequency end of a tuning mode was due to an aperture 
im balance. This im balance is possibly generated by the movement of one high 
E-field region (in the m icrostrip standing wave) from the aperture located at the 
transform er feed point toward the far aperture of the patch. This would lead 
to a consequential reduction in the output impedance of the patch antenna, 
if coupling to  the m icrostrip resonator is considered to occur at both aper­
tures only, and they are both  considered to be in parallel with the quasi-optic 
resonator. An additional effect was tha t the effective resonator feed point, 
if considered to be in the plane of the patch antenna m etallization, becomes 
transform ed further along the resonator standing wave from the ground plane 
m irror tow ards higher feed point impedances as the frequency is increased. This 
will fu rther im prove the source m atch, considering the quasi-optic cavity input 
im pedance for this system  to always be lower than the output im pedance of 
the self-oscillating patch apertures. The physical distance of the patch antenna 
m etallization however remains fixed by the dielectric substrate thickness.
One obvious disadvantage of a planar source array was th a t some method 
for ‘peaking the response’ or ‘fine tun ing’ individual elements would ultim ately 
need to  be found. It was clearly insufficient to construct a patch geometry which 
would rad ia te  efficiently into free space or even one which only performed well 
when located on the axis of the resonator. A design had to be found which 
was capable of high performance when mounted some distance away from the 
centre of the source m irror. In order to achieve optim um  performance some 
form of ‘dynam ic m atching’ for each element in the array was also considered 
necessary.
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An arrangem ent which was intended to posses some of the required a t­
tribu tes is shown in P late (5.4) where the patch is inserted ‘end on’ into the 
quasi-optic cavity. In order to obtain a single radiating aperture the patch was 
m ade an odd integer num ber of quarter wavelengths long with the active device 
m ounted at one end thus defining a current maximum at this point. The op­
posite end of the microstrip line defined a voltage maximum which in principle 
could be located at any point above the surface of the m irror, thereby changing 
the device coupling to the resonator field. Ideally, the patch aperture would be 
located a quarter of a wavelength above the short circuit plane of the m irror. 
Such an arrangem ent could be individually adjusted in the resonator field and 
if necessary easily removed for replacement of the diode. The patch ground 
plane was restric ted  in size so as to minimize electromagnetic scattering effects. 
In this design the diode bias lines necessarily had to be placed at the head of 
the active and kept very short. It was perhaps for this reason th a t the new 
arrangem ent did not perform at all satisfactorily and could not be induced to 
yield more than  1.5 m W  of coupled output power from the quasi-optic cavity.
§5.7.2 H-Field Resonator Coupling
An alternative coupling scheme to th a t presented above was arranged 
where the the source coupling to the resonator was predom inantly restricted to 
H-field coupling. This was achieved by placing a slotted metal foil screen over 
the original patch array used in section (5.2). Transmission lines arranged both 
parallel and perpendicular to the resonant length of m icrostrip patch antennas, 
have already been shown to couple well via apertures in the ground plane tha t 
are located centrally with respect to the p a t c h . T h e  extra slotted screen 
coupling to the open cavity transmission line in the case presented here may 
be considered similar inasmuch as the pure patch circuit, by the addition of 
the slotted overlay, has been transformed into what now resembles a tri-p late 
resonator w ith dual ground plane.
Individual slots in this screen were cut nominally Aq/ 2 long at the patch 
centre frequency and located over the current maximum in the m icrostrip line. 
The orientation was such as to constitute a Babinet equivalent screen, where 
the relative m agnitudes of the patch antenna and slot antenna impedances are 
given by:
Z  s l o t ^  dipole
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where is the radiation im pedance of the aperture in the screen, and 
is the rad ia tion  im pedance of the complementary dipole antenna. Zq is the 
characteristic im pedance of free space. Therefore:
_  (377)2
^ s l o t  --
dipole
eg for a half wave dipole Zdipoie =  73 Q, however for a patch Zpatch is between 
600 and 2000 Q
An advantage of the slotted foil overlay was tha t the resonator losses were 
decreased due to the effective removal of the dielectric substrate from the surface 
of the reflector. The slot effectively decoupled both of the high im pedance patch 
apertures from  the resonator and confined the coupling to a region where the 
im pedance of the m icrostrip line was very low. The slotted overlay must be kept 
in close proxim ity with the underlying support so as not to pertu rb  the planar 
m irror geometry. The electromagnetic coupling between the slot and patch can 
be adjusted  by inserting a number of thicknesses of mylar sheet between the 
two surfaces.
The resonator configuration given in Figure (5.46) shows three slots, how­
ever, the early experiments utilized only the central slot. Figures (5.47) and 
(5.48) show the oscillator output due to a single axial slot coupled patch with 
decreasing m irror separation. The frequency of the peak output for each mode 
was identified by incorporating a wavemeter in series with the power sensor. 
W hen this was appropriately tuned, a narrow dip was superposed on the peak 
of each m ode as seen in Figure (5.48). The locations for the TEM^^q  modes at 
this frequency are shown dashed in Figure (5.47) and clearly coincide with the 
peak ou tpu t for the equivalent quasi-optic oscillator mode. The dotted positions 
were found experim entally by mechanically scanning the length of the cavity 
whilst using fixed frequency excitation from the sweeper source. A 44 m m  in­
side d iam eter aperture stop was used in order to select only the TEM^Qq modes. 
Figures (5.49) and (5.50) are similar to Figures (5.47) and (5.48) bu t were ob­
tained by mechanically increasing the separation of the two mirrors. The two 
sets of mode plots are very similar, showing tha t mechanical tuning hysteresis 
is insignificant. Figure (5.51) shows in greater detail the power and frequency 
variation for the mode th a t produced highest power. The arrangem ent used for 
this investigation is shown in Figure (5.21) and the same technique was used as 
described in section (5.3).
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Figure (5.52) shows the oscillator output as a function of the source off­
set m easured from the resonator axis in the E-direction. This result may be 
com pared to  Figure (5.43) where the fundam ental cavity mode was excited by 
a sweeper as previously described in section (5.6), the results show a very sim­
ilar reduction in power with source aperture offset. These previous results may 
therefore be used as a guide to determine the value of expected power output 
from the quasi-optic oscillator, for the source at any m irror location, once the 
axial power transferred by the selected mode is known. However it was observed 
th a t no oscillation of the slot coupled active patch system could be m aintained 
to a fundam ental mode beyond a radius of approxim ately 11 m m  at this m irror 
separation. Clearly the input impedance seen at this radius is no longer su it­
able for combined patch cavity oscillation to occur, and suggests th a t a high 
packing density will be necessary in order to achieve high combined powers. 
The indication is, however, th a t a less steeply curved spherical m irror would be 
a more appropria te  choice in order to increase the spot size on the plane mirror. 
The radial lim it suitable for oscillation may vary with bias however this has not 
been confirmed.
The mode profile for a typical slot coupled excitation, shown in Figure 
(5.53), was investigated by the suspended scatterer m ethod as described in 
section (5.4), and clearly shows the gaussian profile of the fundam ental TEMoog-
In order th a t power combination could be attem pted a 0.25 m m  thick 
brass screen containing three slots was placed over the flat m irror containing 
the patches. Each slot was cleanly punched to coincide with the spacings of the 
three patch  elements.
It was found th a t with all three patches energized to the pre-determ ined 
bias voltage values found in section (5.2), power combination of the three slot 
coupled patches could be achieved, to yield a combined output power approach­
ing 80 m W . However the mode selected by the system was a TEAfgog mode, as 
seen by the two orthogonal line scans in Figure (5.54). These scans were taken 
in the E and H planes through this mode by the suspended scatterer m ethod, 
when the cavity was excited by the sweeper. The suspended scatterer could not 
be used to investigate the mode structure within the cavity, when excited by 
the three patches, as it was found tha t the self injection locking condition was 
d isturbed by the presence of the scatterer, resulting in oscillation drop out . 
It was found th a t power combination to this mode occurred at a considerably 
reduced m irror separation to the range normally considered suitable for oscil­
lation. Clearly a close m irror separation would be required in order to excite
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such a mode as diffraction loss would normally prevent a TEM^Qq mode from 
being strongly excited. A very im portant feature of the mode profile shown in 
Figure (5.54) is th a t the mode maxima separation are almost coincident with 
the slot coupled patch spacing. This behaviour indicates th a t a chosen mode 
may be preferentially excited by suitably positioning the sources near the high 
field regions th a t will exist at the surface of the m irror for th a t particular mode.
The single slotted overlay markedly improves the axial source coupling to 
the resonator, the transferred power increased from approxim ately 7 m W  for a 
T E M ioq , originally obtained w ithout the slot overlay, to 30 m W  for a TEMooq 
w ith the slot overlay. This is a very encouraging result, the slotted overlay 
certainly appears to have improved the source coupling to the resonator.
Decoupling the high field apertures of the patch antenna from the res­
onator field is im portant and will lead to a reduction of com petition effects 
which may occur between the E-field sources at either end of the patch, when 
uncovered, and the H-field source at the centre of the patch. Both these sources, 
if considered independently, have different output impedances and it appears 
th a t the H-field source is preferred by the system due to the 500% improvement 
in coupled ou tpu t power seen with the slot coupled system.
The central region of the microstrip patch im mediately below the slot 
apertu re  is predom inantly the location for a current m aximum , when excited at 
its centre frequency, and therefore is likely to have a very low output im pedance. 
The cavity in transm ission also has low input im pedance when viewed from a 
location on the m irror surface in the vicinity of a high H-field region, when the 
cavity is tuned  for fundam ental series resonance at the frequency of interest. 
For the single axial slot coupled patch the maximum of the tunable mode is 
seen in Figure (5.51) to occur at a frequency equal to 35.26 G H z, very close 
to the centre frequency of the isolated patch. The proxim ity of the patch 
to its centre frequency indicates tha t the resonator must be operating under 
conditions where its input susceptance is nearly zero.
W hen a slot coupled patch has a mirror location somewhat removed from 
the axis of the resonator th a t is supporting the fundam ental mode, it might 
be possible to further improve the coupling in some way for the new location. 
There are various possibilities for achieving this viz:-
(a) Changing the coupling between the outer slots and the patches by reduc­
ing (or increasing) the thickness of the dielectric spacing in this region.
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(b) Changing the geometry of the slots with increasing distance from the axis 
of the resonator.
The relevance of the slot dimensions has not yet been determ ined. Is it 
merely sufficient to mask off the direct radiation from the ends of the microstrip 
lines, or is it equally im portant to mechanically tune the slot dimensions. In 
the case of a single slot, accurate mechanical tuning of the slot dimensions may 
not be im portan t so long as the dimensions are chosen to be in a range where 
the loading im posed by the quasi-optic cavity may itself be used to electrically 
tune the slot (by merely changing the length of the quasi-optic cavity). How­
ever, when two or more slots are present it is very unlikely th a t simple cavity 
tuning would simultaneously optimize the operating conditions of the patch-slot 
system. Some further means is needed for individual adjustm ent. The same 
com m ents, of course, are equally true when only patches (w ithout the overlying 
slots) are employed as source modules.
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CHAPTER (6) 
Conclusions and Future Areas of Research 
§6.1 Summary and Conclusions
A quasi-optic cavity, comprising two mirrors arranged in a piano-spherical 
configuration, has been utilized in order to power combine and frequency sta­
bilize the ou tpu t of several solid-state elements at millimetre wavelengths.
The design philosophy presented in this thesis is particularly directed at 
achieving ou tpu t power efficiently from an open cavity resonator when excited 
by a p lanar self-oscillating patch antenna array.
This overall goal was achieved in two stages:
(1) The patch resonator was theoretically analysed. From this analysis, to ­
gether w ith supportive evidence provided by the scanning network probe, 
the need for an antenna matching network was realised in order th a t the 
correct mode of oscillation was established for the generation of broadside 
radiation.
(2) Also an efficient m ethod of coupling a planar self-oscillating patch array 
to a beam  mode supported by the quasi-optic cavity was also developed.
The ou tpu t of the quasi-optic cavity was coupled to waveguide via a small 
iris hole located axially in the spherical mirror.
Earlier work on patch antennas failed to consider the existence of all pos­
sible modes of resonance exhibited by the antenna at its feed-point. Erroneous 
assum ptions were made in this work eg. tha t the classical form of excitation 
occurred natura lly  when an active element such as a Gunn diode was directly 
connected to a patch antenna near its centre. This ‘n a tu ra l’ resonance mode 
has been term ed the w-mode and is characterized by anti-phase voltage m axim a 
at bo th  ends of the m icrostrip patch and a current m axim a at the mid point 
along the transm ission line.
A more correct in terpretation, of the mode of resonance excited by the 
direct coupled active element, is made in the light of results from the com puter 
controlled scanning network probe. These charge intensity area scans clearly
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show th a t the condition leading to the simultaneous balanced excitation of both 
ends of the patch never occurs for the direct coupled circuit configuration.
Theoretical analysis in conjunction with results from an experim ental in­
vestigation into the feed impedance of a Xg/2 low frequency lum ped element 
transm ission line has shown tha t the vr-mode feed-point conductance rises to 
a high value close to the mid-point along the line, as expected, but regardless 
of the exact position selected for the feed-point the conductance is always a 
local m inim um  for this mode (parallel resonance). However other modes of 
resonance in the lum ped element line are shown to occur, th a t correspond to 
series resonance. Here the frequency control is used to select a maximum feed- 
point conductance, the exact frequency for this condition is shown to depend 
on the location of the feed-point with respect to the centre of the patch. Two 
fundam ental frequencies have been found for any feed location removed from 
the centre of the transm ission line which correspond to series resonance: one is 
above and the other below the jr-mode frequency.
This la tte r type of mode, term ed the Q-mode, has always been found to 
oscillate regardless of the feed offset when the device is directly coupled to the 
m icrostrip patch  antenna. This has been concluded from:
(a) The observed variation in the frequency of self-oscillation with feed-point.
This m easurem ent was facilitated by the use of a microstrip test jig specif­
ically engineered to offer a continuously variable device feed location.
(b) Area scans taken by the Scanning Network Probe.
At each frequency corresponding to the fundam ental cases where the cir­
cuit exhibits a Q-mode of resonance only one of the apertures is strongly excited, 
becoming a voltage maximum, whilst the feed-point is ‘p inned’ by the active 
device near to a current maximum. Of the two possible frequencies, usually the 
lowest frequency mode is the one actually excited.
The excitation of an unwanted mode will occur if the diode happens to 
be b e tte r m atched to the unwanted mode driving point im pedance for tha t 
particu lar feed point. The wanted w-mode of resonance has an intrinsically 
high im pedance irrespective of its point of excitation, whereas the device itself, 
is intrinsically low impedance. The solution to this dilemma is found when 
a nom inal quarter wavelength coaxial section of transm ission line is inserted 
between the device and antenna in order to m atch the high im pedance, at one
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apertu re  of the patch, to the low device impedance. W ith this arrangem ent the 
TT-mode is now excited, which is verified by:
(a) An area scan.
(b) By dem onstrating the existence of a well developed broadside radiation
p a tte rn  while the antenna now radiates power at its design centre fre­
quency.
Injection locking experiments carried out on an individual self-oscillating 
element have shown th a t when the locking signal is directed tow ard the antenna 
from free space (a simulation of the condition expected when the element is 
w ithin the quasi-optical cavity) the maximum locking range, for the incident 
power levels chosen, is approximately 20 M H z .
M echanical frequency tuning of the individual self-oscillating antennas 
has been achieved by trim m ing the length of the coaxial transform er section 
and also by varying the outer diameter of the section in the vicinity of the 
active device. The fine tuning procedure is vital in order to ensure th a t the 
active elements oscillate to within 20 M H z  of each other (free-running), in 
order th a t effective injection locking of all elements may occur to a single open 
resonator cavity beam  mode over the entire tuning range (one mode spacing) 
of the oscillator.
Early attem pts to excite the open cavity resonator w ith the direct cou­
pled self-oscillating patch antennas yielded unstable multiple resonance features, 
close to  the free-running frequency of the patch. This behaviour was treated  
theoretically, and physically a ttribu ted  to the mode com petition effects within 
the active m icrostrip owing to an inappropriate choice of feed point and device 
m atching conditions. A Gaussian mode was excited within the cavity by the 
unstable source configuration, but the transfer efficiency of the overall oscillator 
circuit was low.
R ather poor output coupling was obtained from the quasi-optic cavity 
when the transform er coupled elements were used as sources, bu t the m ultiplet 
struc tu re  of the modes was no longer observed. There is now a m arked system 
preference to select the higher order radial modes to transfer the power from 
the elements to the output iris of the resonator.
The inefficiency of power transfer associated with the patch elements is
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attr ib u ted  to an im pedance mismatch at the cavity-to-antenna aperture in ter­
face due to  the incom patibility of the patch boundary conditions in the plane 
of the reflector. This coupling problem has been solved, for the transform er 
coupled source elements, by the addition of a slotted metal foil overlay to the 
an tenna circuit th a t effectively ensures the dominance of the m agnetic coupling 
by removing the electric sources from the cavity. The antenna apertures are 
now effectively decoupled from the cavity with only the centre section of the 
patch  an tenna free to couple to the cavity via the slot. The proposed coupling 
m echanism  to the open-cavity resonator is shown in Figure (6.1).
It is possible th a t the problem of matching the radiation apertures of the 
patch  to the resonator could also be solved, w ithout the need for the slotted 
overlay, by using thick dielectric substrates and removing the dielectric layer 
from all regions of ground plane surrounding the patch elements. Owing to the 
very good bond between the dielectric and substrate m aterial this would be 
difficult to  achieve. Furtherm ore, removal of the dielectric close to the patch 
would probably be counterproductive due to a local reduction in the tangential 
com ponent of the electric field and resulting loss of radiation efficiency. In the 
case of the slot coupling arrangem ent the problem of incom patibility does not 
arise.
The slot overlay constitutes an additional resonant circuit, shown dashed 
in the proposed equivalent circuit of Figure (6.2), which clearly should be cor­
rectly tuned in order to achieve optimum coupling between the resonant patch 
and the cavity. The tuning requirement or theoretical analysis of the equivalent 
circuit shown has not been followed up in the present work, but since a high 
coupling efficiency was obtained with a nominal half (free-space) wavelength 
slot, this suggests tha t either the slot tuning is not critical or the correct length 
was fortuitously selected in the first place.
It is also shown th a t an additional benefit is attained from the slot cou­
pling arrangem ent inasmuch as the fundam ental Gaussian mode is now strongly 
excited. This is the lowest loss mode supported by the open resonator and is 
therefore the mode corresponding to the highest unloaded Q factor. The G aus­
sian mode is also directly compatible with optical output coupling schemes for 
exam ple the use of a partially transm itting mirror which would generate an 
expanding beam  profile of a form suitable for illum inating a shaped reflector 
antenna. O ther types of output coupling arrangem ents are possible: for exam­
ple the use of a th in  dielectric beam splitter or a wire grid supported at an 
angle of 45° to the optical axis.
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The source array geometry is shown to have a strong influence on the 
type of mode excited within the open resonator. Control over the active mode 
selected by the system  may be exerted by placing the slot coupled elements 
in regions of the m irror tha t correspond to the locations of m axim um  fleld 
intensity  for the  required mode. To facilitate the correct placement of the 
exciting elem ents, a simple m ethod of plotting the field configuration excited 
w ithin the resonator is used whereby a small absorbing sphere is translated  
through the beam  mode in a direction orthogonal to the resonator axis. A 
reduction in the oscillator output indicates th a t the absorber is located in a 
high field region.
In order th a t the power combining aspect of the oscillator is fully realized 
the packing density of the source elements will tend to be high. A disadvantage 
of a close packed array is th a t when the num ber of elements is increased the 
num ber of possible excited modes also increases. However, lim ited control of 
the higher order modes is shown to have been achieved by spatial filtering of 
the excited cavity beam  mode by the placement of absorbing irises along the 
axis of the resonator.
§6.2 Future areas of research
Future research into the quasi-optic oscillator concept will be determ ined 
to a large extent by the requirement of both commercial and m ilitary organi­
zations for an oscillator of this type. The main application area for this type 
of com biner, which makes use of the full potential of the concept, would be a 
m illim etric seeker where the high frequency and m edium  power capability is 
required in order to  detect small not too distant targets.
The particu lar avenue of further research will depend on the resources 
th a t are available to m anufacture the self-oscillating arrays. It is visualized 
th a t university and industrial research contributions would greatly differ for this 
reason. Clearly, higher frequency oscillators would require further integration 
of the source array  and discrete pre-packaged devices would need to  be replaced 
by m onolithic in tegrated  circuits owing to very small size of the arrays. This 
work could only be carried out in the universities if there was a high level of 
industria l or government support.
An alternative approach to the generation of higher frequencies would be 
a harm onic power combiner which continued to use the basic hybrid type of 
construction presented in this thesis. However, there is an a ttendan t restriction
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of the o u tpu t power achievable directly from each Gunn or IM PATT device, 
w ith this concept, unless the circuit is specifically designed to enhance the 
harm onic content. For example it might be possible to use a fundam ental 
self-oscillating patch  to switch a step recovery diode. It would of course, be 
necessary to provide a resonant tank circuit to select the required harm onic 
and, again, an efficient antenna is required in order to radiate it. Designing a 
suitable circuit would not be insuperably difficult, but relatively sophisticated 
test gear would be needed to ensure tha t the various circuits were correctly 
tuned. The em pirical methods currently employed would no longer suffice for 
the developm ent of m edium  power transm itters operating at short m illim etric 
wavelengths corresponding to frequencies centred around 100 GHz .
It is foreseen, however, th a t it would be more appropriate to use devices 
currently  being developed and as such the the FE T  would be favoured as the 
active power source for future work with this configuration. Much research, 
particularly  into increasing the operational frequency and improving the effi­
ciency of F E T  devices is being undertaken at the present time. Irrespective 
of w hether a m onolithic or printed array is used the predicted higher volume 
production of F E T ’s would ultim ately make the FE T  a more viable proposition 
than  G unn’s and IM PA TT’s. The advantage of the F E T  is th a t it possesses a 
control po rt which may be used as a m odulation input when the combiner is 
used for com m unication purposes.
The slo tted  overlay lends itself to the utilization of bo th  the discrete de­
vice and the m onolithic array for different reasons. W hen used together w ith 
an exciter circuit employing discrete devices the slotted screen will effectively 
prevent all unw anted interaction between the chip circuitry and the cavity field. 
This configuration is also advantageous when monolithic circuits are used be­
cause the size of the open cavity is no longer dependent upon the available 
sem iconductor crystal size. The addition of the overlay effectively enables the 
designed size of the cavity resonator to exceed tha t of the crystal wafer used as 
a substra te  for the monolithic array, without any loss in performance.
F urther work is required into the theoretical understanding of the coupling 
m echanism  of the source element to the cavity via the slot. It m ust be stressed 
th a t the slot size and separation from the active array is still far from optim um . 
It would be possible to progressively open out the slot w ith a tapered  spark 
erosion m andril, and therefore empirically determ ine the dependence of the slot 
size on the coupled power to the cavity. The same empirical optim ization could 
be carried out in order to find the most suitable overlay separation from the 
active array th a t yielded the strongest source coupling to the cavity beam  mode.
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However, if possible, an in tact theoretical model should be developed as it is 
only by this procedure th a t the optim um  circuit configuration may be found, 
given the m any inter-dependent variables present. Analysis of the proposed 
equivalent circuit, shown in Figure (6.2), could also prove fruitful when aiming 
to achieve this goal as it is considered to embody the essential features of the 
oscillator configuration in a simple way.
There is considerable scope for work to be done on investigating suitable 
source array  geometries and their interaction with the cavity field. It has been 
shown th a t the source configuration determines which modes are excited. An 
effective array  geom etry m ust combine the aim of coupling all elements as effi­
ciently as possible to a single resonator mode whilst m aintaining a high source 
packing density. It is inevitable th a t these two requirements will ultim ately con­
flict in the  lim it when many source elements are present therefore a compromise 
will need to  be sought.
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C PROGRAMME ( 1 )
C PROGRAMME TO CALCULATE THE INPUT CONDUCTANCE
C OF A PATCH ANTENNA WITH VARIABLE FEED
C LOCATION AT A FREQUENCY CORRESPONDING
C TO ITS PI-MODE RESONANCE
REAL L,K,NUM 
PRINT*,^INPUT 
READ*,EPS
f
EFFECTIVE PERMITTIVITY'
INPUT PATCH WIDTH
INPUT CORRECTED LENGTH L
INPUT SUBSTRATE THICKNESS
INPUT WAVELENGTH
INPUT IMPEDANCE
PRINT*,'
PRINT*,'
READ*,W 
PRINT*,'
PRINT*,'
READ*,L 
PRINT*,'
PRINT*,'
READ*,H 
PRINT*,'
PRINT*,'
READ*,WL 
PRINT*,'
PRINT*,'
READ*,Z 
PRINT*,' '
PI=3.142 
G=(W/WL)**2/90 
PRINT*, G 
K=PI*2/WL
DL=0.412*H*(EPS+0.3)*(W/H+0.264)/(EPS-0.258)/(W/H+0.8) 
B=K*DL*SQRT(EPS)/Z 
PRINT*, B
BE=2*PI*SQRT(EPS)/WL 
A=(B**2+G**2)*Z**2 
DO 2 D=-L/2,L/2,L/200
NUM=2*G*(SIN(BE*D)**2+A*C0S(BE*D)**2)
DEN=SIN(BE*D)**4+A**2*COS(BE*D)**4-B**2*Z**2*SIN(2*BE*D) 
1**2+.5*SIN(2*BE*D)**2*A 
Y=NUM/DEN 
WRITE(7,*)D,Y 
2 CONTINUE 
END
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C PROGRAMME ( 2 )
C PROGRAMME TO OUTPUT A GRAPHICAL SOLUTION OF
C THE TRANCENDENTAL EQUATION FOR QUADRATURE
C MODE RESONANCES OF A PATCH ANTENNA
C WITH A FIXED FEED OFFSET
C SET L REAL AND DIMENSION DATA
REAL L,X,D,PI, DAT(330,3)
CHARACTER FNAME*40 
COMMON YO,B,G 
PI=3.1415 
C READ IN CONSTANTS
PRINT*, 'INPUT YO,B,AND G'
READ*, YO,B,G 
PRINT*, ' ■'
PRINT*, 'INPUT PATCH LENGTH IN MM'
READ*, R 
PRINT*, ' '
PRINT*, 'INPUT DEVICE FEED OFFSET IN MM'
READ*, A
PRINT*, 'INPUT DATA FILENAME?'
READ(5,100) FNAME 
100 FORMAT(1A40)
C MAIN CONTROL LOOP
X=A/R 
C=300 
J=1
DO 1 D=0.5,2,.02 
DAT(J,1)= D*C/(2*R)
DAT(J,2)= C0S(2*PI*X*D)
DAT(J,3)= Fl(PI*D)
JMAX=J 
J +1
1 CONTINUE
OPEN(8,FILE=FNAME,S TATUS='NEW',FORM='FORMATTED') 
C OUTPUT THE DATA
DO 2 J=l,JMAX
WRITE(8,*) DAT(J,l),DAT(J,2)
2 CONTINUE
C FIRST GRAPH OUTPUTTED
DO 3 J=1,JMAX
WRITE(8,*) DAT{J,l),DAT(J,3)
3 CONTINUE 
CL0SE(8)
END
REAL FUNCTION Fl(ANGLE)
COMMON YO,B,G 
TOP=2*YO*(YO-B*TAN(ANGLE))
BOTTOM=YO**2+B**2+G**2 
F1=C0S(ANGLE)*(1-TOP/BOTTOM)
END
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INPUT PATCH LENGTH IN MM'
t
INPUT SUBSTRATE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT'
t
INPUT DATA FILENAME?'
C PROGRAMME ( 3 )
C PROGRAMME TO CALCULATE BOTH FUNDAMENTAL
C QUADRATURE MODE RESONANCES OF PATCH
C ANTENNA AS A FUNCTION OF FEED OFFSET
C SET L REAL AND DIMENSION DATA
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
REAL*8 L,X,D,PI, DATl{3600,2),DAT2(3600,2)
LOGICAL FTEST,FLAGSET,SLOPEl,SL0PE2,FAILTEST 
CHARACTER FNAME*40 
COMMON YO,B,G 
PI=3.1415 
C READ IN CONSTANTS
PRINT*,
PRINT*, 'INPUT YO,B,AND G 
READ*, YO,B,G 
PRINT*,
PRINT*,
READ*, R 
PRINT*,
PRINT*,
READ*, DC 
PRINT*,
PRINT*,
READ(5,100) FNAME 
100 FORMAT(1A40)
C MAIN CONTROL LOOP
STP=7*R/16 
K=1
FLAGSET=.FALSE.
DO 55 A=0.0,STP,R/100
X=A/R
C=300
FTEST=.TRUE.
FTOLD=0
OLDSLOPE=0
DO 1 D=0.5,7,.0001
FTl=D*C/(2*R*SQRT(DC))
FT2=C0S{2*PI*X*D)
FT3=F1(PI*D)
FSL0PE=FT3-FT0LD 
FT0LD=FT3 
OLDSLOPE=FSLOPE 
TEST=ABS(1-FT2/FT3)
IF((TEST .LE. 2.0D-3).AND.(K.EQ.l)) THEN 
DATl(K,l)=A 
DATl(k,2)=FTl 
DAT2(k,l)=A 
DAT2(k,2)=FTl 
FLAGSET=.TRUE.
IF (FLAGSET) GOTO 101 
END IF
C FIRST TWO POINTS FOUND WHEN Z=0
C NOW OTHER Z
IF((TEST .LE. 2.0D-3).AND.(k.NE.l).AND.(FTEST)) THEN 
C THIS IS THE FIRST POINT WHEN Z NOT=0
STEST=FT1
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DAT1(K,1)=A
DAT1(K,2)=FT1
IF (FSLOPE.GT.0.0) SLOPEl=.TRUE.
IF (FSLOPE.LT.0.0) SLOPEl=.FALSE.
FTEST=.FALSE.
FAILTEST=.FALSE.
ELSE IF((TEST.LE.2.0D-3).AND.(K.NE.l).AND.(.NOT.FTEST)
1) THEN
IF (FSLOPE.GT.0.0) SL0PE2=.TRUE.
IF (FSLOPE.LT.0.0) SL0PE2=.FALSE.
C THIS WILL BE THE SECOND POINT FOR Z NOT=0
C TEST FOR THREE QUARTER RES
IF((SLOPEl.X0R.SL0PE2).XOR.(FAILTEST)) THEN 
RETEST1=ABS(3.ODO-FTl/STEST)
RETEST1A=ABS((FT1-DAT2(K-1,2))-(.4D-1*DAT2(K-1,2))) 
RETEST2=ABS(5.ODO-FTl/STEST)
RETEST3=ABS(7.ODO-FTl/STEST)
RETEST4=ABS(9.ODO-FTl/STEST)
RETEST5=ABS(11.ODO-FTl/STEST)
IF(((RETESTl.GT. 3.0D-2).OR.(RETESTlA.LT. 1.5D-1))
1 .AND.(RETEST2.GT. 5.5D-2).AND.
2 (RETEST3.GT. 8.0D-2).AND.
3 (RETEST4.GT. l.lD-1).AND.(RETESTS.GT.1.5D-1))
4 THEN
DAT2(K ,1)=A 
DAT2(K,2)=FT1 
FAILTEST=.FALSE.
GOTO 101 
ELSE 
END IF
IF (SLOPEl.XOR.SL0PE2)THEN 
FAILTEST=.TRUE.
ELSE
FAILTEST=.FALSE.
END IF
ELSE 
END IF 
END IF
1 CONTINUE 
101 KMAX=K
K=K+1 
55 CONTINUE
OPEN(8,FILE=FNAME,STATUS='NEW',FORM='FORMATTED')
C OUTPUT THE DATA
DO 2 J=1,KMAX
WRITE(8,*) DAT1(J,1),DAT1(J,2)
2 CONTINUE
C FIRST GRAPH OUTPUTTED
DO 3 J=1,KMAX
WRITE(8,*) DAT2(J,l),DAT2(J,2)
3 CONTINUE 
CL0SE(8)
END
REAL*8 FUNCTION Fl(ANGLE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
COMMON YO,B,G 
TOP=2*YO*(YO-B*TAN(ANGLE))
BOTTOM=YO**2+B**2+G**2 
Fl=COS(ANGLE)*(1-TOP/BOTTOM)
END
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C PROGRAMME (4)
C PROGRAMME TO CALCULATE PACKAGED DEVICE CONDUCTANCE
C AND SUSCEPTANCE WITH FREQUENCY
REAL L,P(101,3),FREQ,PI
PRINT*,'INPUT DEVICE CONDUCTANCE FOLLOWED BY DEVICE 
1CAPACITANCE'
READ*,G,C
PRINT*,'INPUT PACKAGE INDUCTANCE FOLLOWED BY PACKAGE 
1CAPACITANCE FOLLOWED BY PACKAGE RESISTANCE' 
READ*,L,Q,R
PRINT*,'INPUT DEVICE CENTRE FREQUENCY'
READ*,F
PRINT*,'INPUT DEVICE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA'
READ*,S
G=S*G
C=S*C
PI=3.14159 
J=1
DO 10 FREQ=F/2,F,(F-F/2)/100
W=2*PI*FREQ
A=(C*W)**2+G**2
D=(C*L*W**2-1-R*G)**2
E=(C*W*R+G*W*L)**2
H=(G+R*A)/(D+E)
Z=W*Q-(W*L*A-W*C)/(D+E)
P(J,1)=FREQ 
P(J,2)=H 
P(J/3)=Z 
J=J+1 
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 J=l,101 
WRITE(7,*) P(J,l),P(J,2)
WRITE(8,*) P(J,l),P(J,3)
20 CONTINUE 
END
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C PROGRAMME (5)
C PROGRAMME TO PLOT THE FIELD INTENSITY FUNCTION
C THROUGH A DUAL SPHERICAL OPEN RESONATOR
C CONFIGURATION SUPPORTING A FUNDAMENTAL
C BEAM MODE
REAL WL,RC,D,R 
PI=3.142
P R I N T *I N P UT  WAVELENGTH IN mm'
READ*,WL
PRINT*,'INPUT MIRROR RADIUS OF CURVATURE IN mm' 
READ*,RC
PRINT*,'INPUT MIRROR SEPERATION IN mm'
READ*,D
PRINT*,'INPUT MIRROR RADIUS IN mm'
READ*,R
BWAIST=WL/2/3.142 * SQRT(D*(2 * RC-D))
DO 1 A=-R,R,R/100 
Y=EXP(-A* * 2/(BWAIST))
WRITE(7,*) A,Y 
1 CONTINUE 
END
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Solder Press for Mounting R.F Substrate Materials 
with High Bond Uniformity
M any applications of microwave and millimetric stripline circuits require 
th a t the circuits are m ounted on a carrier plate, this carrier p late provides 
the ground plane for the circuit as well as providing the location and support. 
W hen producing such an assembly it is essential th a t a uniform bond is made 
between the R .F. substrate m aterial and the carrier plate, this ensures th a t uni­
form electrical characteristics are m aintained over the entire circuit area. This 
bond uniform ity is difficult to achieve with conventional soldering equipment 
especially when bonding to th in  substrates th a t have large surface areas.
A solder press has been designed which produces a bond which is electri­
cally reliable and has a high degree of bond uniform ity over areas in excess of 
one hundred square centimetres.
Once im plem ented this technique is easy to use and produces high quality 
bonds repeatably, thus making a valuable piece of equipment to incorporate in 
a small production process.
§A2.1 Solder Press C onstruction
The solder press, shown as a schematic in Figure (A2.1), basically com­
prises three m ajor parts:-
(1.) The base.
This is constructed from a heat insulating m aterial and carries a dual 
therm ocouple capsule, heater location dowels and a cantilever press han­
dle.
(2.) The heater stage.
This is a two piece durai construction which contains three nichrome wire 
wound elements, connected in parallel, w ith the connections housed in 
ceramic end pieces.
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(3.) The pressure plate.
The pressure plate is fitted with a silicone rubber covered spring, han­
dle, and four telescopic stand off legs.
§A2.2 Bonding Preparation
Before bonding, certain preparatory  work on the substrate and carrier 
p late is essential.
The side of the substrate to be bonded m ust be clean and free from grease, 
it is then  coated with a th in  uniform layer of resin flux, applied with a glass rod.
The rod is held with its axis parallel to the substrate surface. The direction 
of m otion is perpendicular to the rod axis and also parallel to the substrate 
surface. The thickness of flux can be carefully controlled by using a m ethod to 
m aintain  the rod a fixed height above the substrate.
The carrier plate surface is machined flat to 0.0005 inches, degreased and 
soldered w ith 60/40 tin lead alloy to a thickness greater than  0.003 inches. The 
soldered surface is machined to leave a uniform layer of solder 0.0015 to 0.002 
inches thick.
The fluxed substrate  surface is placed in contact with the cleaned soldered 
surface of the carrier plate, in the correct location. Bonding can now take place.
§A2.3 Bonding Process
The substrate  and carrier plate assembly is now placed on the heater 
stage, substrate  upperm ost, the pressure plate is not in position at this stage.
The heater supply is switched on until the substrate to carrier plate interface 
reaches 200 degrees centigrade, the supply is now periodically in terrup ted  via 
a control box th a t uses the dual therm ocouple sensors to ensure this m axim um  
tem peratu re is not exceeded.
The tem perature chosen ensures th a t the solder is fully molten. The 
pressure plate is now placed above the circuit assembly supported on its four 
telescopic stand  off legs. The pressure plate retains a silicone rubber covered 
single leaf spring th a t is as wide as the heater stage. Now as the pressure plate 
is brought down under the control of the cantilever handle. The apex of the 
leaf spring comes into contact first w ith the circuit assembly, it is arranged tha t
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the in itial contact area forms a line th a t bisects the area to  be bonded. As 
pressure is increased by depressing the pivoted handle further the spring can be 
seen to slowly flatten, consequently the area of circuit pressure expands equally 
outw ards from the initial line of contact. This produces a wave action which 
will first tin  then contact and finally removes all excess solder to result in an 
optim um  bond with the high uniform ity th a t is required.
The rubber interface ensures th a t when initial contact is m ade the sub­
stra te  surface does not experience therm al shock as this could lead to unaccept­
able substra te  deformation.
The cantilever handle is locked in the down position until the whole as­
sembly has cooled down. The handle is now unlocked so th a t the substrate 
pressure is removed, the pressure plate will lift clear of the substrate  of its 
own accord. The pressure plate can now be m anually lifted clear to enable the 
circuit assembly to be removed.
D I R E C T I O N  O F  L O C K I N G  
H A N D L E  P R E S S U R E
H E A T
I N S U L A T I N G  
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L E G /
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P L A T E
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Figure (A2.1)
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Theoretical analysis of Cavity-Aperture oscillations
§A3.1 Analysis of patch apertu re  input im pedance
A lum ped param eter equivalent circuit can be found for the m icrostrip 
transm ission line containing the offset short connected element Yd> The shunt 
element of course corresponds to a Gunn diode or equivalent negative resistance 
device. The circuit may be seen in Figure (A3.la )  where (3{L/2 z) = A  and 
(3[L/2 — z) = C.  This circuit can be replaced with a tt section equivalent 
circuit, seen in Figure (A3.lb ) , where the elements T n , Y2 2  and Y 1 2  are given 
in Reference (A3.1), p. 106:
Til
1 — cot A  cot C — j  cot A
___________________J_o______
cot A +  cot C +  j
T12
1 — cot A  cot C — j  cot C 
Fo
cot A  +  cot C Y  j
Tn
A3.1
Y2 2  ~jYo
CSC A  CSC C
cot A +  cot C Y  j
^0
If each end of the m icrostrip line is term inated in load where Yl — G Y j B  
the circuit diagram  becomes th a t of Figure (A3.1c) where:
(Ft )i =  Fl +  Til - TA
TA
T22 +  Tx,
( F r ) 2 = T ^  +  F ^ 2 - ; ^
-til -T Yl
The sym m etry properties of the radiating apertures may be investigated 
in a ra th e r simple way as follows by letting:
S  = Yl Y
T i l  4 -  T 2 2 T i i - T :22
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' r y *  ^
M M
I
'2 -z
Yn -  Yi2
I
I
12
I
^22 ~ ^12
I
(b)
1
I
1, = 7 *  Z n M
I
i 2 = y - z I
I
(Yt ) i (c) (Yj )2
F i g u r e  (A3-1)  S e l f - o s c i l l u t i n g  p a t c h  a n t e n n a  c i r c u i t
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  i n c l u d i n g  l u m p e d  e l e m e n t  
e q u i v a l e n t  c i r c u i t  (b)
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then:
z= (^11 Y  Fl)(F22 +  T l)  Y^2 y  A )(5  — A) — YA 
T22 +  YX. -  ÿ T Â
also:
hence:
where:
and finally:
, y )  ^  (5  +  A ) ( S  -  A) -  r /2 
 ^  ^ 5  + A
( y , ) ,
(y^)2\ T / 2  ^2 _  2 ^ 2
i  ^  cot A
I -
1 — cot A cot C
cot 13L  1 — cot A cot C 
i  ^  cot C
1 — cot A cot C
j
Acot/?T 1 —cot A cot C
A3.2
Yii = iY o-------------------------- p ---------  A3.3
1^2  Yd  -43.4
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therefore:
Thus
^12 =jYo
CSC A cscC 
1 — cot A  cot C
+
• I d
^Yo
cot 13L  1 — cot A  cot C
- J
Yo
Y i 2 =
COS (3 L
D
— tan/3L  + Fo
1 — cot A  cot C
A3.6
(
Y i i  —  —  F j 2  cos j3L 1 -
Fn
1 — cot A  cot C
V J
43.6
F 22  =  -  F i 2  c o s ( 3 L
j  ^  c o t e  \
1 -
1 — cot A  cot C
\ }
AZ.l
F n  -  F12 =
Giving
' i  I ^  I ^ 1 2  c o s ^ L
-to
— tan  2 ( 3  z
1 +  cot A  cot C  
1 — cot A  cot C
A3.S
F i i  —  ^ 2 2  —  — j  { T T -  I F i 2 sin 2/9z 
^0
A3.9
F i i  +  T 22  —  —  2 1 ' i 2  c o s (3 L  — j  ) F i 2 sin(3L 413.10
W here F12 is given by Equation (A3.5).
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Due to the asym m etry of the diode m ounting position, the input adm it­
tances of the two radiating apertures are also different. This observation has 
some bearing on the resonance condition for the composite oscillator as we shall 
see later.
Now th a t the elements of the asymmetric tt equivalent circuit are known 
they may be used to  calculate the relative excitations in the two radiating 
apertures. Generally speaking, it is found th a t the sym m etry of the aperture 
excitations at each of the two ends is very poor unless the device is m ounted at 
one of the ends of the m icrostrip. Similar comments also apply to the phases 
of the apertu re  excitations.
§4.7.2 The quasi-optic cavity
Consider a quasi-optic cavity formed by two mirrors of reflection co­
efficient Tg and Ff, seen in Figure (A3.2), where the m irror G contains a 
small source, represented here by an iris, which emits an initial disturbance of 
am plitude œq. Assuming Fg  and T l are the complex reflection co-efficients the 
p a tte rn  of reflected waves can be calculated and the impedance determ ined at 
any point 2 .
I _
bo i ‘’1111111
Figure (A3.2)
B oth m irrors are considered lossy in the absence of sources and have a 
surface im pedance Zg (ohm s/square), where:
lujfi (  E \ A 3 .ll
This is a standard  expression and may be found in Reference (A3.1), p.
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46. The fact th a t the surface im pedance is inductive is a consequence of the 
skin effect.
It is convenient to normalize the surface im pedance to th a t of free space 
(3770) and write Vg = Rg/Z^.  For copper at a frequency of 35 GHz^ Vg % 
1.65 X  10  ^ in norm alized units. It is easy to show th a t the sum m ations over all 
incident and reflected waves in the plane z are given by the following expressions:
Physically aa  is the net ou tput wave when the load is m atched to the 
transm ission line. The circuit expressions may now be deduced for the model.
Clearly the quasi-optic cavity has been represented as an air filled tran s­
mission line which is short circuited at one end and has a source element em­
bedded in a reflector at the input end of the line. Diffraction losses at the end 
m irrors can be crudely incorporated into the model by considering the line to 
have a small d istributed  loss per unit length. The diffraction loss model is only 
approxim ate and is intended only so th a t there will at least be a propogation 
loss te rm  incorporated in the equations. The frequency dependence of the loss 
model and reality will be quite different. T he 'true  diffraction loss will become 
very large when the m irror disk becomes resonant. Actual m irror diffraction 
losses are given by Fox and Li in Reference (A3.2).
At 2 =  0
- r r r a r i s r r ÿ î s - " '
4 3 .1 5
§4.7.3 R esonator input im pedance
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Zg
z = d
Figure (A3.3) 
From  the equivalent circuit given in Figure (A3.3):
o
o
z =0
Net input voltage =  ai +  6i
(Xj —
Net input current == —  ----
Zo
Z q= characteristic im pedance of the resonator medium, therefore:
ry ^ i n  r j  +  ^1=  - y -  — ^ 0 -------7-
h n  Cll — Ol
Hence:
A3.16
Zin = Z q
1 +  F l  exp —j k 2 d \
1 — F l  exp - j k 2 d )
Now Za = [1 + i ) ^ s  where Za = Z s/ Z q and =  R s/ Z q then:
A3.17
_  /  e x p j k d  +  F l  exp - j k d \
^exp jjkd -  Fi, exp - j /k d /
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Z ( +  F l)  +  i  sin fcd(l — T l ) 
” \c o s  W(1 -  F£,) + ;s in A ;d (l +  Ff,)
Thus the general overall position z may be w ritten:
‘ •'“W  -
At z =  0 tan  k[d — z) =  tan  kd.
In order to take into account of the diffraction loss at each term ination, 
the transm ission line is assumed to be lossy i.e. k = f3 — j  a  where:
since the diffraction loss is necessarily small:
 ^ U n ^ d - j a d A3.21
since tan h (ad ) —> ad  for small a
By straightforw ard m anipulation these expressions yield the following re­
sult for the input im pedance of the cavity at the surface of the of the input 
m irror:
F^n(O) =  Fo
1 -f Tsad -  Vs ta n ^ d  +  j{rs tan/dd -j- r^ad  +  adta.nj3d) 
Vs -  TgA dtan^d +  a d  +  j ( t a n ^ d  +  +  r^ad tan /3 d )
A3.22
It is convenient at this point to define two new resistances purely for the 
ease of m anipulation set:
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T'a = Tg tan/3d Td = Tg i- ad
In term s of these quantities:
1 — T'a tan/3d +  r^ad  +  j (rd  tan/3d +  r^ad) 
T’d — r g a d t a n /3 d  +  j [rc  +  r g ad ta n /3 d )
A3.23
Vd, is a constant: it depends on 1 / y / f  where /= frequency  but a  and \Z / do not 
change significantly as the circuit is tuned close to a resonance Vc = Vg tan/3d 
where Vg is approxim ately constant, tan/3d can vary appreciably over the range 
0 —> TT however close to a resonance tan/3d ~  0 for a loss free resonator i.e. 
Tg =  a  =  0. Hence is approxim ately constant near the condition for resonance 
i.e. Tc ~  T’a Tfi = Tg ad. Vgad is the product of two small quantities and 
m ay be neglected com pared with Vg or ad  alone. Thus the equation may be 
simplified further:
F:,,(0) % Fo
(1 -  ra ta n ^ d  +  jrrf tan/3d)(rd -  jvc)
A3.24
But the input adm ittance of the to tal system is required at the surface of 
the inpu t m irror (not just inside the cavity, see Figure (A3.4))
exp-(oCd) Zc= Ts I U j)-
'IN
exp -(  O'd)
Figure (A3.4)
Now Za =  (I +  i Y s  hence yg =  l / r a ( l  +  j )  therefore yg j /2rg  and:
Ft (0) =
Fo T’d(l -  Tg tan/3d) +  VcVd ta n ^ d
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+  tan/3d — rc(l — tan/3d)) +  Fo 1 - j2r. A3.25
The diffraction loss works both ways i.e. for waves striking m irror 1 as 
well as for m irror 2 (see Figure (A3.4)) so as an approxim ation Tg may be 
changed to in the additional term  introduced in the expression for Yt  by 
m irror 1.
Ft
F o
T’rf(l — Tg tan/3d) +  rcVd tan  (3d +
2rd
. 2  I
Y  j  ( r l  tan/3d -  rc (l -  Vg tan/3d) - A3.26
The norm al condition for resonance may now be applied, i.e. ^ (F r )  =  0
thus:
r  j  tan  (3d — rc ( l — Vg tan  ^ d) = r%-brc
3rd
A3.27
Since Tc = Tg Y  tan/3d Tc > tan/3d and Vg tan/3d <  1 and r \  tan/3d is 
very small Equation (A3.27) simplifies to:
r l  +  2rdVc Y r l  = 0 A3.28
The equation is in fact a perfect square {vc +  r^)^ =  0 so the two roots 
have the same value, namely Vc = — Thus:
\  =Tg Y  tan/3d =  - r ^ A3.29
and so tan/3d =  —Vg — rd.
Since Tg and rd are small the resonance condition has been calculated to 
a first order of smallness. This derivation is interesting because under certain
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conditions the degeneracy may be removed which results in two closely spaced 
resonances neither being a true cavity resonance. These resonances are purely 
a p roperty  of the combined aperture cavity system, hence they may be called 
aperture cavity resonances. The degeneracy is removed by superposition of the 
adm ittance  of the coupling aperture which is inductive for sufficiently small 
apertu re  sizes. A pure cavity resonance is given by tan/3d =  — % 0. 
Thus at a cavity resonance:
TV == r, T d ^ T s Y  Oid
It will also be noted th a t the input susceptance is a maximum  when
Td =
therefore:
rd — ±Tc =  ± ( ts  T  tan/3d)
tan/3di =  ad i tan^d2  =  —(2t5 +  adi)
The real com ponent of the adm ittance is given by:
' rd{l  -  Vg tan /3d) +  TcTd tan  ^ d  ^  _1
3rd
A3.30
therefore:
G t  ~  Fo
Td(l + ta n ^  /3d) J _  
4- 2rd
A3.31
The conductance is a maximum  when — t^.
§4.7.4 The cavity-aperture resonance
The im aginary component of the input adm ittance is given by:
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9 ( i r )  =  -F o
/ c  2ri_
_  Yq (rg +  r^y
2vi r \  +  r l AZ.Z2
In this expression:
Tc =Ts +  tan/3d
Td = T s  +  Oùd
Now ^[Fin] goes through an extrem um  when Vc = Yvd as can be found by 
differentiation:
\.Tc +  T
r l  -  r:
(’’c +
yl3.33
when:
Tc = YTd o and tan (3dz =  ad
Tc = -Td C^[F!r| =  0 and tan/3di =  —(2r^ +  ad)
Tr = 0 and tan/^dg — —r,
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T he general form of the function is shown in Figure (A3.5)
Figure (A3.5)
In an extrem e case the presence of the aperture might completely domi­
nate  the end term ination and one might neglect the presence of the end m irror. 
For exam ple, this would be the case when an aperture is a large fraction of the 
m irror surface as in the case of a free space structure. If the aperture takes 
the form of an iris m ounted in a section of waveguide then another extreme 
situation  is when the aperture is resonant at the frequency of operation. Un­
der resonance conditions the transm ission coefficient of the apertu re  would be 
very large. However, neither of these situations really applies in the case of 
a quasi-optic oscillator because the end m irror is required to  have appreciable
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reflectivity even when there are a num ber of sources present on its surface. An­
other way of looking at this is th a t the m irror diam eter is very large compared 
w ith the  wavelength wheras the source apertures are of the order in size, even 
at resonance. In a realistic model, or at least in the case of a lim ited num ber of 
sources, we consider th a t the norm al condition for resonance is perturbed from 
the ‘passive’ expression ^ (Y r) =  0 as seen below.
no
Va I
o
)o
oo
oo
n  1 I
1
Figure (A3.6)
Let Ys  be the to tal adm ittance seen by a current generator located in 
the prim ary circuit. All quantities are now considered ‘transform ed’ into the 
prim ary  as a reference circuit, see Figure (A3.6).
Ys = Ya Y  rn^ [Yin +  Y[]
where formerly Yt  = Yin -f Yj^f where Yj,^=input adm ittance of the quasi­
optic transm ission line as already calculated, Yi, f=Yo\Y  input adm ittance of 
the source m irror, m ^=coupling coefficient, ^ 4= adm ittance of the aperture 
d istribu tion  containing the active devices. Thus:
Ys = G a  + SÎ {Yin + Yl}]  +  j  [Ba +  5  {Yi„ +  Y^}]  A3.34
The new resonance condition is now:
9  [Yin +  m  =  - B a A3.35
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§4.7.5 Single apertu re  resonance
In the case of the source based upon the microstrip patch antenna there 
are two rad iating  apertures which in the general case have unequal input ad­
m ittances. This can lead to complications which depend upon which aperture 
is dom inating the coupling to the quasi-optic cavity. If, on the other hand, the 
source was based upon a radiating slot antenna, only one aperture would be 
involved. It is im portan t to investigate the basic differences between the two 
cases. F irstly  the case of the single isolated aperture.
The necessary condition for a single aperture has already been given in 
Equation (A3.35), generally speaking this condition will give rise to a pair of 
resonances, or under more restricted circumstances only a single resonance, 
when:
- B a =
0
A
2vd
n
Td
However, in the general case:
B a = rn^Yo Y  r Y 2vd
A3.36
If, w ith no loss of generality:
\  /9c
A3.37
where (3c ^coupling coefficient, then the resonance condition becomes alge­
braically more simple:
7-c +  _
=  0
when
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for B a +ve, take +ve sign 
for B a -ve, take -ve sign
Thus the resonances are given by:
(rl -  2/3cr^ri + r^)(r^ +  2/3cr^ri +  r^) =  0 A3.38
for these two cases.
Since tan/9d = Vc — Vg the resonant cavity lengths are found from:
from tan/5d =  - r ^  +  rd[l3c^(3^  — 1] for B a  -ve
from tan/9d =  —Vg — rd[(3c\/(3c — 1] for B a  +ve
In either case a pair of resonances are obtained in principle. In practice 
the Q ’s of the resonances could be quite different, so th a t in the context of active 
apertures one resonance might be strongly excited whilst the other, if at all, only 
weakly excited. Consequently, as the cavity length is changed continuously over 
a wide range the resonance behaviour can be complex and largely dependent 
upon the bias applied to the negative resistance element.
It is to be noted th a t in the case of zero prim ary susceptance only a single 
resonance is observed corresponding to the case when /?c =  T e.^. when the 
device is ‘cold’.
§4.7.6 The resonant cavity lengths
(a) Negative transform ed susceptance
tan/9d = — Vg —Vd j^ /?c ~  1
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OT (3d ~  — tan -1 ^3 +  rd
2Trd
—niK — tan  ^ rs +  rd
71 — — tan
7T
t*5  4 -  r d 43.39
The ‘cold’ resonant lengths:
71 tan  ( v s Y r d )
TV
A3A0
when (3c ^  I \ /(^l  ~  /9c(l — 1/2/9^). Thus (3c ±  y / (3^  — 1 has the
values l/2(3c or 2(3c and so:
d \  = 4 71 — — tan
TV
- 1 r.  +
rd
2A
43.41
2
n  tan  [r, +  2/?cr<i]
TV
A3.42
Positive transform ed susceptance
tan/9d =  — t*5 +  rd / î c V ^ l A3.43
(3d — — tan - 1 A3.44
therefore:
71 — — tan
TV
- 1 rs -  rd 13, 43.45
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n — ~  tan
TT
-1 r .  — rd
2/3, 43.46
< ■ 1 n  -  -  tan  [r  ^ -  2(3cTd] A3.47
The ‘cold’ resonance in the case of positive transform ed susceptance is 
given by:
[d n  tan   ^ [r^ -  r^]
7T
A3.48
It is to be noted with /3c ^  1, the resonant lengths d \  and d \  are almost 
equal and m ight in practice blend into a single resonance.
Conclusions
The general conclusion of this section is tha t when an active microstrip 
an tenna is used to excite the cavity, one two three or four resonances might occur 
as the m irror separation for the secondary circuit is varied. The exact behaviour 
depends upon the m agnitude of the coefficient and the input susceptances of 
the rad iating  apertures. Clearly when /3c =  1, both apertures of the m icrostrip 
patch  system  do not act simultaneously which implies poor coupling to the 
secondary circuit. In order to overcome this problem  the active device must 
be placed in such a position th a t the following conditions are simultaneously 
satisfied.
(1) The device susceptance and conductance must be identically transform ed 
into each radiating aperture.
(2) The am plitudes and phases of the aperture excitations m ust be such tha t 
a broadside maxim um  is produced. Normally the excitations at each end 
should have equal am plitudes with a phase difference of t t .
(3) For good coupling efficiency There should be no end-fire radiation out of 
the cavity. Normally this would require adjacent apertures in a broadside 
array to be spaced by half a wavelength and excited exactly in phase. 
Provided th a t the m utual coupling of each aperture to the cavity was
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stronger than  th a t between adjacent apertures the phasing requirement 
will be autom atically satisfied. Clearly, it will become progressively more 
easy to satisfy the phasing requirement as the num ber of active devices in 
the array  is increased. However, in the case of excessive positive feedback 
from  the optical cavity gain saturation will limit the output power avail­
able from the system. This problem can easily be overcome by increasing 
the oscillator loading.
It is clear th a t the direct-coupled approach to active device matching 
is unsatisfactory  on a num ber of points and it is further suggested tha t the 
m atching problem  may be overcome through the use of an additional Ag/4 
coaxial m atching transform er originally suggested in C hapter 3.
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photocurrent can be attributed either to an internal reflection 
from the p-contact or back-difTusion of carriers from the low 
field region. Both of these possibilities would be likely in 
devices with aL < \.
In conclusion, we have studied high-performance operation 
of planar, passivated InGaAs PIN detectors. Frequency 
response flat to at least 20GHz has been demonstrated, with 
an external quantum efficiency as high as 37% at A =  1-3/im 
wavelength.
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RESONANCE IN SELF-OSCILLATING 
ANTENNAS
Indexing terms: Antennas, Resonance
It is found that, to achieve stable oscillation and a well 
defined broadside radiation pattern from a self-oscillating 
microstrip antenna, the feed point should be located close to 
one end of the microstrip. Additional impedance matching is 
necessary to ensure that the correct mode of oscillation is 
excited.
active device with conductance -(G ^ l and suceptance B„ is 
connected to the offset feed point. The variation of the intrin­
sic device parameters with frequency and RF power level has 
been studied by a number of authors.' When presented with a 
choice of possible modes of oscillation, the active device will 
select the mode which most closely satisfies the conditions for 
self oscillation and resonance:
G,, + Gj = 0 B. + B. = 0 (I)
The input admittance of the line at the general offset feed 
point (z) may be calculated as a function of the asymmetry 
parameter
l / c ^  \ 
2 \c o s  PL j ( 2 )
In this expression /? =  In/Xg and L is the physical length of 
the line excluding end effects. When the feed is symmetrically 
placed with respect to the radiating apertures, z =  0 and y  =  
y[sec PL — I], whereas for the position of greatest asymmetry.
|B4= G
Fig. 1 T ransmission-line model for microstrip antenna
z  =  L j l  and v =  0. The required expressions for the input
susceptance and conductance of the line are obtained as
follows:
DBi„ = [2BYo + {Yl-{B^ + 6^ )}
X tan pL2lYl(Yo -  B tan PL)
+ yY^{Yl + B^ + G )^-] (3)
DGu, =  2G Yt{l +  tan^ pL) -  G Y \
X  \an PL\_2BYo -E {T j -  (B" -t- G^)} tan ^L]
-1- y [2 G Y l{Y l - B ^  +  G^]} -  4BGYi tan pLJ (4)
where
D =  [y g  -  BYo tan pL -  (Tg - t - B ^ -  G^)y]" 
-1- G^[Yo tan PL -  2By]^ (5)
We assume that the device admittance is a pure negative con­
ductance. Setting the first factor in eqn. 3 equal to  zero defines 
the resonant lengths for the fundamental high impedance 
mode and its higher harmonics, namely
tan pLg  =  —
2BK
Yl-{B^ + G^) (6)
Active microstrip patch antennas were first constructed in the 
UK by A. F. Fray at RSRE, Malvern. To achieve a good 
power match between the active device with a high negative 
conductance, an impedance transformation was effected by 
m ounting the device close to the centre of the microstrip line.
The aim of this letter is to describe recent advances in our 
physical understanding of the active microstrip resonator. 
Considerable insight into the resonance modes of an active 
antenna can be obtained from a consideration of the 
transmission-line model given in Fig. 1. It is implied that an
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or L„ n2g/2 neglecting end effects. Inspection of eqn. 4 
shows that eqn. 6 defines a local impedance maximum for 
small changes of frequency about the resonance condition.
When y  = 0, the eigenfunctions may have either odd or 
even symmetry, corresponding to the excitation of the n- or 
O-modc oscillations. The aperture phasing for the it-modes 
produces a radiation pattern with a broadside maximum, 
whereas the O-modes generate an end-fire pattern. The mag­
nitude of this local impedance maximum decreases monotoni- 
cally with decreasing z over a range of values (Yg/G)^;!, or 
typically 400:1 when B is neglected in comparison to G. 
However, when z =  0 only the symmetric eigenfunctions are 
admissible, and it is physically impossible to  excite the
1269
71-mode. When the radiative apertures are mismatched to the 
free-space impedance, it is possible to match the device imped­
ance by a suitable choice of z, but the aperture phasing will 
not generally correspond to either a pure a-mode or O-modc 
resonance. The situation is complicated further by the second
Ï
I
I  14
.i
»
d e v i c e  o f f s e t  z f r o m  c e n t r e  o f  p a t c f i ,  m m  | 3 t t / 2 l
Fig. 2 Experimental frequency locus for quadrature mode
factor in the num erator of eqn. 3. When this term is set equal 
to zero the roots of the resulting equation correspond to the 
excitation of the quadrature or Q-mode, for which the aper­
ture phasings differ by an odd integer multiple of 7i/2 when 
y =  0. Unlike the n- and O-modes, the Q-mode is not a  con­
stant frequency mode, and further corresponds to a local
c i
0 2 4 6 e 10
distan ce from sca n  origin 
para llel to patch width, mm
impedance minimum. The fundamental resonance frequency 
of this term is generally lower than that of the corresponding 
TT-modc and gradually increases as z -* 0. finally becoming 
identical to that of the fundamental O-mode in the limiting 
case of z =  0.
In reality, the active device is a serious impedance pertur­
bation, since it behaves as a current generator which has a 
finite positive suceptance. Regardless of the position of the 
feed, only the quadrature mode can satisfy the more realistic 
boundary conditions, and consequently the resonance fre­
quency will increase as z -* 0. Furthermore, one might expect 
that, in general, only the more distant aperture, which pre­
sents an inductive susceptance to the feed, will be strongly 
excited when z #  0. These conclusions are vindicated by the 
experimentally observed frequency locus (Fig. 2) for a self- 
oscillating microstrip of effective length theoretically equal to 
2g/2 at 16 GHz. Additional evidence is provided by the charge 
density distribution over the antenna given in Fig. 3a.
The problems associated with the simple arrahgemcnt 
employed by Fray may be overcome by matching the full 
TT-mode impedance to the active device by means of a lOOfi 
coaxial Ag/4 transformer mounted through the substrate close 
to one end of the microstrip. The highly symmetric aperture 
excitation obtained in Fig. 36 now has the correct phasing to 
produce a well developed broadside maximum and, inciden­
tally, results in a greatly reduced crosspolar output.
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a RF charge density distribution for a near-ccntre-fed direct- 
coupled Ag/2 self-oscillating J-band antenna on R-T Duroid sub­
strate
b RF charge density distribution for an end-fed transformer 
coupled self-oscillating J-band antenna
Indexing terms: Microwave devices and components. Fre­
quency convertors. Bipolar devices. Integrated circuits
A microwave self-oscillating mixer (SOM) functioning as a 
frequency convertor with conversion gains up to 17dB at 
5 GHz is reported. The SOM consists of an fj-=  10 GHz 
silicon bipolar monolithic microwave integrated circuit 
(MMIC) and a dielectric resonator (DR). It down-converts 
signals up to 9 GHz with conversion gain. The highest mea­
sured frequency of oscillation for a microstrip packaged 
device was 10-7 GHz.
Introdtiction: M onolithic microwave feedback amplifiers using 
a silicon bipolar Darlington pair have been reported with 
usable gain up to 6 G H z.' Bipolar transistor SOM s have long 
been used in radio applications as autodyne mixers,* and 
microwave diode SOMs are used in Doppler radar systems.* 
More recently, several microwave SOMs have been reported 
based on GaAs technology, using both single-gate*-* and 
dual-gate^ MESFETs. This letter presents a microwave SOM 
consisting of a  self-biased, silicon bipolar Darlington pair 
M M IC and a DR. The operation and advantages of the Dar­
lington pair as an amplifier-mixer-oscillator will be discussed.
Circuit configuration: Fig. 1 shows the schematic and func­
tional block diagrams and the equivalent circuit of the SOM.
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RESONANCE IN AN ACTIVE M IL LIM ET RIC  CONFORMAL ARRAY ANTENNA WITH Q U A S I-O P T IC A L  FEEDBACK
. G. F rayn e, C .J . Riddaway
R oyal H ollow ay & B edford New C o l le g e ,  U n iv e r s ity  o f London, U.K.
INTRODUCTION
W ith low power s o l i d  s t a t e  so u r c e s  th e  a b i l i ty  
za  com bine th e  o u tp u t from la r g e  numbers o f  
d e v ic e s  e f f i c i e n t l y  becom es a major r e q u ir e ­
ment in  any power com bining n etw ork . At sh o r t  
m i l l i m e t r i c  w a v e le n g th s  many o f  th e  
e s t a b l i s h e d  power com b inin g  te c h n iq u e s  based  
upon fu n d am en ta l mode w avegu id e or m ic r o s t r ip  
tr a n s m is s io n  c i r c u i t s  f a i l  fo r  a number o f  
r e a s o n s . The p r e s e n t  r e s e a r c h  i s  aimed a t  
in v e s t i g a t in g  th e  u se  o f  a h ig h ly  overmoded  
q u a s i - o p t i c  r e s o n a to r  a s  a power in t e g r a t in g  
c a v i t y ."  The r e s u l t s  o f  s c a l e  m odel e x p e r i ­
m ents perform ed a t  J-band and Q-band su g g e s t  
t h a t  t h i s  approach  may w e l l  prove t o  be more 
a t t r a c t i v e  than  c o n v e n t io n a l  t e c h n iq u e s ,  
p a r t i c u la r ly  a t  f r e e  sp a ce  w a v e le n g th s  
s h o r t e r  than 8 mm.
At low f r e q u e n c ie s  around X-band a number o f  
s u c c e s s f u l  n etw ork s have been  d e s ig n e d  t h a t  
a re  b ased  upon l i n e a r  c h a in  o r  t r e e  com bining  
s t r u c t u r e s .  The e s s e n t i a l  com ponent i s  a 
broadband d i r e c t i o n a l  c o u p le r  o f  w h ich  th e r e  
a r e  a number o f  c l a s s i c  form s v i z : -  (a) th e  
W ilk in so n  2-way com b in er, (b) th e  h y b rid  
r in g  c o u p le r ,  (c) th e  branch l i n e  90° h y b rid  
and (d) th e  c o u p le d  l i n e  d i r e c t i o n a l  c o u p le r .  
In  p r i n c i p l e ,  many o f  t h e s e  ty p e s  can be 
r e a l i z e d  in  a number of, t r a n s m is s io n  
g e o m e tr ie s  e . g .  c o - a x i a l  l i n e ,  w a v eg u id e , 
m ic r o s t r ip ,  s l o t  l i n e  o r  some h yb rid  form .
A number o f  r e so n a n t  w avegu id e c a v i t y  pow er-  
com b in in g  s t r u c t u r e s  have been  r e p o r te d  in  
th e  l i t e r a t u r e ,  th e  m ost n o ta b le  o f  w hich  a re  
th e  r e c ta n g u la r  w avegu id e com biner o f  
Kurokawa and M agalhaes eind th e  TMqiq 
c y l i n d r i c a l  w av eg u id e  c a v i t y  com biner o f Harp 
and S to v e r . (S ee  R e f .1 fo r  g e n e r a l  re fe r e n c e s )  
Overmoded T c y l i n d r i c a l  com b iners have
a l s o  been  c o n s tr u c te d  a t  X-band and t h i s  
approach  may a l s o  o f f e r  some ch an ce o f  
o b ta in in g  h ig h  power w ith  c lo s e d  s t r u c t u r e s  
a t  th e  lo n g e r  m i l l im e t r i c  w a v e le n g th s .
H ow ever, a t  th e  fr e q u e n c ie s  o f  i n t e r e s t  h e r e ,  
fun d am en ta l o r  even  s l i g h t l y  overmoded  
c y l i n d r i c a l  c a v i t i e s  a r e  p h y s i c a l ly  t o o  sm a ll  
to  accom m odate th e  r e q u ir e d  number o f  d e v ic e s .
At h ig h  f r e q u e n c ie s ,  m ic r o s t r ip  d is c o n t in u ­
i t i e s  such  a s  an ab ru p t open c i r c u i t  r a d ia t e  
w aves v e r y  e f f i c i e n t l y  in t o  f r e e  sp a c e . L e ss  
ab ru p t d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s  such  a s  th o s e  
en co u n te red  in  branch  l i n e  c o u p le r s  and 
h y b r id  r in g s  a l s o  r a d ia t e  and t h e s e  l o s s e s  
le a d  t o  a d e g r a d a t io n  in  th e  perform ance o f  
t r e e  com b inin g  s t r u c t u r e s .  The t o t a l  l o s s  by 
r a d ia t io n  o f  f r e e  sp a ce  w aves from d is c o n ­
t i n u i t i e s  in c r e a s e s  w ith  th e  sq u a re  o f  th e  
fre q u e n c y  u n t i l  an upper freq u en cy  l i m i t  i s  
rea ch ed  a t  w h ich  th e  l o s s  by s u r f a c e  wave 
g e n e r a t io n  becom es dom in an t. S in c e  th e  
r a d ia t iv e  l o s s  d o m in a tes th e  ohmic and 
d i e l e c t r i c  a b so r p t io n  l o s s e s  i t  i s  s e n s ib l e  
t o  lo o k  f o r  a power com bining te c h n iq u e  th a t
• T h is  approach  has a l s o  been t r e a t e d  th e o ­
r e t i c a l l y  by Mink MTT-34 p p .273 1986.
w i l l  e x p l o i t  th is  s i t u a t i o n .  A c o n f ig u r a t io n  
o f  p o s s ib le  i n t e r e s t  in  t h i s  c o n te x t  i s  a 
tw o -d im en sio n a l c lo s e  packed a rra y  o f  a c t iv e  
con form ai a n te n n a s . The s o l i d  s t a t e  n e g a t iv e  
co n d u ctan ce e le m e n ts  a r e  in j e c t i o n  lo c k e d  by 
means o f  a p o s i t i v e  feed b a ck  lo o p  w hich con ­
t a i n s  a narrow band f i l t e r .  I f  th e  a m p l i f ie r  
netw ork i s  r e l a t i v e l y  broad-band b oth  th e  
freq u en cy  o f  o s c i l l a t i o n  and th e  freq u en cy  
s t a b i l i t y  w i l l  be d eterm in ed  by th e  p r o p e r tie s  
o f  th e  feed b a ck  p a th . The req u irem en ts  fo r  
such a sy stem  can  v e r y  e a s i l y  be met d i r e c t l y  
a t  th e  r a d ia t io n  l e v e l  i f  th e  n e c e s sa r y  
p o s i t i v e  feed b a ck  i s  s im p ly  d e r iv e d  from a 
p a r t i a l l y  t r a n s m it t in g  seco n d a ry  r e f l e c t o r .  
The r e f l e c t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  th e  s u b s id ia r y  
m irro r  d e te r m in e s  b oth  th e  feed b a ck  f a c to r  
and th e  o u tp u t  c o u p lin g . A p p lic a t io n  o f  
p o s i t i v e  feed b a ck  n o t o n ly  m o d if ie s  th e  
reso n a n ce  c o n d it io n s  b ut a l s o  ch an ges th e  
s p a t i a l  mode s t r u c t u r e  su p p orted  by th e  array . 
M u lt ip le  r e f l e c t i o n s  betw een th e  so u rce  
m irror and th e  feed b a ck  m irror e s s e n t i a l l y  
tra n sfo rm s th e  h ig h  s p a t i a l  freq u en cy  c o n te n t  
o f  th e  a c t iv e  a rra y  to  a s e r i e s  o f  w e l l  
d e f in e d  c a v i t y  beam m odes.
RESONATOR THEORY
The fundam ental " G aussian " beam mode
has a f i e l d  d i s t r ib u t io n  o f  th e  form g iv e n  
by e q u a tio n  (1 ) .
( 1 )
w here th e  p h ase s h i f t
l a t i ’ ( 4 -
T h is  mode i s  o f  p a r t ic u la r  i n t e r e s t  b eca u se  
o f  i t s  r o t a t io n a l  symmetry and sm ooth r a d ia l  
i n t e n s i t y  p r o f i l e .  As th e  beam p ro p a g a te s  
tow ards e i t h e r  m irro r  i t  expands a cco rd in g  to  
a h y p e r b o lic  law
W=w,{■•(if] = ^  a n d  =X nrwj A R
R i s  th e  r a d iu s  o f  th e  ph ase fron t and 2W^  
the ,"3d b "  beam d ia m e ter  a t  th e  c e n tr e  o f  th e  
r e s o n a to r . I f  th e  so u rc e  m irro r  and feed b a ck  
m irro r  have i d e n t i c a l  r a d i i  o f  cu r v a tu r e  Rq 
and are s e p a r a te d  by a d i s t a n c e  L, th e  " sp o t  
s iz e "  2Wg on th e  s u r fa c e  o f  ea ch  m irro r  can 
be found from
i s
w; TT J2R„-L ( 2 :
Beyond th e  e x i t  a p e r tu r e  lo c a te d  a t  z = L/2 
th e  beam d iv e r g e s  in  a con e o f  s e m i-a n g le  
A/rrWo and may be c o l l im a te d  w ith  a "shaped"  
c a s s e g r a in  beam exp an d er. For a c y l i n d r i c a l l y  
sym m etric r e s o n a to r  th e  g e n e r a l s o lu t io n  to  
th e  wave e q u a tio n  can be w r i t te n  in  term s o f  
g e n e r a l iz e d  L agu erre p o ly n o m ia ls  JLp w hich  
a r e  c h a r a c te r iz e d  by r a d ia l  and a z im u th a l 
mode numbers ( p ,&) and th e  lo w e s t  o rd er  p o ly ­
nom ial L o  = 1• The r e so n a n t  fr e q u e n c ie s  a r e  
g iv e n  by e q u a tio n  (3)
(3 )
where th e  freq u en cy  s e p a r a t io n  betw een
a d ja c e n t  a z im u th a l modes i s  g r e a t e s t  fo r  a 
c o n f o c a l  r e s o n a to r  L = Rq and th e  s e p a r a t io n  
betw een  a d ja c e n t  a x ia l  modes i s  g iv e n  by 
f~ . In a c o n fo c a l  r e so n a to r  a l l  modes
w ith  th e  same 2 q » 2 p* f become d e g e n e r a te .
The fo r g o in g  c o n c lu s io n s  reg a r d in g  mode 
s t r u c t u r e  a r e  s t i l l  a p p ro x im a te ly  v a l id  in  th e  
c a s e  o f  an a c t i v e  c a v i t y  r e s o n a to r  a lth o u g h  i t  
i s  found in  p r a c t ic e  th a t  sm a ll d e p a r tu r e s  
from s p h e r ic a l  symmetry due t o  a la c k  o f  co n -  
fo r m a l i t y  in  th e  v i c i n i t y  o f  th e  so u r c e  
m odules d o es  p rod u ce some freq u en cy  s p l i t t i n g  
o f  th e  d e g e n e r a te  m odes. F o r tu n a te ly  i t  i s  
p o s s i b le  (2 ) to  s e l e c t i v e l y  damp o u t  th e  
h ig h e r  o rd er  modes and p rov id ed  th a t  th e  
m ir r o r  sp o t  s i z e  2Ws i s  n o t to o  la r g e  th e  
TEMqo^  ^ a x isy m m e tr ic  modes a re  n o t a t te n u a te d  
a p p r e c ia b ly . Under th e s e  c o n d it io n s  e q u a tio n
(3) p r e d ic t s  th a t  a q u a s i - o p t i c  o s c i l l a t o r  has 
a tu n in g  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  co m p r is in g  a la r g e  
number o f  d i s c r e t e  TEMQOq^  modes w ith  a d ja c e n t  
f r e q u e n c ie s  r e la t e d  by th e  e x p r e s s io n
= (q ,îi)fo  .C le a r ly ,  th e  l o c a l  mode sp a c in g  i s  
in v e r s e ly  p r o p o r t io n a l  to  th e  c a v i t y  le n g t h .  
The above th e o r y  d o es  n o t ta k e  in t o  a cco u n t  
th e  m utual in t e r a c t io n  th a t  ta k e s  p la c e  
betw een  th e  low Q prim ary r e s o n a n t  c i r c u i t  o f  
th e  so u r c e  m odule and th e  r e l a t i v e l y  h ig h  Q 
narrowband f i l t e r  in  th e  feed b a ck  lo o p . Each 
elem en t in  an N -e lem en t arra y  i s  co u p led  n o t  
o n ly  t o  i t s e l f  b u t a l s o  ev ery  o th e r  e lem en t in  
th e  a rra y  due t o  th e  common se co n d a r y  c i r c u i t .  
T h is l e a d s  to  a s u r p r is in g ly  la r g e  number o f  
co u p led  c i r c u i t s ,  fo r  exam p le , in  a 1 0 0  
e le m e n t a rra y  b a sed  upon th e  m ic r o s t r ip  p atch  
geom etry  th e r e  a r e  in  f a c t  4 0 ,0 0 0  co u p led  
c i r c u i t s .  Owing t o  th e  G au ssian  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
o f  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  c l o s e  t o  th e  m ir r o r  s u r f a c e ,  
th e  d r iv in g  p o in t  im pedance o f  each  an tenn a  
w i l l  be a f u n c t io n  o f  i t s  r a d ia l  p o s i t i o n .  The 
in p u t  a d m itta n c e  Y y o f  a packaged n e g a t iv e  co n ­
d u c ta n c e  e le m e n t may b e c a lc u la t e d  from th e  
e q u iv a le n t  c i r c u i t  g iv e n  in  F i g . ( l a )  and then  
tra n sfo rm e d  t o  any c o n v e n ie n t  r e f e r e n c e  p la n e  
S' in  w h ich  th e  c o n d it io n s  fo r  s e l f - o s c i l l a ­
t i o n  and r e so n a n c e  o f  th e  compound o s c i l l a t o r  
a r e  t o  be s p e c i f i e d .  In  th e  c a s e  o f  a c o n fo r ­
mai a rra y  o f  s u r fa c e  m ounted m ic r o s t r ip  p a tch  
a n te n n a s we ta k e  th e  p la n e  S' t o  be th e  
a p e r tu r e  p la n e  o f  th e  a n te n n a , w h ich  i s  in  
p r a c t i c e  v e r y  c l o s e  t o  th e  m ir r o r  p la n e . The 
c o n d it io n s  fo r  o s c i l l a t i o n  a re  now s p e c i f i e d  
in  term s o f  th e  in p u t a d m itta n c e  y/ o f  th e  
q u a s i - o p t i c  r e s o n a to r  v iew ed  from th e  same 
p la n e . Thus Vj *Y/ = 0 i s  th e  r e q u ir e d  co n ­
d i t i o n  and i t  i s  im p o rta n t t h a t  th e  lo c k in g  
ran ge o f  each a c t i v e  e lem en t i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  
la r g e  t o  s a t i s f y  t h i s  c o n d it io n  a t  a l l  r a d ia l  
m ounting p o s i t i o n s .  T here a r e  th r e e  c o n tr ib u ­
t i o n s  to  th e  v a r ia t io n  o f  Yj v i z :  (a) random
f l u c t u a t i o n s  in  Y^  a t  th e  d e v ic e  l e v e l .
C le a r ly  a l l  d e v ic e s  sh ou ld  o r ig in a t e  from a 
u n iform  zone o f  th e  same se m ico n d u cto r  s l i c e ,  
(b) V a r ia t io n s  in  th e  an tenn a  geom etry  due to  
th e  norm al m a n u fa ctu r in g  t o l e r a n c e s ,  (c) 
S y s te m a t ic  v a r ia t io n  o f  th e  an tenn a c o u p lin g  
f a c t o r  w hich  i s  a fu n c t io n  o f  th e  r a d ia l  
p o s i t i o n  o f  th e  so u r c e  e lem en t in  th e  a rra y .  
The l a s t  f a c to r  i s  o f  p a r t ic u la r  i n t e r e s t  
b e c a u se  i t  im poses an upper l i m i t  on th e  t o t a l  
number o f  d e v ic e s  t h a t  can be co u p led  t o  th e  
r e s o n a to r  f i e l d .
S ou rce  Module C o n s id e r a t io n s  (3)
The e q u iv a le n t  c i r c u i t  o f  a so u r c e  b ased  upon 
a A g /  2 r e so n a n t m ic r o s t r ip  p atch  geom etry i s  
g iv e n  in  F ig .  (1 b ) . The a c t i v e  d e v ic e  ad m it­
ta n c e  Yd i s  assum ed t o  be d i r e c t l y  co u p led  to  
th e  l i n e  in  th e  f i r s t  in s t a n c e .  The in p u t  
a d m itta n c e  Yj^  a t  th e  feed  p o in t  i s  a 
s e n s i t i v e  fu n c t io n  o f  th e  m ounting p o s i t i o n  
fo r  sm a ll v a lu e s  o f  z .  I t  i s  tem p tin g  t o  make
u se  o f  th e  im pedance tr a n sfo r m a tio n  p r o p e r t ie s  
o f  th e  l i n e  in  o rd er  to  a c h ie v e  an im pedance  
m atch betw een th e  a c t iv e  d e v ic e  co n d u cta n ce  
Gd and th e  r a d ia t io n  c o n d u c ta n c e s  G. F u r th e r ,  
s in c e  th e  m ic r o s t r ip  d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s  g e n e r a te  
a la r g e  VSWR th e  phase d o es  n o t vary  u n ifo rm ly  
a lo n g  th e  le n g th  o f  th e  l i n e  but ch an ges q u it e  
a b r u p tly  by  ^ c o m p a r a tiv e ly  sm a ll range
o f  z c l o s e  to  th e  c e n tr e  o f  th e  l i n e .  C on se­
q u e n tly  i t  may be p o s s ib le  fo r  a sm a ll v a lu e  
o f  z to  s a t i s f y  a p p ro x im a te ly  th e  a p er tu re  
p h a sin g  n e c e s sa r y  fo r  th e  g e n e r a t io n  o f  a 
b r o a d s id e  p a tte r n  w h i l s t  s t i l l  m a in ta in in g  a 
r e a so n a b ly  good im pedance m atch. However, th e  
r a d ia t io n  p a tte r n  o f  a f r e e  running so u rc e  
g iv e n  in  F ig . ( 2 a )  c l e a r l y  d em o n stra tes  th a t  
t h i s  i s  n o t a good assu m p tio n .
The a p e r tu r e  asymmetry due to  an a r b it r a r y  
d e v ic e  o f f s e t  z can be a n a ly se d  in  term s o f  
an e q u iv a le n t  ir - s e c t io n  netw ork  w ith  th r e e  
e le m e n ts  Y,,-Y,g , Y12 and Y22-Y12 • I t  can be 
shown t h a t  th e  in p u t  a d m itta n c e s  ( Y, and IY, 
s p e c i f i e d  in  F ig .( 1 b )  may be w r it te n  as 
f o l lo w s  :
,Y  I .  ( S2 -A ^ -Y ? 2 X S * A l .IV  , ( -Y,^?)(S - A )
(4)
w here S. V , ; A (51
C o n se q u e n tly , i f  each p a ir  o f  a p e r tu r e s  
r e c e iv e  i d e n t i c a l  e x c i t a t i o n ,  th e  asymmetry 
term s w i l l  c a n c e l .  In o rd er  t o  g a in  a p h y s ic a l  
u n d e r sta n d in g  o f  th e  problem  i t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  
t o  c o n s id e r  th e  m utual in t e r a c t io n  betw een  a 
s i n g l e  a p e r tu r e  p a ir  and th e  q u a s i - o p t ic  
c a v i t y .  I f  th e  in p u t co n d u cta n ce  o f  e i t h e r  
a p e r tu r e , taken  s i n g l y ,  i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  
n e g a t iv e  to  overcom e th e  c a v i t y  l o s s  i t  i s  
p o s s ib le  fo r  each  a p e r tu r e  t o  o s c i l l a t e  in d e ­
p e n d e n tly  o f  th e  o th e r  a t  a freq u en cy  d e t e r ­
mined by i t s  in p u t s u s c e p ta n c e . Owing to  th e  
n o n - l in e a r  b eh a v io u r  o f  th e  d e v ic e  c o n d u c ta n c e ,  
p a ra m etr ic  o s c i l l a t i o n s  would o ccu r  a t  th e  sum 
and d i f f e r e n c e  fr e q u e n c ie s .  The p a ra m etr ic  
o s c i l l a t i o n s  co u ld  be su p p r e sse d  (a) by red u c­
in g  th e  "gain" o f  th e  e lem en t so  th a t  corporate  
o s c i l l a t i o n  o f  both  a p e r tu r e s  a t  a common 
freq u en cy  w ould be n e c e s s a r y  in  o rd er  t o  o v e r ­
come th e  c a v i t y  l o s s .  T h e o r e t i c a l ly ,  i r r e ­
s p e c t iv e  o f  w h eth er  th e  a p e r tu r e s  com bine in  
s e r i e s  or in  p a r a l l e l  th e  asymmetry would  
c a n c e l .  In p r a c t i c e ,  c a n c e l la t io n  d o es n o t  
o ccu r  b eca u se  th e  o s c i l l a t i o n  c o n d it io n  ca n n o t  
be s a t i s f i e d  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  by b oth  a p e r tu r e s ,
(b) By red u c in g  th e  o s c i l l a t o r  lo a d in g ,  th e  Q 
can be made s u f f i c i e n t l y  la r g e  fo r  one o f  th e  
f r e q u e n c ie s  to  be m e c h a n ic a lly  d e -tu n e d . (c)
A b e t t e r  s o lu t io n  i s  to  remove th e  o r ig in  o f  
th e  asymmetry by some m eans, e . g .  by "matcliing 
out" one o f  th e  d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s  so  t h a t  t h e r e  
i s  o n ly  one co u p led  a p e r tu r e  p er g a in  e le m e n t.
We c o n s id e r  now a q u a s i - o p t i c  c a v i t y  w ith  a 
s i n g l e  co u p led  a p e r tu r e  o f  a d m itta n c e  Y^  a s  
shown in  F i g . ( 1 c ) .  In o rd er  to  d e r iv e  a 
c i r c u i t  model fo r  th e  q u a s i - o p t i c  r e s o n a to r  
we r e p la c e  i t  by a le n g th  L o f  lo s s y  o v e r ­
moded w avegu id e o f  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  im pedance  
Zq w hich i s  term in a ted  a t  each  end by a s h o r t  
c i r c u i t  o f  n o rm a lised  s u r f a c e  im pedance  
= f j i l*  j) . We d e f in e  an a b so r p t io n  
c o e f f i c i e n t  ( cc = 5 x 1 0  ^ cm"' ) in  th e  w ave­
g u id e  w hich y i e l d s  th e  same p e r c e n ta g e  l o s s  
per t r a n s i t  as would be o b ta in e d  by d i f f r a c ­
t io n  in  th e  o p t i c a l  c a v i t y ,  i . e .  ap p roxim ately  
10% per t r a n s i t  in  a p la in  c a v i t y  w ith  F r e s n e l  
number N = a V -   ^= 2 . I f  cu rved  m irro rs  o f  
d ia m e te r  (2a) a re  u sed , w i l l  be much 
sm a lle r  than in  th e  above e s t im a te .  The t o t a l  
in p u t  a d m itta n c e  Yj o f  th e  c a v i t y  near
r e so n a n c e  in  th e  p la n e  o f  one o f  th e  m irro rs  
rs g iv e n  by Eqn. (6 )
Y, =  Y I" - ' 5  t a n  PL  ^ j r, t a n  1( j ^
( 6 )
w h ere =rj .tanôL  ; ♦ oLL
A p p l ic a t io n  o f  th e  reso n a n c e  c o n d it io n  
c^ ( Y t ) = o y i e l d s  an e x p r e s s io n  fo r  th e  "co ld "  
r e s o n a n t  le n g th  L<n o f  th e  c a v i t y .  When one o f  
th e  m ir r o r s  c o n ta in s  an a c t iv e  r e so n a n t  
" a p ertu re "  w ith  a d m itta n c e  Yg we can f in d  th e  
new r e s o n a n t  le n g th s  fo r  th e  a p e r t u r e - c a v i ty  
sy s te m  by tr a n sfo r m in g  a l l  q u a n t i t i e s  to  
e i t h e r  th e  prim ary or  se co n d a ry  c i r c u i t .  The 
t o t a l  prim ary a d m itta n c e  Yp i s  g iv e n  by 
Eqn. (7)
r p -  o g -  Y ' J  * Y,
The r e s o n a n c e  c o n d it io n  now becom es 
Y ' )  = - B g
By w r i t in g  Bg/m^Yp ='/z  ( ■ [ _ ( ' * )  we can show 
t h a t  th e  a p e r tu r e  a d m itta n c e  B g  now g iv e s  
r i s e  t o  a p a i r  o f  r e so n a n c e s  fo r  each  in t e g r a l  
v a lu e  o f  q . The d i f f e r e n c e s  A  b etw een  th e  
r e s o n a n t  le n g th s  fo r  p > l a r e  a p p ro x im a te ly  
g iv e n  by
A , =  = A a / L  - -
( 1 0 )
u'] (7)
( 8 )
( 1 1 )
L ( 1 -  1/2/91
A,= ( 1 2 )
A , > A , >  A , > A ,
Thus fo r  th e  same a b s o lu te  m agnitu d e o f  
c o u p le d  a p e r tu r e  s u s c e p ta n c e , th r e e  o f  th e  
r e so n a n c e  fr e q u e n c ie s  a re  lo w er  than  th e  f r e e  
ru n n in g  fr e q u e n c y  w h i l s t  th e  rem ain in g  
fr e q u e n c y  i s  h ig h e r . For la r g e  v a lu e s  o f  /3, 
th e  r e s o n a n c e s  w ith  s p l i t t i n g  f a c t o r s  A 2 
A 3 w i l l  m erge in t o  a s i n g l e  r e s o n a n c e .
Owing to  th e  asymmetry o f  th e  d io d e  c o u p lin g  
b o th  p a ir s  o f  r e so n a n c e s  can be o b se r v e d  in  
p r a c t i c e  w ith  th e  ty p e  o f  so u r c e  c o n s tr u c t io n  
em ployed  h e r e .  The p a r a s i t i c  r e a c ta n c e  o f  th e  
n e g a t iv e  co n d u cta n ce  e lem en t when v iew ed  from  
th e  a p e r tu r e  IY*)  ^ i s  in d u c t iv e  and when 
view ed  from th e  o th e r  a p e r tu r e  (Y()g i s  ca p a -  
c i t a t i v e .  P a ra m etr ic  o s c i l l a t i o n  a t  a 
fr e q u e n c y  o f  24 MHz has been o b ser v ed  c o r r e ­
sp o n d in g  t o  th e  low  freq u en cy  b e a t  betw een  th e  
two m odes (3 ,4 )  w hose fr e q u e n c ie s  a r e  c l o s e s t  
t o  th e  f r e e  ru n n ing  freq u en cy  o f  th e  so u r c e .
The a b ove th e o r y  p r e d ic t s  t h a t  under f r e e  
ru n n in g  c o n d it io n s  w ith  asym m etric d io d e  
c o u p l in g ,  b o th  a p e r tu r e s  ca n n o t s a t i s f y  th e  
r e so n a n c e  c o n d it io n  s im u lta n e o u s ly . By means 
o f  a sc a n n in g  prob e te c h n iq u e  i t  has been  
shown (3) t h a t  o n ly  th e  m ost d i s t a n t  a p e r tu r e ,  
w hich  p r e s e n ts  an in d u c t iv e  lo a d  a t  th e  d io d e  
fe e d  p o in t  z , w i l l  s t r o n g ly  r a d ia t e .  F u r th e r ,  
th e  problem  o f  a p e r tu r e  asymmetry can be 
a l l e v i a t e d  by m atch in g  th e  d io d e  w ith  an 
a d d i t io n a l  q u a r te r -w a v e  tra n sfo rm e r  to  th e  
h ig h  im pedance f e e d - p o in t  lo c a t e d  a t  e i t h e r  
end o f  th e  m ic r o s t r ip .  The m atch in g  can be 
a c h ie v e d  e i t h e r  w ith  a c o - a x i a l  tr a n sfo r m e r  
or a con form ai m ic r o s t r ip  tr a n s fo r m e r . I f  th e  
c o a x ia l  tr a n sfo r m e r  i s  s l i g h t l y  s e t  in  from  
one ed g e  a b a la n ced  e x c i t a t i o n  o f  both  
a p e r tu r e s  i s  o b se r v e d . H owever, u se  o f  a w e l l  
m atched  co n fo rm a i m ic r o s t r ip  tr a n sfo r m e r  h as  
b een  e x p e r im e n ta l ly  o b ser v ed  t o  "match out"
th e  r a d ia t io n  a p e r tu r e  a t  th e  fe e d  p o in t  very  
e f f e c t i v e l y .
E xp er im en ta l C o n firm ation
F ig .( 2 a )  i s  t y p i c a l  o f  th e  r a th e r  com plex c o -  
p o la r  E -p la n e  r a d ia t io n  p a tte r n , w hich i s  
o b ta in e d  from a fr e e -r u n n in g  a c t iv e  p a tch  
antenna w ith  th e  d e v ic e  mounted f a i r l y  c lo s e  
to  th e  c e n tr e  o f  th e  m ic r o s t r ip  l i n e .  F ig . (2b) 
shows th e  im proved b r o a d sid e  p a tte r n  o b ta in e d  
when th e  m ic r o s t r ip  p atch  i s  e n d -fe d  u sin g  a 
c o - a x ia l  m atch ing tr a n sfo r m e r . F ig . ( 2 c )  shows 
th e  e f f e c t  o f  a con form ai m ic r o s t r ip  t r a n s ­
form er on th e  s u r fa c e  ch arge d e n s i t y  d i s t r i ­
b u tio n . A la r g e  V .S.W .R. maximum i s  no lo n g e r  
o b ser v ed  a t  th e  f e e d -p o in t  t o  th e  p a tch  and 
th e  h igh  E - f i e l d  r e g io n  i s  now c o n c e n tr a te d  
a t  th e  f a r  end o f  th e  an ten n a . The tw o- 
d im e n s io n a l s u r fa c e  wave d i s t r i b u t i o n  g e n e r a ­
te d  by th e  an tenn a i s  a l s o  very  c l e a r l y  shown 
in  t h i s  f i g u r e .
F ig .  (3) shows th e  t y p ic a l  TEM ooq , m u lt ip le t  
w hich  i s  o b ta in e d  from an asym m etric a c t iv e  
m ic r o s tr ip  p a tc h  w ith  q u a s i - o p t i c  feedbac)c 
under d i f f e r e n t  c o n d it io n s  o f  D.C. b ia s .  In 
each  c a s e ,  th e  low er t r a c e  shows th e  r e l a t i v e  
p o s i t io n  o f  th e  c a v i t y  reso n a n c e  mode when 
e x c i t e d  by a fr e e -r u n n in g  a c t i v e  p a tch  without 
q u a s i - o p t i c  feed b aclc . The r e l a t i v e  p o s i t io n  
o f  th e  a p e r tu r e  c a v i t y  q u a d ru p le t  in  F ig .(3 d )  
and th e  fr e e -r u n n in g  mode c o m p le te ly  v e r i f i e s  
th e  t h e o r e t i c a l  p r e d ic t io n s  o f  e q u a tio n s  (9) 
to  (1 2 ) fo r  an a r b it r a r y  v a lu e  o f  in p u t  
a d m itta n c e . The s i n g l e t  s t a t e  o f  F ig .( 3 a )  
c o r r e sp o n d s to  th e  s p e c ia l  c a s e  when th e  
in p u t  a d m itta n c e  o f  t h e  m ic r o s t r ip  p atch  Bg 
has one o f  th e  v a lu e s  g iv e n  by e q u a tio n  (1 3 ).
(13)
The d o u b le t  s t a t e  o f  F ig .( 3 b )  co rre sp o n d s to  
th e  s p e c i a l  c a s e  o f /9  =1 and th e  t r i p l e t  s t a t e  
o f  F ig .  (3c) i s  due t o  th e  f u s io n  o f  A 2 an d A j  
when ys;» 1 .
CONCLUSION
The e s s e n t i a l  f e a tu r e s  o f  th e  a p e r tu r e -  
c a v i t y  in t e r a c t io n  have been v e r i f i e d  e x p e r i ­
m e n ta lly  fo r  th e  c a s e  o f  a h ig h  Q o p t i c a l  
c a v i t y  and an a sy m m e tr ic a lly  e x c i t e d  tw in  
a p e r tu r e  so u r c e . In o rd er  t o  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  
in j e c t i o n  lo c k  a m u lt i- e le m e n t  a c t iv e  array  
i t  i s  n e c e s sa r y  t o  a c h ie v e  a h ig h  d eg ree  o f  
a p e r tu r e  symmetry in  o rd er  to  a v o id  m u lt ip le  
reso n a n ce  b e h a v io u r . The o b s e r v a t io n  o f  a 
s i n g l e t  s t a t e  re so n a n c e  under fa v o u r a b le  
c o n d it io n s  o f  a p e r tu r e  a d m itta n c e  s u g g e s t s  
t h a t  some form o f  dynamic b ia s  tu n in g  may be 
n e c e s s a r y  in  ord er  t o  o p t im is e  th e  power 
o u tp u t from a m u lt i- e le m e n t  a r r a y . We have  
a ls o  o b ser v ed  th a t  fo r  r e l a t i v e l y  sm a ll  
numbers o f  d e v ic e s  N<5, th e  o u tp u t powers 
com bine l i n e a r l y  in  th e  q u a s i - o p t i c  c a v i t y .
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EFFICIENT POWER COMBINING 
QUASI-OPTIC OSCILLATOR
Indexing terms: Power combining. Oscillators. Antennas
Slot coupled self-oscillating patch antennas are used as effi­
cient source modules for a quasi-optic power combining 
cavity. Optimum coupling between the antenna and the 
device, and also the need for slot coupling between the 
source module and the cavity, is discussed.
Early self-oscillating patch antennas were constructed with the 
active device directly coupled to the microstrip line, as may be 
seen in Fig. la. A general expression for the input impedance
ground plane ^
active
device
supply
AM transformer 
section O-35mml0 
X 15mm long in 
1mm 0 PTFÉ 
-sleeve
3A/2 patch antenna 
on alumina (J-band)
2 rxit 
I RT Duroid 
(Q-band) 
b HgH
Fig. 1 Schematic of self-oscillating patch antenna designs 
a Direct coupled device 
b Transformer coupled device
of the antenna with an arbitrary feed-point location was 
derived in eqn. 3 of Reference 1. The roots of the second term 
in the numerator, given in eqn. 1, determine the possible res­
onance frequencies of a  directly coupled active patch antenna:
YllY o  -  B tan (^L)] -P
tan {A) tan (C)
1 -  tan {A) tan (C)
X Y o [ Y l  4- 5 : 4.  G : ] 0 (1)
As a  first approximation, B  and G were assumed to be 
frequency-independent with nominal values B s s G a i lO '^ S  
and y o - 0  025S, where A = /KL/2 4 - z); C =  ^(L/2 -  z); 
L  •= length of patch; z =  offset of device from the centre of the 
patch; B, G =  effective aperture susceptance and conductance 
of the patch antenna; Y^ =  characteristic admittance of the 
microstrip line; and p  =  Ih/Xq, where -= guide wavelength.
In general when L  is fixed, many roots exist for each value 
of z, all of which are odd-integer multiples of two prime fre­
quencies. Physically these represent the frequencies at which 
the device is approximately X Jd  from one or other of the 
radiating apertures, i.e. either A or C •= i t / l
A simple modification to  the basic antenna design, sug­
gested in Reference 1 and shown in Fig. lb, has enabled stable 
oscillation to  be obtained at a single resonance frequency 
determined by the well known expression given in eqn. 2 and 
clearly is independent of the feed-point location:
2BYo + [y g  -  (5" 4- G:)] tan (pL) =  0 (2)
111 l ig. lb, was constructed centrally on a x 152mm tiat 
ground plane. The source array elements were arranged such 
that the resonant lengths were parallel and spaced by 10 mm. 
The large ground plane associated with this array doubles as a 
mirror when part of an open resonator configuration. Each 
module was mechanically tuned, by fine adjustment of the 
length of the transformer section, so that its natural frequency 
was within ±15 MHz of the centre frequency of 34-644 GHz. 
The devices were randomly selected from a batch of pre­
packaged Gunn diodes (DC1276F) each being capable of 
50 mW output power in a standard waveguide cavity.
When positive feedback was applied to the array from a 
127 mm diameter subsidiary reflector, with 150 mm radius of 
curvature, it was found that the higher-order TEMg, reson­
ator mode was primarily responsible for a power transfer from 
the source module to the oscillator output port which was 
only 12% of that obtainable from the test cavity. The TEM ,„ 
mode designations used here are consistent with those used by 
Fox and Li in 1961.: mode number, q, is the number
of half-guide wavelength variations in the axial direction 
between reflectors and modes are observed in the range 
23 < q <  26 for this source configuration. The output from 
the oscillator was coupled into waveguide via a 3 5 mm dia­
meter iris located on the optical axis of the spherical mirror. 
The excitation of the TEM oi,23, mode is experimentally veri­
fied by Fig. 2a, which shows the variation of the oscillator 
output power as a small spherical scatterer (% 1 5mm in 
diameter) is traversed radially through the cavity field. The
- 2
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96 5mm mirror separation
894mm mirror separation
5  -0  6 
S -0 8
- 1-0
384mm mirror separation-12
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A one-dimensional array consisting of three transformer 
coupled self-oscillating patches, of the same design as shown
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scatterer offset 
from resonator axis, cm l»« /2l
Fig. 2 Field profile across mirror diameter 
Shown inverted by scatterer method 
a TEMq,, mode. Scan taken 54-2 mm from array 
b TEM,3^  mode. Scan taken 24 mm from array 
c TEMjo, mode. Scan taken 21 mm from array
scatterer causes a large reduction in the Q of the cavity when 
located in a high-field region. A subsidiary high-field region, 
characteristic of the TEM 0K23) mode, is clearly seen to exist 
approximately 20 mm from the resonator axis, and also has a 
minimum in the field configuration at a radius of 10 mm. Con­
sequently, the choice of 10 mm for the element spacing was 
most inappropriate because it yielded a power transfer effi­
ciency of only 2% at this location. It may be seen from Fig. 2a 
that an element spacing of approximately 20 mm would be 
more appropriate, as it would place the axial and adjacent 
source modules at regions of high field and therefore relatively 
strong coupling.
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O / i t ' / i  rc.wnaior cxciieu ny u .siiiyu- slot luupleü pau h  source: 
The power output from the cavity, shown by the solid curve in 
Fig. 3, was obtained from a sin^e axial transformer-coupled 
patch with the addition of a 0 25 mm thick copper foil overlay, 
incorporating a single slot arranged similarly to the schematic 
diagram of Fig. 4. The axis of the slot was orthogonal to the
slot offset from resonator axis, mm
365
360
35 5
20 k
-  350
345
mirror separation, mm
Fig. 3 Oscillator output for fundamental T E M qq^  mode
Frequency (dotted) and power (solid) against mirror separation, for 
slot on axis
Power against source offset from axis (broken) for mirror separa­
tion 81-2 mm
slotted flat reflector 
spaced 0 3mm sp h e ric a l reflector
from array R = 150mm
resonator 
  axis,
—  -------self - 
oscillating' 
patch array
output'substrate 
-ground plane
384 mm
axial mirror separation
Fig. 4 Open cavity resonator with slot-coupled self-oscillating patch 
antenna array
patch and was located directly over the current maximum in 
the excited patch, and the foil was spaced 0 3 mm from the 
array. The function of the slot was to  suppress excessive 
loading of the fringing E-ftelds at the two ends of the patch 
and to allow only magnetic coupling between the central 
region of the patch and the resonator fields. The patch will 
have a low source impedance in the region of this current 
maximum, and it is therefore proposed that there will now be 
a  better overall match to the low input impedance of the 
quasi-optic cavity when viewed from a short circuit plane and 
tuned for series resonance. It may be seen from Fig. 2b that 
the slot now strongly excites • the ihbre desirable TEMoo, 
Gaussian mode, where g may vary widely from 20 to 30. With 
this source configuration the available output power is 
increased by approximately 500% over the original axial 
transformer coupled patch (without the slotted foil overlay).
Further optimisation of the source module and output 
coupling is possible and would undoubtedly result in h i^ e r  
power transfer efficiencies in excess of 60%, the value current­
ly obtained with the slot overlay. The dotted characteristic of 
Fig. 3 shows that a wide mechanical tuning range can be 
achieved.
Open resonator excited by three slot coupled patch sources: A 
foil overlay containing three slots of nominal length Xo/2 is 
now placed over the original three-element array with 10mm 
element spacing. When all three elements were energised the 
higher-order TE M 039 mode, for which the radial maxima 
were spaced by 10 6 mm, was excited in the quasi-optical 
cavity. The profile for this mode can be seen clearly in Fig. 2c,
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and u was lound that the modules could be phase-locked 
yielding a total coupled output power of 80 mW.
Since the power combining efficiency of an isolated module, 
when exciting the TEM qo^ j ,, mode, decreases with radius, as 
shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3, it is important to employ 
high axial packing densities to achieve a high overall power 
combining efficiency to this fundamental mode.
In conclusion we should point out that the overlay is highly 
desirable because it eliminates the losses and detuning effects 
associated with a dielectric layer exposed to the cavity fields, 
and facilitates the future use of lumped matching elements and 
three terminal active devices.
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FUSED COUPLERS FUNCTION IN A BROAD 
RANGE OF WAVELENGTH
Indexing terms: Optical fibres. Optical connectors and cou­
plers, Optical transmission. Optical waveguides
There is a specific V value around which a fused coupler can 
function as a directional coupler in a broad range of wave­
lengths. This V value is too small to be achieved by a con­
ventional fused coupler.
Introduction: So far, positive answers have been found for two 
im portant problems about fused couplers. They are: first, can 
a fused coupler be isotropic for different polarisations, and 
secondly, can a  fused coupler be insensitive to changes of the 
external refractive index? '" ' Problems like this constitute the 
mosaic of a successful theory. We now give a  third problem: 
can a fused coupler function as a directional coupler in a 
broad range of wavelength? This problem is important in 
both theory and practice.
The coupling coefficient of a fused coupler is defined as
2C ' I t - P i t (I)
where and /ÎÇ, are the propagation constants of the LPqi 
and L P ,i modes of the fused section of the coupler, respec­
tively, while p •= X o r y and stands for x  o r y-polarisation. C  
depends on the wavelength of the light.* '  This means that a 
slight deviation from a specific wavelength could destroy the 
function of the coupler completely. However, since the func­
tion of a  fused coupler depends on many other factors, and 
the influence of these factors is usually very profound and 
s trong ,'- ' * it is still possible to find a critical point at which 
the change of the wavelength has the minimum effect.
Theory: The fused coupler considered here is idealised such 
that the tapering effect is neglected. When the V value is large, 
the coupling coefficient of a fused coupler can be expressed as
2C 42 -  (2A)' (2)/ PV
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